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ABSTRACT

Due to the increasing amount of information that is available on the Internet (and some-
times, only on the Internet), especially on social media sites, it can even be difficult for
experts to differentiate between what is true, false, or deliberately falsified. False claim

detection has therefore become a vast research area, with extensive work on finding a concrete
and robust solution to the deliberate deception of others with incomplete and/or fabricated in-
formation. While manual fact-checking is clearly possible, it is extremely time-consuming and
unmanageable on a large scale. The automated analysis of online news and other digital content
is important for many reasons, leading to calls for automated fact-checking systems that can
verify the truthfulness of statements.

Previous work in this area has largely focused on analysing the characteristics of the natural
language used, for example, writing style and grammar rules. In contrast, this study looks
at automated reasoning, with statements in online texts being checked for consistency with a
knowledge base. Natural language processing is used to support this. The author considers that
such analysis is best achieved by modelling false claims as claims that are inconsistent with a
trusted knowledge base.

Consequently, the fact automated consistency testing (FACT) approach was introduced as a
system of checking the consistency of facts in information that is not explicitly mentioned in an
extracted text corpus. This approach is based on the following elements: information extraction
(from natural language texts); checking claims against a trusted knowledge base, including
against relations inferred via a logic system; the incremental building of a trusted knowledge
base via a continuous learning technique, and the generation of explanations to facilitate users’
understanding of the system’s decisions. Consistency is checked using probabilistic soft logic
(PSL) and a Markov logical network (MLN) for the purpose of comparison.

The results of this study indicate that automatic fact-checking algorithms offer a means
of facilitating the detection of false claims, including what is commonly referred to as ‘fake
news’. Here, FACT contributes to new knowledge through its ability to check the consistency of
claims that are not explicitly mentioned in a text corpus. Thus, FACT permits the veracity of
information found on the Web to be checked. The approach was demonstrated by checking facts
about family-tree relationships against a corpus of Web resources, relating to the UK royal family
and political relations.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The development of the Internet in the 1960s was a significant breakthrough, which will continue

to change lives for generations into the future. Through this significant infrastructure, numerous

and diverse methods of sharing knowledge, information, and data have emerged [1, 2]. The

Internet was initially a US military development, evolving for uses within the commercial and

public sectors. Since then, daily human activities, methods of communication, and lifestyles have

been drastically transformed. For example, the versatility of Internet services has birthed a new

renaissance, in which the prospect of a decline in ignorance, hunger, disease, and poverty appears

to be closer than ever before [3]. Furthermore, cultural exchange is taking place worldwide,

thereby enabling greater understanding and empathy between nations and individuals, as well

as the global distribution of products and goods. Indeed, the Internet is one of the key inventions

of the 20th-century [4].

Another important feature of the Internet is the increased social interaction that it facilitates,

and the continually expanding content of the World Wide Web. Aside from this, there is an urgent

demand for data analysis and utilisation in data-driven decisions to enhance all fields, including

education [5]. However, this becomes complex and confusing, due to the huge volume of data

that exists on the Internet – an estimated 2.5 million terabytes of data generated daily. This

is called ‘big data’ and it requires especially sophisticated processing methods and algorithms,

such as semantic analysis, to produce valuable meaningful information. This information can

be employed to assist real-time decisions, offer insights to individuals in all sectors and roles,

enhance business revenue, and manage risk [6]. This problem of complexity and data volume

is now further exacerbated by the advent of the Internet of things (IoT) and cloud computing,

because vast amounts of data are thereby generated by devices, objects, and sensors [7, 8].
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To date, this massive amount of data has brought new challenges, such as potential violations

of privacy, and the need for accountability and authenticity. In sum, there is no guarantee that

a user’s private data will not be shared. Moreover, it is impossible to determine the author of

content on every website. In addition, there is no way of determining whether the information

being presented is true or false [1, 2, 9, 10]. To elucidate, it is proven that social bots are deployed

to disseminate articles very effectively from inauthentic sources. Fake content is established

in the first few seconds of being published, before an article gets spread widely. In particular,

bots target users who have many active followers and who keep adding replies and mentions.

Users may be vulnerable to this manipulation and unable to recognise such misinformation;

consequently, they continue to share false information [11].

For this reason, there are various techniques for checking the veracity of information and

identifying whether information published on the Internet is false or accurate. One of the earliest

techniques is the manual process, which is used to distinguish fake from genuine news. With this

technique, a journalist conducts a manual examination of the text to ascertain its trustworthiness.

He or she will be regarded as a fact-checker, giving an expert opinion. On this basis, decisions may

be made concerning the validity of a claim, or the level of credibility that should be attributed to a

particular item of information. However, this technique cannot yield prompt results or be applied

to large data sets and data streams. Instead, other methods are preferred for their effectiveness

in handling big data, with less subjectivity. Thus, the use of modern technologies such as machine

learning and deep learning, known as automated fact-checking techniques, are gaining attention

and winning trust.

Consequently, nowadays, automated fact-checking systems are employed by companies,

groups of individuals, and decision-makers to conduct research and analysis, while also en-

suring a consistent level of truthfulness in the information used. Moreover, there is an urgent

need to further develop those systems to eliminate the human factor and achieve a higher

percentage of accuracy and efficiency [7, 12–14].

1.2 Research Questions

Research questions bring forward the necessary arguments that are critical for building the

structure of a thesis. This includes further discussion, elaboration, and the development of

concepts.

The fundamental research question addressed in this study is worded as follows:

• How can probabilistic reasoning be used to check the internal consistency of a
set of claims?

. This question entails the following questions:
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• How can the construction and dynamic expansion of a knowledge base enhance checking

the validity of claims?

• What is gained by employing probabilistic reasoning in such systems?

• What measures should be used to quantify the efficiency of the proposed solution?

1.3 Research Aims and Objectives

1.3.1 Research Aims

As set out above, this thesis aims to answer the question: How can probabilistic reasoning be

used to check the internal consistency of a set of claims?. In other words, this study seeks to

discover how probabilistic reasoning can be utilised to establish the validity of fact-checking

systems to achieve better performance.

For this purpose, fact-automated consistency testing (FACT) was formulated in this study,

this being an automated fact-checking approach, which employs probabilistic reasoning to assess

the consistency of various claims, grounded in a trusted knowledge base. In addition, a claim

explanation technique was developed to help anyone adopting the approach outlined in this study

to understand the rationale for the decisions underpinning each claim.

1.3.2 Research Objectives

Based on the research aim delineated above, the following research objectives were defined

to obtain a clear description of a set of achievable tasks. The following tasks are objectively

measurable in terms of their performance, thereby representing the desired research outcomes.

These research objectives are listed below:

• To gather articles related to a specific claim and to extract the relevant relationships. This

would be implemented using a Web crawling technique to browse Web indexes, wherein the

identified links would be highlighted and then subjected to Web scraping techniques. Web

scraping would clean the extraneous data from the relevant articles obtained during the

previous stage, collecting them in an appropriate format. Finally, information extraction

tools would be used to extract relations and properties for building the knowledge base,

which then can be used to check for fact-consistency.

• To expand the knowledge base through a process of continuous learning, carried out via

incremental building.

• To use a family tree graphic as a means of displaying a human-readable visualisation of

the knowledge base contents.
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• To apply a novel fact-checking approach to the assignment of truth values to claims, using

both the probabilistic soft logic (PSL) and Markov logic network (MLN) frameworks.

• To generate an automated explanation of the fact-checking process for a particular claim,

in order to provide a humanly comprehensible description of the automated decision.

• To evaluate the explanations generated by human evaluators in relation to the decision

and the fact of being comprehensible.

1.4 Key Findings

Based on the results of the experiments, it can be concluded that:

• Generating a knowledge base related to a given claim, which will be used to validate the

authenticity of that claim, can help produce an effective consistency-validation method.

• Such a knowledge base can be generated by employing information extraction techniques

to grasp the relationship between two named entities. In this research, the General Ar-

chitecture for Text Engineering (GATE) software toolkit using its processing resource A

Nearly-New IE system (ANNIE) and the Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) was

utilised and proved to be very efficient.

• To enhance the performance of a system for consistency checking, founded on a knowledge

base, the knowledge base needs to be expanded continuously. This can be achieved by

crawling the Web to source related articles, while also employing information extraction

techniques.

• Probabilistic logical reasoning frameworks, such as MLN and PSL, associated through a

corpus, are effective techniques for fact consistency checking. These frameworks can check

the consistency of facts that are not explicitly mentioned in the text, which is an advantage

over the linguistic methods used in previous fact-checking methods.

• Probabilistic soft logic (PSL) performed better than Markov Logic Networks (MLN) in fact

consistency checking.

• The explanation of a decision related to a fact-checking system is crucial for the end-user.

• The results of the fact-checking systems need to be explained; this can be achieved by

employing probabilistic logical reasoning.

• An effective method of measuring the worthiness of the explanations generated is to employ

human evaluators.
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• Human evaluation can be designed in a way that reduces bias. This can be achieved by

employing a number of human evaluators from different backgrounds, giving them the

same set of claims, along with their automatically generated decisions and explanations

for those decisions. If the human evaluators agree on their worthiness, it means that their

decision is free of bias, and the system may be deemed to be an effective tool for fact

consistency checking.

• The proposed framework pipeline FACT employed probabilistic soft logic (PSL) and an

incremental dynamically generated knowledge base to create a fact-checking system that

is interpreted by design. It can generate decisions explanations as text and graphs. It is

compared to the state-of-the-art CredEye and performed significantly better in terms of

truthfulness, understanding, and satisfying. These results are based on human evaluators

using a bias-free setup.

• The proposed approach gives proper justification for positive decisions, but for negative

decisions, it shows that there is no evidence to support the claim, and an alternative

relationship supporting this claim is given if available.

• The proposed approach performed equally well on true and false claims in terms of true

and understandable metrics.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The thesis comprises seven, chronologically interconnected chapters, each made up of sections

and subsections that are linked by logical relationships. This structure allows for a detailed

presentation, as well as a general overview of the research rationale, as outlined below:

Chapter One introduces the thesis and presents an overview of the background to the study,

especially with respect to core research in the field of fact consistency checking in relation to

natural language processing. In this Chapter, the research motivation and core research questions

are defined. This includes the reasons for conducting the study, and a description of the strategy

adopted in its execution. The responses to these concerns have paved the way for developing

comprehensive solutions, such as planning the research structure and implementing important

deliverables. In particular, it should be mentioned that the research questions provide the key

insights that are necessary to develop the research aims and objectives. Subsequently, the key

questions were broken down into simpler and more manageable questions that could be answered

more effectively. Furthermore, the anticipated research contributions and main achievements of

this study are identified in this introductory Chapter. Thus, it was possible to foreshadow some of

the study’s core successes and demonstrate that these are perfectly aligned with the current field

of research.
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Chapter Two details the background to this study, with an extensive and detailed review

of the main research studies that have already been conducted in the field of fact consistency

checking. Chapter Two therefore begins with an in-depth explanation of fact-checking problems.

Next, it examines information extraction and all its related topics, followed by a presentation

of the different techniques and frameworks applied in this area. Furthermore, the Chapter

dissects the research topics that have hitherto been addressed, specifically notions of reasoning

and inference. Hence, the relationship between these two notions are established for greater

clarification. Finally, explainable artificial intelligence (AI) is discussed in some detail.

Chapter Three then begins with an explanation of the research methodology, accompanied

by a detailed description of the proposed research framework, whereupon FACT is presented.

This includes the notion, components, structure, and algorithm. The main steps in FACT are

explained in detail, illustrated by examples such as Web crawling, pre-processing, post-processing,

and the expansion of the knowledge base by re-querying the Web. Claim-consistency checking

via probabilistic reasoning is subsequently presented. Finally, FACT approach validation is

introduced, which includes validation of the information extraction and fact-consistency decision.

Chapter Four describes the different stages of information extraction that were used to build

the knowledge base, with a case study on the UK’s Royal Family. It begins by defining the

primary data-set. The use of Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) grammar to extract the

relationship between two named entities is then described. Next, the algorithm of solving named

entity ambiguity is introduced to unify the named entity and storage them is outlined. Finally,

the UK Royal Family tree was visualised using a GEDCOM file, allowing key relations in this

family to be evaluated as a case study.

Chapter Five presents the fact-checking methodology, where two kinds of probabilistic reason-

ing are applied: PSL and Tuffy – the latter being an MLN inference engine. These are the two

main reasoning frameworks in the field. The Chapter starts by outlining the syntactic structures

of the PSL and MLN models, followed by a comparison between the two. The various components

of the model language and the syntactic structure involved in this setup are presented, including

the predicates, observation, descriptions of targets, logical rules, and different priors. Finally, a

case study on the UK Royal Family was utilised to evaluate the performance of PSL and MLN in

the field of fact-checking. In addition, a political relations case study was selected to evaluate the

performance of PSL, purely in the field of fact-checking.

Chapter Six demonstrates the way in which automatic explanations are produced in relation

to automated decisions. This Chapter begins with an introduction together with the means

through which automatic explanations of these decisions were developed. This explanation

includes an examination of both the text and tree representations. Next, following this theoretical

explanation of the decision methodology, experiments were performed, wherein human evaluators

were engaged in evaluating the claims explanation. Finally, the framework result proposed in this

study was compared with the results of CredEye evidence, in order to benchmark the performance
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of the proposed FACT system.

Chapter Seven concludes this thesis, consisting of an a general summary of the study, and

a conclusion to the entire thesis. The research findings and contributions to knowledge are

presented therein, as well as the research limitations. In light of these limitations, potential

areas of future research are recommended, specifically in relation to fact-consistency checking

via NLP.

1.6 Publications

A number of papers were published in the course of writing this thesis. These are referred to

extensively in Chapters Three, Four, and Five, and are cited below:

• Bindris, N., Sudhahar, S. and Cristianini, N. (2018) ‘Fact checking from natural text with

probabilistic soft logic’, in Duivesteijn, W., Siebes, A. and Ukkonen, A. (Eds.), Advances in

Intelligent Data Analysis, XVII. Cham: Springer International Publishing, pp. 52-61.

• Bindris, N., Cristianini, N. and Lawry, J. (2020) ‘Claim consistency checking using soft

logic’, Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction, 2(3), pp. 147-71.
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2
LITERATURE REVIEW

While attempting to develop an approach for fact checking claims in NLP, in this chapter we

present a background and a literature review of related topics. The literature review chapter

covers five main topics, in sequence: truth discovery; fact checking; information extraction;

probabilistic reasoning; and finally, linking financial eXplainable artificial intelligence (XAI).

2.1 Truth Discovery

2.1.1 What Is Truth Discovery?

When there are conflicting values, or there is information from multiple sources, regarding a

particular instance in a given data item or dataset; finding the actual or true value in that given

data is known as the process of truth discovery or truth finding. Truth finding involves finding

the actual value in conflicting and noisy data from multiple sources.

In this age of information overload, a great deal of information is accessed on a daily basis.

Thus, it is possible that the sources of this information are prone to error, whether due to a lack

of expertise in this regard, out of malicious intent, or because of malicious content, staleness, etc.

Other reasons include missing records or the provision of partial information. In such a situation,

accurate and complete information should be assessed from multiple sources, all claiming to be

authentic. Identifying accurate information is sometimes referred to as truth discovery. In this

current study, it is called fact-checking [15]. Here, a method of supporting the fact-checking of

statements from natural text is demonstrated. These sources include online news, encyclopaedias,

and academic repositories, and it is ascertained whether they violate the knowledge that is

implicitly present in a reference corpus

This type of information can take the form of fake news, misinformation, disinformation, and
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rumour detection. Spreading false information and fake news can generate revenue for those

who are spreading it, for example, politicians and the producers of such content. This is a matter

of concern for journalists. Without fact-checking, the flood of disinformation cannot be stopped.

Therefore, journalists and fact-checkers work on the prevention of fake news and false data,

although more efforts are still urequired to stop this dissemination of falsified and misleading

information [16]

2.1.1.1 Fake News

Across the globe, a high volume of falsified information is available on almost every topic. Instead

of original content, there are statements that could be categorised as falsified or overstated, as

well as false claims, fake videos, etc. This kind of false information exists simply because of its

popularity and the uncontrolled flood of information on the Internet, especially on social media

networks. It is an unprecedented situation, posing a threat to society and affecting populations

all over the world. One example of fake news is when the Twitter account of the US new agency,

Associated Press, was hacked. Fake news was subsequently posted from this account, falsely

reporting an explosion in the White House, in which US President, Barack Obama, was allegedly

injured. This news wiped out USD139 billion in a flash. To combat this kind of fake news,

fact-checking systems are put in operation, ranging from manual systems that involve human

personnel, to machine learning and deep learning methods [17].

2.1.1.2 Misinformation

Misinformation includes missing records and the provision of incomplete information, leading to

the compromised accuracy of reports from those sources. This is why misinformation presents a

task for fact-checking [17].

2.1.1.3 Disinformation

Disinformation includes the intentional dissemination of fake news to mislead news consumers.

It also includes so-called ‘clickbait’, or the false incentivisation of users to click on links, thereby

generating revenue for the source (the source asks users to click on a misleading link, which

fails to correspond to the source’s claims, and does not give the user what they anticipate). The

other type of disinformation consists of manipulating public opinion via false news and falsified

information. This may be for political gain in election campaigns, or can be intentionally divisive,

as in pitting one ethnic group against another [17].

2.1.1.4 Rumour Detection

Rumours consist of less formal news items or statements of questionable accuracy. Rumour

detection therefore differentiates between false and genuine information. Rumour detection is
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defined in diverse ways. For some, rumour detection consists of the classification of posts into

the credible and incredible; for others, it represents the link between the truthfulness of a claim

and its expression in a post. Rumours are also classified according to true-rumour, false-rumour,

non-rumour, and unverified-rumour by some scholars. All these different definitions mean that

rumour can be treated according to its various definitions [17].

In the next section, fact-checking problems are discussed, together with their potential

solutions, whether automatic or manual.

2.1.2 Fact-checking

Recent reference has been made to the problem of published false information. Several automated

fact-checking systems [18–21] have been developed and used in real-world scenarios, such as in

the monitoring of false claims during the primary and general election debates throughout the

2016 US elections. A claim is first checked by collecting supporting or opposing evidence from

knowledge bases and the Web, thereby generating questions/queries related to the claim and

extracting a final answer. This is then presented to the user, based on discrepancies between the

returned answers and the claim.

Hassan et al. [20] refer to half-truths, hyperbole, and falsehoods, while Thorne and Vlachos

[22] mention that false information can now be very easily disseminated to millions of people.

Mihaylova et al. [23] examined the issue of potentially false information, specifically in relation

to community question-and-answer (Q&A) forums. The above authors [23] devised a system that

checked the validity of answers to specific questions, similar to the approach described in [24].

The system was proposed as a solution to a hitherto neglected issue. The novel contribution of

their work was a multi-faceted model, which captured the diverse information that can be gleaned

from the answers posted in these forums, not only comprising what is said, but also how, where,

and by whom. In [24, 25], the contribution involved checking the consistency of a set of claims

that were not explicitly mentioned in the text in reference to the knowledge base. This method

combines the use of information extraction (IE) techniques with probabilistic reasoning, allowing

for inferences to be made, starting with natural text. A different approach to fact-checking was

adopted by Rashkin et. al. [26], who determined the presence or otherwise of fake information by

comparing the language of real news with that of satire, propaganda, and hoaxes. Meanwhile,

Rashkin et al. [26] used a corpus from PolitiFact, arguing that while fact-checking remains

an open research topic, the truthfulness of a text can be determined from stylistic cues in the

language. A similar approach, also utilising the properties of the language itself, was adopted

by Nakashole and Mitchell [27], who deployed linguistic features such as those represented in a

subjectivity lexicon of strong and weak subjective words, and a sentiment lexicon of positive and

negative words – these being bias lexicons derived from Wikipedia. In addition, parts-of-speech

(POS) tags were used to establish whether a source of information represented facts objectively,

or was opinionated and/or speculative in nature.
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2.1.2.1 Fact-checking Using Various Techniques

In response to the fact that over the past few years, there appears to have been an increase in

the quantity of false information published on the Internet. Mohtarami et al. [28] presented an

automatic false information detection system, using end-to-end memory networks. This system

can check whether a particular statement agrees, disagrees, discusses, or is unrelated to a target

claim. Mohtarami et al. employed convolutional and recurrent neural networks, as well as a

similarity matrix. They then applied the Fake News Challenge benchmark to test their proposed

system, which could be considered as feature-light. Nevertheless, the system’s performance

was found to be equal to that of more complex systems. Furthermore, automatic fact-checking

was considered by Vlachos and Riedel [29] as a process that must include the identification

of check-worthy statements, while Hassan et al. [19, 20] considered the creation of questions

relating to these statements, with a focus on finding information that was pertinent to the

construction of a knowledge base (also relating to these statements), followed by inferring the

validity of the check-worthy statements. Conversely, Thorne et al. [30] investigated automatic

fact-checking, using surface-level linguistic patterns. Specifically, Thorne et al. [30] adopted

a hybrid convolutional neural network, which integrated text with metadata, arguing that it

would improve text-only (rather than knowledge-focused) deep learning. In contrast, Popat et

al. [31] produced the CredEye user interface for fact-checking, where the user enters a claim

that needs to be checked, and the output is the probability of it being true or false, conditional

on the information obtained from a Web search focused on this claim. CredEye also checks

the trustworthiness of information sources and gives evidence in the form of a screenshot of

texts containing the relevant material. Nevertheless, Thorne and Vlachos [22] noted that the

interdisciplinary nature of fact-checking research has resulted in terminological inconsistencies.

In order to respond to this issue, Thorne and Vlachos [32] surveyed the various research efforts

concerning automated fact-checking, and based on natural language processing.

Conversely, Hassan et al. [20] centred their fact-checking approach on an analysis of the

meanings and characteristics of natural language sentences. Thus, they introduced ClaimBuster:

a system involving the analysis of natural language statements within a particular political

discourse for the purpose of checking facts. This system works by first classifying and ranking

sentences into non-factual, insignificantly factual, and check-worthy sentences. The latter are

then appropriately labelled by human coders, after which, feature extraction is applied to

produce a training dataset [33]. However, ClaimBuster is limited by discrepancies between the

classifications determined by the human checkers employed, and the classifications generated by

the software system. Similar to the present study, however, Karadzhov et al. [34] presented a

fact-checking system in which the claims must be verified via information that needs to have

been constructed or identified outside the system. The verification of claims is also the focus of

the method adopted by Baly et al. [35], who developed an approach that involves determining the

stance of a text, with regard to a claim, and then determining whether the claim is factual on
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this basis.

In response to the problems that are associated with using traditional methods for fact-

checking the ever-increasing volume of information published online, Ciampaglia et al. [36] offered

a computational approach that uses knowledge graphs which represent semantic proximity from

transitive closure, exploiting the smallest path between two nodes. Thus, their approach leverages

existing bodies of expert knowledge to assess the truth of statements. This is similar to our

approach, which is also based on known truths. Another related approach is Shi and Weninger’s

[37], which uses knowledge graphs that incorporate predicate interactions and connectivity. In the

present study, we use entities and the relationships between them in the fact-checking processes.

Again, similarly, Ciampaglia et al. [36] and Shi and Weninger [37] both used statements of fact in

the form of a subject, a predicate, and an object, whereby there is a stated relationship between

them. A different approach to fact-checking has been proposed by Popat et al. 2016 [12] which,

although using a domain setting to check the credibility of claims made in natural language, also

employed inferences based on a joint interaction between the kind of language employed by the

claim and the reliability of the web source. The same authors extended their work [38] to include

the claim’s temporal footprint on the web; this was shown to be effective for the early detection of

emerging claims.

The fact checking of numerical claims has also been studied in recent times. For example,

Vlachos and Riedel [39] focused on the fact-checking of simple numerical claims, such as the

‘population of Germany in 2015 was 80 million’. The above authors used distant supervision to

identify and verify claims, in order to fact-check 16 numerical properties of countries (for example,

population). Input claims were matched with entries in a knowledge base, and verdicts were

deduced. In the follow-up work, the system was extended to include temporal expressions, so that

the temporal context of the claim could be taken into account [32].

Recent work has adopted MLNs to apply reason to the world under conditions of uncertainty,

answering questions such as ‘According to sources A and B, is Mr. Doe euro-sceptic?’ [40, 41]. The

algorithms in question support the task of extracting information about the facts from various

sources, and fact-checking claims against background data, although this was not tested on

real-world data. On the other hand, work by Patwari et al. [42] discusses a system of identifying

check-worthy statements in political debates, where these need to be fact-checked using a multi-

classifier system that models latent groupings in data. These statements might not be explicitly

mentioned in the text, but they are check-worthy. From the statement, ‘We need the private

sector’s help, because government is not innovating’, Patwari et al. identified a check-worthy

claim such as ‘the U.S. government is not innovating’. Natural language summaries of relational

databases have also been semi-automatically fact-checked using probabilistic modelling to identify

erroneous claims in articles from major newspapers [43]. Nevertheless, the limitation of this

work is that it requires humans to check the interpretations of the system and correct them if

they are wrong.
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In contrast, there are claims checked in this current study, which are not explicitly stated in

the text corpus. Using a knowledge base of extracted facts from various sources and first-order

logic rules, information is inferred that is implicit in the text. The focus is on detecting claims

that might be considered implausible because they implicitly contradict background knowledge,

assumptions, or other claims contained within a reference corpus.

Here, an approach is proposed to search for an interpretation of language that is consistent

with a given knowledge base. The focus is on looking for interpretations that are highly consistent,

or which are maximally consistent with the knowledge base, given a set of rules. Verification of

the consistency of statements is performed using PSL to conduct the necessary logical inference

[24, 25]. This method begins with the extraction of relations and constants from texts, using an

IE tool that can work across any domain to build a trusted knowledge base. Once this is built,

the consistency of given statements can be checked against the knowledge base, according to

pre-specified rules. In addition, there is a re-querying mechanism that enables the knowledge

base to be expanded to achieve continuous learning. This research uses PSL as a rule-based

probabilistic framework for inferring facts, which are not explicitly mentioned in the text, and to

check their consistency with a trusted knowledge base. This paper shows how PSL can be used to

assess the consistency of one fact with another.

2.2 Information Extraction (IE)

An IE system generates the kind of structured data that is essential for various applications,

searching tools, and Web-mining processes. Information extraction may be defined as the auto-

matic or computerised extraction of events, entities, and concepts (along with their associated

attributes and relations) from free and unstructured text. The majority of IE-based systems are

expert in recognising the patterns that present semantic, syntactic, and lexical constraints [44].

Furthermore, in the general domain, the application of IE commonly focuses on one or more

subtasks, such as named entity recognition (NER). The latter is responsible for identifying named

entity mentions and relationship extraction. It discovers the relationship between attributes,

entities, and concepts, and performs co-reference resolution: a task that links names or mentions

in reference to the same entity.

2.2.1 Information Extraction (IE) Tasks

Information extraction is applied to text documents, in order to create a structured view of

information, which is understandable and easy to navigate. For this purpose, three major IE tasks

are performed: event extraction, relationship extraction, and fact extraction. Event extraction may

be defined as discovering or identifying the various events that are represented in unstructured

free text, while simultaneously deriving structured and detailed information in relation to

these events [45]. In other words, event extraction extracts multiple entities and identifies
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the relationship between them. The development of event extraction has been fuelled by the

continuous advancements in natural language processing (NLP) and text mining that have taken

place over recent years; the availability of annotated datasets, and the increasing popularity

of big data [46]. Moreover, event extraction synthesises both experience and knowledge from

multiple domains, such as knowledge modelling, AI, data mining, linguistics, and computer

science, thereby producing more detailed and complex outputs. These outputs then play a vital

role in expanding knowledge bases, monitoring and analysing public affairs for governments, and

discovering market responses [47]. Therefore, event extraction is one of the core components of

IE, not only extracting corresponding phrases, words and characters, but also detecting a wide

variety of events.

In contrast, relationship extraction classifies and detects pre-defined correlations between

different entities within a text document. For example, in the case of the names, ‘Steve Jobs’ and

‘Apple’, relationship extraction would derive the relationship between the organisation and its

founder [45]. The task of relationship extraction can be divided into two simple steps: first, it

detects whether an entity of interest lies within a sentence or text, and then classifies the detected

entity into a pre-defined group. Several techniques have been proposed for the implementation

of relationship extraction. In the most popular of these techniques, the task is considered to be

a classification problem [48], whereupon more than one entity occurring in a sentence can be

categorised into a single relation type. Put more simply, relation extraction reveals a relationship

between attributes, entities, and concepts, while also storing the association between these and

the relation [44]. Such attributes or entities and relations could include organisation-location,

person-affiliation, and so on. Similarly, [49] explains that relation extraction obtains various

instances of semantic relation that are present in texts. This information is then converted into

a more readily manipulable format, which is of great use in applications that require semantic

knowledge.

The third IE task is fact extraction. Here, logical reasoning is combined with facts to extract

fact-representing structures from unstructured text [50]. However, this latter task is prone

to various constraints, relating to the trade-off between scalability, recall, and precision. The

methods that perform best in terms of scalability tend to become vulnerable to noise in patterns,

which lowers the precision of the extracted information. Correspondingly, the application of high-

precision techniques, which utilise deep reasoning negatively, affects scalability in relation to

Web-scale data. Nevertheless, regardless of its limitations, a fact-extraction system can perform

multiple syntactic transformations on free and unstructured texts, in order to obtain factual

information. This syntactic transformation utilises English syntactic rules, along with pattern-

matching and linguistic technologies (particularly text annotation) to break text into base tokens

[51], which are subsequently analysed to extract the factual information. In this research, both

relations and fact extraction are used.
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2.2.2 How Different Information Extraction (IE) Tasks are Performed

The IE process assists, as its name suggests, with extracting useful pieces of information from

semi-structured or unstructured data that is present in different forms, primarily online. Such

information will relate, for instance, to events, objects, relations, and entities. The main objective

of IE is to provide information to knowledge bases, so that their ability to allow access to and to

organise useful information (i.e. knowledge) is improved. This process proceeds by first collecting

documents to be used as input, and then by producing diverse representations of such information

as will satisfy the information requirement [52]. Information extraction techniques effectively

and efficiently examine unstructured text in its unrestricted form, and then extract from it the

relevant and valuable information. Thus, the ultimate objective of an IE technique is to recognise

the factual details that are likely to enhance the knowledge base or database. Furthermore,

[53] argues that by adopting machine learning for IE, practitioners will not only be able to

render their IE systems trainable and adaptable, but also useful for reducing manual effort.

The most popular of these techniques include NLP and syntactic rules. While NLP examines

the grammatical structure of sentences to construct grammar-based rules for extracting useful

information, syntactic rules analyse word patterns directly to extract this useful information. In

addition, name entity recognition (NER), sentiment analysis, text summary, aspect mining, and

topic modelling are a few of the most widely used IE-related techniques. In this research, NER is

applied, which will also be discussed in the proceeding sub-section.

2.2.2.1 Name Entity Recognition (NER)

Name entity recognition is one of the most commonly adopted IE techniques. It offers excep-

tional results in terms of extracting descriptive entities. In particular, NER identifies domain-

independent or generic entities, like organisations, persons and locations, by semantically cate-

gorising information into pre-distinguished classes [54]. Conventionally, NER techniques have

been constructed on learning-based methods (LBM), rule-based methods (RBM), or a hybrid of

the two. However, with the introduction of deep-learning technologies like NLP, NER systems

based on these have begun to play a significant role in contextual IE and language modelling

where semantic analysis, phonetic, syntactic, and morphological linguistics are used. Besides, due

to the greater accuracy and efficiency of NER techniques, they have been widely adopted across

various domains, including knowledge-base, population, opinion mining, information retrieval,

text mining, and machine translation [55]. In this research, RBM is used to extract facts and

relations to build the knowledge base.

Name entity recognition is an essential IE method or process that can extract information

from both structured and unstructured data. Information extraction techniques that are centred

on NER can be further divided into machine learning-based, dictionary-based, and rule-based

approaches. Commonly, NER applies rules that are produced according to contextual or gram-

matical features, simple dependencies, or parts-of-speech tags [56]. Although these systems
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have over-fitting limitations, they perform excellently in F-measure evaluations. Conversely, the

contrasting dictionary-based NER technique is considered as a very effective high-tech approach

for large-scale indexing and literature annotation. It not only identifies names, but also distin-

guishes between unique identity concepts [57]. However, similar to the rule-based approach,

dictionary-based approaches also lack the ability to detect new terminologies. To overcome this

limitation, machine-learning-based approaches have recently received a great deal of attention.

Among the wide range of machine-learning techniques, conditional random fields (CRFs) have

become popular, since they integrate the use of multiple features to process sequence labelling.

2.2.3 Evaluation of Information Extraction (IE)

The Message Understanding Conference (MUC) originally encouraged early developments in IE.

Moreover, the MUC inspired the development of evaluation metrics for IE systems. Even though

these evaluation metrics are similar to the standard precision and recall metrics that are used in

information retrieval systems, the definitions have been changed so that they are specific to IE

[50]. In the evaluation of IE tasks, precision is interpreted as the amount of authentic and accurate

information extracted. In contrast, recall measures the amount of correctly extracted information.

In other words, precision signifies the reliability and authenticity of the extracted information,

while recall represents the amount of information that is correctly extracted. Likewise, [51]

presented three essential structures for IE systems. The first structure consists of the means

by which the following are handled: extraction from non-HTML sources, Sarawagi’s three-

level extraction tasks, and the evaluation of free and unstructured text documents. The second

structure should include a taxonomy that is implemented via Prolog-like logic rules, regular

expressions, and probabilistic hidden models. Finally, the third structure should incorporate

annotation-free, learning-based, or programmer-involved approaches, depending on the degree

of automation. The dimensions associated with these structures are first used to evaluate the

difficulty of the IE task, followed by making comparisons between the methods adopted in IE,

and then, finally, evaluating the efficacy of the training process.

In this account, [58], there is a description of the MUC evaluation process, in which system

developers are asked to extract a particular template from a set of documents in a given scenario.

The developers are given 1-6 months to ensure that their system has adapted to the scenario.

After this period, each system developer is provided with another new document set (the test

corpus), using their IE system to extract the required information, and then forwarding the

template to the organiser. The organiser proceeds to compare the answer key to the extracted

information, and assigns a score for precision and recall. However, comparing two such templates

is not straightforward, and multiple methods have been proposed to counter this problem. One

such method is the F-score, which is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall [59]. Using

the F-score, the performance of an IE system can readily be evaluated.
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2.2.4 How Fact-Checking Uses Information Extraction (IE) to Resolve Issues

Of late, fact-checking has grabbed the attention of both the public and the media. In addition, the

computer science community has shown keen interest, especially from the IE, NLP, knowledge,

and data-management perspective. Fact-checking could be described as the process of examining

a piece of information, verifying its credibility, checking its accuracy, and then enriching it with

connections, comments, and nuances to determine the correctness and veracity of the factual

claims [60]. Due to its ability to combat misinformation and false claims, fact-checking now plays

a key role in the news environment. Traditional fact-checking first looks at the factual claim to be

checked, and then at the claimant (the person making the claim). A fact-checking process may also

analyse the integrity and authenticity of a claim and its source, while providing strong evidence

to either counter or support the claim [61]. Despite its significance, the rapid development of IT

and parallel growth in the use of digital media has limited the ability of human fact-checkers to

keep up with the increased spread of falsehoods and misinformation. Nevertheless, in general

terms, new forms of journalism, social media, and the use of the Internet have also made it

easier and faster to apply technology to the task of exposing half-truths and misinformation,

compared to human fact-checkers [19]. Various computerised IE and data storage tools, as well as

NLP, visualisation, querying, and indexing, can all be exploited to assist fact-checkers. Moreover,

fact-checking is open-domain in nature. This, along with recent progress in IE and NLP, has

provided journalists with powerful tools that they can use to assess the truthfulness of claims.

Traditional fact-checking by journalists lacks the ability to authenticate the vast amount

of data that is available online. For this purpose, [36] propose a computational fact-checking

technique that is based on the K-nearest neighbours and random forest methods, which produce a

knowledge graph. The above study claimed that with this IE technique, it was possible to analyse

thousands of claims relating to biographical information, geography, entertainment, and history.

Likewise, [62] proposed a framework that used structured data to model claims as parameterised.

The latter study stated that satisfactory results were achieved in identifying questionable and

vague claims, as a result of the fact-checking tasks that were undertaken. Besides, concerning

fact-checking, it has been identified that IE has been of significant assistance to journalists in the

extraction of factual claims from both structured and unstructured texts, like articles, speeches,

and, for instance, lists of dates. The most widely-used approaches depend on a combination of

machine learning and NLP algorithms. These are ideal for identifying and verifying claims [63].

However, even though NLP and machine-learning techniques can recognise multiple versions

of a particular statement, they are still vulnerable errors due to paraphrasing. As a result,

a potential trade-off between precision and recall exists: having to deal with similar but not

identical instances of a factual claim can result in a system with lower accuracy producing a large

number of false positives. For this purpose, automatic fact-checking techniques are proposed,

which not only reduce the burden on humans in assessing the authenticity of claims, but also

discern the reasoning behind a claim [22]. Thus, it could be affirmed that fact-checking is an area
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of concern that is coming into increasing prominence, and by integrating various IE techniques

with each other, a fact-checking process can be produced that will combat misinformation.

Most automated fact-checking methods depend on supervised learning. Many studies have

suggested using supervised learning models that analyse and learn from previously annotated

statements [29]. This approach was adopted by [64], who proposed the design of a novel, hybrid

and convolutional neural network (CNN) for the purpose of detecting fake news. The above study

reported that its model achieved accuracy of 0.270, thereby outperforming standard fact-checking

algorithms in the hold-out test set. Likewise, [26] presented a fact-checking model based on

long-short-term-memory (LSTM). This model used word sequences to generate a feature vector,

which was further employed to perform lexical analysis on various types of misinformation. The

study concluded that the model achieved greater accuracy than Naïve Bayes, when text alone

was used as input. Consequently, it may be seen that the primary limitation of IE techniques is

that they usually require extra knowledge of the world (that is, knowledge that is external to the

text they are examining), and this extra knowledge is usually absent from a claim [27]. Although

language can help establish whether a claim is factual; credible sentences can sometimes (or

often) be inherently wrong. To counter this problem, [39] adopted a distantly supervised relation

extraction system, which examined the surface patterns in text to establish relationships between

different entities on a knowledge graph. The above study stated that the model achieved an

accuracy of 60% in identifying false claims. Likewise, [32] proposed a fact-checking system based

on claim identification and semantic analysis, using generated knowledge bases and temporal

expressions to automate the system. The above study reported that an accuracy of 68% was

achieved in relation to simple numerical claims. In light of all these findings, it is evident that

many different IE techniques have been adopted to solve the problem of fact-checking, with

varying degrees of success.

2.3 Probabilistic Reasoning

Probabilistic reasoning, also known as probability logic, is defined as the ability to handle

uncertainty using probability theory, combined with formal arguments. Probability logics attempt

to find the probable truth of a situation, but also act as a natural bridge between building and

finding truth, with the final result being built through probabilistic expressions. Probabilistic

logic statements can be classified into two main groups: one is the class of logics that represent

a continuation of logical entailment, as present in MLNs, while the second deals with issues

relating to uncertainty and a lack of evidence, wherein the truth of a statement is separated from

the trust assigned to this truth [65]. In this section, two probabilistic reasoning frameworks will

be defined, as well as how they work. Next, the various applications of the two frameworks will

be shown, together with the ways in which they may be used to solve the fact-checking problem.
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2.3.1 Markov Logic Networks (MLN)

Richardson and Domingos [66] presented MLNs as a first-order knowledge representation, with a

weight for each formula. However, this can also be seen as a framework for constructing Markov

networks. Markov logic networks use discrete Markov random field (MRF) [66] graphical models,

which are applied to discrete variables with values of 0 or 1. The above authors add that this

kind of framework, based on probability theory, has the ability to incorporate a wide range of

domain knowledge into the compact language of a Markov network. Conversely, Beltagy et al.

[67] present an MLN as a probabilistic logic framework, using first-order logic to decode complex

probabilistic graphical models. The idea supporting the application of MLNs is that this allows a

level of flexibility, where the model is not required to satisfy all the formulae. Hence, weights are

assigned according to the potential levels of satisfaction of each formula [66]. Lee and Wang [68]

emphasise that the probability distribution of weights over possible words, and a formula that

should be satisfied by a given word, are important in the development of an MLN framework.

Therefore, the importance of a word is correlated with the level of satisfaction achieved by the

formula, with a weight for each word. All this finally leads to decisions being made about the

truth values of statements. Furthermore, Richardson and Domingos [66] affirm that MLNs, in

terms of being first-order logic, enable uncertainty to be handled effectively, while also permitting

imperfect and contradictory knowledge. Additionally, MLN can support several methods and

techniques that are commonly applied in modern statistics and modelling, including clustering,

classification, and predictive analysis [66].

2.3.2 Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL)

Probabilistic soft logic (PSL) is a many-valued logic that uses an inference mechanism based on

hinge–loss Markov random fields (HL–MRFs) [65, 69]. Moreover, HL–MRFs represent a graphical

model, which is analogous to discrete (MRFs) [66], but applied to continuous variables in the

unit interval [0, 1]. Kimmig et al.[69] present a PSL that exists as relational and logical rule

definitions within a set, wherein the single entities are viewed as logical atoms. The dependency

structure within a set is established through the application of first-order logic rules. This enables

a joint probabilistic model to be created over all the atoms, thereby giving a positive weight to

each rule in the set. In this manner, the relative importance of each rule is established. The

view underlying this methodology is shared by Deng and Wiebe, who affirm that in relation to

first-order logic, probabilistic logic with weights for predicates allows each predicate’s importance

to be established within the inference process [70]. Therefore, this gives a PSL the characteristics

of an optimisation model, which can be used effectively to solve optimisation problems [69].

Additionally, the authors state that a PSL can consequently be used to create and establish

inference and learning rules. Probabilistic soft logic inference methods are based on providing the

most likely values to be given a set of propositions, where the remaining (i.e. non-zero probability)

proposition values are presented as evidence in the form of what is known to be the most probable
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explanation (MPE) or MPE inference [69]. However, Fakhraei et al. [71] maintain that PSL rule

weights should be set so that an association is penalised when a rule is not satisfied; again, these

weights measure the importance of each rule.

2.3.3 Continuous and Discrete Reasoning

MLN and PSL have been presented as discrete and continuous reasoning frameworks, respectively

[65, 66]. Indeed, Kimmig et al. [69] affirm that one of the main features of a PSL is the use

of continuous soft truth values in the interval [0, 1]. This is believed to give a PSL greater

flexibility over the type of relation that can be established between entities. These relations

include belonging to a family or circle of friends and being a classmate. However, these relations

are also based on notions of similarity of influences, for example, hobbies, opinions on specific

topics, and beliefs. In addition, the above authors reaffirm that PSL is a framework for collective

and probabilistic reasoning in relational domains, and it has been applied in a variety of areas,

including collective classification [72], drugs [71, 73], opinion diffusion [74], and trust in social

networks [75, 76]. Moreover, Huang et al. [76] undertook a study based on social interaction,

with the aim of investigating notions such as trust, fondness, and respect. According to the above

researchers, trust is the key to social interaction. Therefore, the strength of the tie between people

was presented as a weighted graph, portraying their social interaction. Furthermore, Huang et

al. maintained that this form of flexible framework is generally well-suited for social interaction

and network representatio, using PSL [76].

Tushar et al. [77] used knowledge derived from textbooks to answer science questions,

apparently based on scalable knowledge. However, Clark et al. [78] argued that the automatic

extraction of scalable knowledge is often associated with incomplete knowledge, with a high

level of noise. Markov logic networks are believed to be the best framework for dealing with

this type of uncertainty in the knowledge acquisition process. The reasoning approach applied

in this study improves on the conventional methods of knowledge acquisition that may be

found in textbooks and other text. Therefore, Tushar et al. [77] used three different forms of

MLN-based formulation in knowledge acquisition, so as to determine the most effective of these

models. The first approach applied rules based on fundamental science as an input into the MLN

framework, and deployed the outcome for the purposes of tractability. The second method applied

an interpretation of scientific rules, which led to a simpler network. The third technique applied

Praline, which enabled more control in the application of MLN. The result of this latter approach

was a boost to the framework’s accuracy and a tenfold reduction in runtime, as compared to

baseline implementation of the same model [77]. In the application, a quality assurance (QA)

system was in fact used to handle noisy and incomplete knowledge, so that the reasoning could

include uncertainty. However, a difficulty arose with regard to how a QA task could be performed

as an MLN reasoning problem. It is important to mention here that Belgaty et al. [79], and

Beltagy and Mooney [80] demonstrated MLN as effective for reasoning with rules extracted
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from natural language. Consequently, Tushar et al. [77] only managed to produce one model

(among the three tested) that was more effective than a baseline approach for handling knowledge

acquired from text, demonstrating 15

Kimmig et al. [69] reported that a PSL semantics program, represented as a set of first-

order logic rules with positive weights, enabled the creation of probabilistic relations between

individuals. It predicted their behaviours via certain relationships or links that were established

as existing between these entities. For example, voting behaviour was predicted based on the links

between two given individuals, A and B. This type of approach also takes into consideration the

notion of trust, especially trust within relationships. Therefore, Huang et al. [76] argue that PSL

and its soft logic nature is perfectly adapted to non-discrete models, especially representing the

strength of social trust. Thus, PSL was used for trust prediction in social networks, where both a

structural balance model and social status model were necessary. The authors established that

social balance relations and structural balance behave differently, with social balance following

the rule of triadic closure, similar to transitive relationships in mathematics. Conversely, Farnadi

et al. [81] used a mechanism to infer a set of user characteristics, which worked by mining within

a larger source of information, provided by the users. However, it is important to note that the

users’ status model type was mostly based on the notion of status or reputation. In another study,

West et al. [75] investigated the person-to-person evaluation of discourse that represents the

key to establishing reputations and social bonds, as well as creating public reputations. In fact,

this evaluation can be scrutinised by textual sentiment analysis via social networks. However, it

is a form of assessment that lacks the range of variables that should be included, such as the

interaction between languages and the social context of the time. In order to predict individuals’

opinions of each other, a model was constructed, using information shared between individual

I1 and individual I2, through techniques such as sentiment analysis and text evaluation. This

formulation of individuals’ evaluation of each other does lead to some kind of resolution of the

matter, but it is a very complex problem and therefore, difficult to address [75]. The above author

also mentions that the way in which people evaluate each other can be predicted according to

the social networks (a network of contacts) in which they are embedded. The resulting model,

which combines information from both text and network structures, proved to be superior to

the text-only and network-only versions, in terms of resolving the issue of community-level

decision-making [75].

Thus, Farnadi et al. [81] succeeded in constructing a user profile in their model by inferring

users’ characteristics through the mining of broader sources of user-generated content (UGC).

This approach contrasts with the more conventional method of utilising a single source of

information. Farnadi et al. were able to build profiles of social media users using UGC and the

different social relations that they could establish or which were available. The above-mentioned

statistical relational framework employed HL-MRFs. Hence, it was based on first-order logical

rules, validated with data from well-known social platforms such as Facebook. It was found to
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perform better than models where a single source of information was deployed [81]. Farnadi et

al. [81] emphasised that a variety of different techniques were used for the profiling of users,

in order to infer their gender and age, and build their ‘portrait’. This was done for various

reasons, including targeted advertisement, but also to improve the user experience on the

Web. However, the above authors indicated that due to different platforms collecting different

types of information, and different users possibly providing different forms of information on

the same platforms, the main challenge was to build a system that would unify these sets

of available information to profile a given user. Farnadi et al.’s model was developed under a

flexible framework. It can therefore provide user profiles based on several different user traits,

including age, gender, use of UGC, social relations, and traits relating to/generated from PSL.

Probability soft logic-weighted attributes inputted into first-order logic rules are very effective for

modelling a social-relational dataset, with the applications that adopt this form of PSL ranging

from sentiment analysis, to social trust propagation and span detection, all in social networks

[76, 81, 82]. In this work, the authors combined diverse sources of UGC and social-relational

content (SRC). The result of the study shows that except in relation to predicting gender, the

most reliable data source is SRC.

In a further study, the researchers combined the advantages of MLNs and PSL to handle

natural language semantics with proficiency. The findings supported the argument that textual

entailment systems are effective for conducting quality reasoning using logical inferences, but

poor at using soft logic inferences [67, 83, 84]. Conversely, distributional semantics-based systems

perform well when applying lexical and soft reasoning, but perform poorly when faced with

negation or quantifiers. For example, distributed models can use word co-occurrences in texts

to identify and predict similarities in semantics [67, 83, 84]. It is important to note that in

relation to higher-dimensional spaces, words can be represented by vectors. In this manner, they

may be subject to computation when dealing with long phrases and deducing distributional

and asymmetric similarity to predict both hypernymy and lexical entailment [67, 85, 86]. The

above researchers showed that an MLN could be used as a suitable framework for probabilistic

logics that employ weights on first-order logics, in order to ‘soften’ the rules. Thus, probability

distributions can be defined over words, so that words obeying clauses will have exponentially

increased probability [66]. Probabilistic soft logic was also presented as a framework that can

perform efficient probabilistic inference, where grounded atoms have continuous soft truth

values in the interval [0, 1]. In contrast to MLN, PSL defines a probability distribution over

a continuous space, with PSL being able to lead to an optimum interpretation, using its most

probable explanation (MPE) inference [69].

Bos [87] used a logical representation based on Boxer, a software component that performs se-

mantic analysis by applying combinatory categorial grammar (CCG). Boxer maps input sentences

into logical forms, wherein the predicates are words in each sentence [87]. On the other hand, the

necessary distributional information is presented as weighted inference rules, which establish
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a relationship between words and sentences in the input domain. Beltagy et al. [67] defined

two vectors from two input sentences, also applying a ‘cosiness’ estimate to those two vectors

and thereby indicating a similarity between the distribution of the noted sim of the vectors.

Additionally, Beltagy et al. defined asymmetricity as a difference. However, the recognition of the

textual entailment (RTE) method was selected, employing MLN. However, because of issues such

as overhead costs and unpredictability, the MLN needed to be adjusted before it could play a

practical role in this context. Therefore, extra constants were used to overcome this difficulty. In

contrast, PSL was adopted for semantic text similarity (STS) because PSL is particularly effective

in computing similarity within structured environments. Nevertheless, [67] demonstrated that

the use of MLN, augmented with extra constants, can lead to significantly enhanced performance

of this method in terms of semantic text similarity. Conversely, an additive regressive model was

built according to an option selected from the permutations created by E = S1 and Q = S2 for each

sentence pair: S1 and S2. The results of the combined MLN/PSL model, using either similarity

or asymmetry with RTE, enabled the researchers to conclude that the asymmetric measure for

predicting lexical and textual entailment were of great significance [67]. The authors used Boxer,

an item of software that enabled them to map the two sentences. The facilities included CCG,

employed as a logical representation of distributed semantic knowledge and to add weight to

the MLN’s inference rules, thereby determining the entailment probability [87, 88]. The sim

measure of the two sentences was obtained by averaging the probability entailment of these

sentences. In addition, STS was used to compute the entailment of two textual entailments,

deploying a system with a combiner. This proved to be computationally more effective for shorter

as opposed to longer sentences [89]. However, the use of short sentences introduced some loss

of text structure, but accelerated inference while reducing overall accuracy [89]. Beltagy et al.

[79] extended this work but replaced MLN with PSL and used the ‘lazy’ grounding approach,

which avoids an explosion of the knowledge base by refusing to establish irrelevant grounding

[89]. Using Pearson’s correlation, the results confirmed that PSL offered better probabilistic logic

than MLN for measuring semantic similarity, and the importance of probabilistic logic in the

analysis of logical information [89].

A similar investigation was conducted on STS, using PSL combined with a distributional

framework. Probabilistic soft logic was presented in the study as being computationally less

expensive and more accurate than MLN. Indeed, for various reasons, researchers have found

PSL to be a more appropriate probabilistic logic than MLN when studying STS; PSL is a

framework that was originally conceived and developed to support better inference and scaling

on more structured and longer sentences. In addition, PSL was designed more for computing

similarity between entities, such as sentences and words, than for determining probabilistic

logical entailment. It has even been referred to as probabilistic similarity logic [67, 83, 89]. Beltagy

et al. used PSL and MLN to detect semantic text similarity, and MLN to determine entailment

probability, demonstrating that the performance of MLN could be improved when augmented
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by extra constants. Betalgy et al. carried out two related studies, the first of which employed

PSL+cosine (sim) and PSL+asym to highlight the importance of asymmetry in semantic similarity.

The second study used PSL instead of MLN, subsequently combining PSL with vector addition

(PSL+vec-add) and vector multiplication (PSL+vec-mul), both based on Pearson’s correlation.

This was to demonstrate the importance of probabilistic logic in integrating logic and distributed

information [67]. Nevertheless, MLN has always exhibited some limitations in the analysis of

long sentences. Hence, the authors set it to employ short sentences (resulting in lower accuracy)

[69, 87, 90]. Semantic textual similarity is measured via a judgment on a scale of 0-5. Scores on

this scale were yielded by the SemEval function.

Ramesh et al.[91] conducted a study where PSL was used in an attempt to understand

students’ patterns of interaction with massive open online courses (MOOCs). A general analysis

revealed that after mass registration on the course website, whereby students were firmly

committed to completing the course, there was a very high drop-out rate, such that very students

actually completed the course to attain a grade or certificate. The Coursera online course model,

used as a case study, demonstrated the importance of understanding students’ interactions

with the learning material [91]. Therefore, it was considered crucial to comprehend learner

engagement, and observe their online behaviour and levels of interaction with certain activities.

These activities included posting on discussion boards, viewing or voting on posts, following course

materials, and completing course assessments. The importance of each of these activities was

established, and ‘OpinionFinder’ was used as a tool to label and measure student engagement or

disengagement with the online course [91, 92]. This enabled learners to be classified into different

categories: passive, active, and disengaged. For example, those who showed less enthusiasm

in taking quizzes during the virtual classes (therefore, not ‘active’) might nevertheless have

interacted with the material, such as by following the recorded lectures (therefore, ‘passive’). In

addition, the researchers tried to correlate this notion of engagement with students’ levels of

performance and achievement in terms of the course received online. Two PSLs were adopted to

model the students’ behaviour. The results showed that the PSL model where latent engagement

was applied, predicted student performance more accurately than the simple PSL model, which

only employed receiver operator criteria (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC) [91] .

Nonetheless, Deng and Wiebe [70] claim that when using PSL, it is important to consider

users’ sentiments, which can go some way towards explaining students’ engagement with an

online course. Indeed, a parallel could be drawn with their work, where the PSL applied logical

rules, and developed and integrated the students’ sentiments, which would ultimately either

positively or negatively affect the students. Probabilistic soft logic is known to be efficient in

inferring and adopting probabilistic models that are specific at the first-order logic. Finally, in the

above-mentioned work, the authors successfully achieved various aims, first detecting explicit or

implicit sentiments in the entity-entity or entity-events relations; second, inferring sentiments by

exploiting first-order logic rules, and third, jointly resolving both explicit and implicit sentiment
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ambiguities [70]. Deng and Wiebe then further developed their study, defining eTarget as an

electronic target that would enable the author to identify an aim, such as understanding students’

level of interaction. In addition, eTarget would allow the introduction of rules to help aggregate

opinions into positive and negative pairs, without the need to apply the reference. Finally, Deng

and Wiebe defined a PSL model that was combined with the +/− effects events, as well as building

three different methods for eTarget candidates, and three PSL models for sentiment analysis

[70]. In addition, a value was assigned to the ground atoms, using a support vector machine

(SVM) classifier [70]. The result showed that SVM could not achieve good ranking performance

in measuring the importance of eTarget, while the PSL model was found to be more efficient in

the same ranking test. This could be explained as SVM using what could be regarded as a hard

constraint in the selection of eTarget candidates, compared to PSL, which uses score values as a

soft constraint. Furthermore, Deng and Wiebe [70] supported that the calculation of accuracy

also favours PSL, which can identify true negative eTarget candidates and remove them from the

set, and thus, from the calculus.

In contrast, Samadi et al. [93] built the ClaimEval system, which adopts an integrated

approach, wherein pro and con arguments from the Web are taken into account, in conjunction

with PSL, to validate a given claim. This method could be considered as a more flexible approach,

allowing the incorporation of different forms of prior knowledge [93]. ClaimEval is proposed as

an improved form of credibility assessment. It operates with a proposed claim, C1, which has

already been verified as true by the user. The pro and con arguments are then extracted from the

Web and become associated with the credibility of the domain. In turn, this enables the C2 claim

to be evaluated. Nevertheless, information credibility is far too subjective a notion. For example,

an item of information that is presented a credible by Person A might not be credible to Person B.

It demonstrates another level of difficulty in this evaluation process. To overcome this limitation,

ClaimEval uses as input a prior credibility assessment knowledge set. In addition, it adopts PSL

to add more flexibility. The PSL application possesses the following properties: ease of use of

prior knowledge, interpretable credibility scores, and guaranteed convergence [69, 93]. On the

other hand, constructing the credibility assessment is more about extracting a set of objects of

evidence and classifying as either pros or cons. This is the ultimate objective of ClaimEval, which

primarily involves examining a set of claims, using relevant sources of evidence. It classifies these

claims as either pros or cons [93]. ClaimEval is similar to the approach adopted in this current

study, in that it uses PSL to fact-check problems. However, the difference lies in the fact that

the current approach checks claims that are not explicitly mentioned in the text, whereas for

ClaimEval, the claims need to be explicit in the text, in order to be checked.

After showing how logical reasoning can solve various problems and how it was adopted in

this current thesis to help check the consistency of claims, another AI topic is explored, namely,

explainable AI to promote trust in machine-learning algorithm decisions.
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2.4 eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

Artificial Intelligence is used as the basis for a number of applications that have become an

integral part of everyday life, such as image processing, facial recognition, and machine-learning

powered predictive analysis. These are applied across various industries like healthcare, educa-

tion, retail, finance, and construction. The origins of AI can be traced back many decades, and the

paramount value of empowering smart machines with intelligence, reasoning, and adaptation

capabilities is now widely accepted. However, there is little transparency in terms of how AI

systems make decisions, and how these decisions are implemented across different fields. Explain-

able AI represents an attempt to address this issue and shed light on the entire machine-learning

pipeline: i.e. beyond the point of algorithm development [94]. A systematic review of the literature

was conducted with a focus on analysing the role of explainable AI in fact-checking.

2.4.1 What is eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)?

XAI may be considered as an AI system with actions that can be easily interpreted by humans.

Additionally, as stated by [95], it involves dealing with interpretable machine-learning models, the

predictions and behaviours of which are understandable to humans. Interestingly, it also contrasts

very strongly with the black-box concept in machine learning, where even the programmers are

incapable of explaining the reasoning behind a model’s decision. Moreover, it is worth mentioning

that there is a difference between generating explanations and making these explanations

readable for humans. As stated by [96], humans are significantly bad at explaining their actions,

particularly where experience and skill are involved.

Contrarily, in some ways, XAI generates AI agents that utilise behavioural cloning effectively

to explain their actions/decisions in a human-readable format. Despite their increasing adoption,

machine-learning models are still considered as black boxes (i.e. a model that makes little use of

prior knowledge or physical insights, but is known to have been successful in the past) [97]. This

is due to a lack of transparency in the steps that these models perform to make decisions [98].

However, it is very important to understand the reasons behind a model’s forecasts/predictions,

so that the user will trust the system. This is especially crucial when someone is planning to

take action in response to making an AI prediction, or when deciding to implement a new model.

Solutions to the issue of trusting the accuracy of a validation set have been proposed by [99], who

was mainly concerned with adopting local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIMEs).

In a paper-based survey on XAI [100], the researchers argued that this type of AI is essential

for providing information that will justify to users the potentially unexpected decisions of machine-

learning algorithms. The presence of explainable AI systems also means that a proven and

auditable method exists for defending algorithmic decisions as ethical and fair. This fosters

trust while ensuring compliance with legislation, such as the ‘right to explanation’, as per the

requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [100]. Explainable models
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can provide significant benefits across various domains. For instance, due to misclassification

problems, a self-driving car can suddenly act abnormally, posing a serious threat to the passengers’

lives. In such cases, only an explainable system can elaborate on the behaviour of a self-driving

vehicle. A system of this nature can clarify ambiguous circumstances, quite possibly preventing

the occurrence of future life-threatening incidents [100]. Likewise, in medical diagnosis, it would

be highly irresponsible to blindly place trust in the predictions of black-box systems. Instead, each

decision must be easily accessible to a human expert for appropriate validation [101]. Explainable

AI systems are crucial in this domain, for example, AI systems that are trained to predict the risk

of disease, with a high possibility of drawing the wrong conclusion. In fact, [102] cite an example

of this phenomenon, where an AI system arrived at wrong conclusions regarding pneumonia risks.

As the use of this machine-learning system was not reduced, it increased pneumonia-related

deaths overall. In this thesis, an attempt is made to explain decisions generated through an

approach to checking consistency for specific claims. This approach is interpretable by design,

using theological reasoning frameworks.

Thus, it is evident from the literature that explainable AI is gaining widespread recognition,

and the machine-learning literature contains a long and continuous history of explanatory work,

providing researchers with a pool of ideas that can be used to address explanatory (or justification)

issues that involve machine-learning algorithms. However, various challenges remain in relation

to explainable AI, such as a lack of agreement on vocabulary and standard terminology. For

instance, feature relevance and feature importance are interpreted as the same concepts in

explainable AI. In contrast, they are treated as two different concepts when models are built

in Python or any other programming language [103]. Additionally, it is difficult to establish

objective metrics for what constitutes a ‘good’ explanation (i.e. interpretation of model results).

From the social science perspective, such systems would need to be developed and expanded

to have effective and efficient explanatory agents, thereby enabling researchers and experts in

explainable AI to collaborate closely with researchers from other fields, such as cognitive science,

human-computer interaction, psychology, and philosophy [104].

2.4.2 eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) and Fact-checking

Fact-checking has become an increasingly critical social issue and many technical problems (such

as in credibility scoring) arise when attempts are made to automate it. Previous approaches,

such as credibility analysis using subject-predicate-object statement grammar, have provided

black-box solutions. However, researchers have accepted that there is a need to clearly explain the

reasons behind classifying a particular statement as either true or false. Such issues have been

addressed in CredEye [31] by taking natural language statements — provided by users — into

consideration and using them to create a system of automatic credibility assessment. This system

takes a natural language argument as user feedback, and analyses its credibility automatically

in a consideration of related Web posts. The various stages involved are as follows: retrieval of
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articles, stance detection, content analysis, credibility aggregation, and evidence extraction. The

system operates by considering language style as a key element in the evaluation of articles

[31]. CredEye successfully addresses the limitations of similar systems (such as ClaimVerif and

ClaimBuster), specifically, their failure to consider the language style of articles, and the mere

listing of claim-related online articles without recourse to evaluation scores for contextualisation.

CredEye applies a snapshot of the articles that support or reject a claim as evidence for decisions.

For the fact-checking of explanation, the approach adopted in this thesis is to apply logical rules

and the corresponding knowledge base, rather than explicitly taking snapshots of text in articles.

XAI is undoubtedly important for fact-checking. However, this line of research potentially

faces two major obstacles. First, according to [63], while NLP algorithms can generally capture

close statement variants, they are still vulnerable when presented with paraphrasing. Thus,

there is a trade-off between precision and recall; finding more claim instances significantly lowers

accuracy, meaning high numbers of false positives. Second, any slight change in the context,

timing, or wording of a statement can confuse the algorithms. It is therefore evident that these

issues could create significant problems when analysing statements. Hence, fully automatic text

verification using explainable AI is a very limited research domain.

2.5 Summary

This chapter was introduced by presenting the key reasons for conducting this research, sur-

rounding the investigation of fact-checking in NLP. It was established that this is a question of

trust in online information, and consequently, the level of credibility that should be assigned

to that information, as outlined in the sections summarised below. 1) First, the problem of

truth discovery was defined and discussed. 2) The extant research on fact-checking was then

reviewed, starting with the generalities of the subject and followed by the various techniques

and frameworks that support the investigation of fact-checking. 3) Next, the prior research on

IE was introduced, presented the generality on this topic. Other studies of specific relevance to

the present research were subsequently examined, such as research on IE tasks, how they are

performed, and the usefulness and importance of the information items extracted in this process.

Name entity recognition and sentiment analysis were also explored and highlighted as some of

the most widely used forms of IE. In addition, many other techniques were dissected, such as

unsupervised learning techniques, while also analysing relevant research studies on the topic of

IE applications. 4) In this fourth section, prior research on reasoning and inference was discussed,

especially studies evolving around MLN and PSL. Extensive reviews were performed of these two

frameworks, which constitute the main reasoning frameworks that support this current study.

5) Finally, research on XAI was highlighted as an alternative to the opacity that surrounds AI

decision-making methods, before closing the chapter with a summary.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

Two main approaches are generally considered when determining a research strategy: quali-

tative and quantitative. The qualitative research approach focuses on the fundamentals of a

phenomenon, endeavouring to ‘understand’ it through experiences and logical explanation. The

objective is to express the experience with limited or even no numerical data [105]. In contrast,

the quantitative approach is based on empiricism, reliable measurements that control the experi-

mental processes, and the way in which the experiment can be replicated [106, 107]. In terms

of research that focuses on software development, a quantitative approach is identified as an

attempt to estimate the performance achieved by the created algorithm(s) [108–110].

One well-known strategy is referred to as the combined quantitative, experimental, and

synthetic strategy. This strategy involves developing software that will be the subject of a series

of experiments. The results are then evaluated on a fundamentally quantitative basis, together

with certain qualitative aspects [111]. This combined approach was adopted in the current study.

More details on this point are provided in the section entitled: ‘The Notion of the FACT Approach’.

In this chapter, fact automated consistency testing (FACT) is described [24, 25], this being

a novel and integrated framework that was designed to take a set of claims and check their

authenticity. The main sections comprised in this chapter provide: 1) an overview of the FACT

approach, wherein the ideas behind the approach are reviewed; 2) a description of the structure

of the FACT approach; 3) clarification of the development of the algorithm on which the FACT

approach is based; 4) a description of the way in which the FACT approach was validated using

well-known statistical methods, and finally, 5) a summary of the chapter.
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3.2 The Fact Automated Consistency Testing (FACT) Approach

The FACT approach [25] principally employs information extraction and probabilistic reasoning

to check the authenticity of information. Applying these paradigms results in a flexible, concept-

based approach, which makes it easy to use and incorporates various forms of prior knowledge. In

order to perform this checking process, a knowledge base is included as a point of reference. This

knowledge base is built from the facts that have been gathered from various Web sources, based

on previous attempts (using the same approach) to check claims. For experimental purposes, a

set of claims in the form of natural language statements were created using a variety of sources.

These claims were then checked for consistency via the proposed approach. The results of this

process constitute a level of truthfulness that was returned for every claim checked.

3.2.1 The Notion of the FACT Approach

Fact Automated Consistency Testing (FACT) has already been defined in two previous papers

by the current author, published in the Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction journal

and the Advances in Intelligent Data Analysis XVII Conference Proceedings [24, 25] as Fact
Automated Consistency Testing. However, each word represented in the acronym carries a

different weight in the present research. These weightings are described below.

First, the word fact relates to the notion of a claim in natural language, usually consisting

of a sentence describing a relationship between two entities: for example, London is a city in

the UK. This sentence expresses the connection between London and the UK. Second, the word

automated conveys automatic assignment of a relative truth value to a given claim. Third, this

relative truth value is estimated based on the consistency of the claim with a trusted knowledge

base, calculated using probabilistic reasoning techniques. Therefore, the truth value reveals the

claim’s degree of coherence or compatibility with the knowledge base. Hence, the knowledge base

represents the actuality of the investigated claim. Finally, the idea of testing is fundamental, as

the entire approach aims to test the level of a claim’s truthfulness. Therefore, the FACT approach

is well structured, meets several appropriate criteria, and follows certain relevant rationales.

This makes it highly suitable to be the subject of this research methodology and part of a clear

and well-structured research strategy.

Accordingly, the approach adopted in this study represents a mix of quantitative and qualita-

tive methods. It is constrained to a number of criteria relating to quantitative measures, which

include experiments to measure the detailed operations of a phenomenon, such as detecting

the level of a claim’s credibility using algorithms and a knowledge base. Conversely, this study

also applies a qualitative approach, using Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) grammar

to create patterns that build relations from annotated text. Furthermore, claims are used to

explain the consistency of decisions concerning claims, in order to evaluate the authenticity of

those claims, which likewise corresponds to a qualitative approach. An example of a claim and
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explanation would be ‘Prince William and Prince Harry are siblings because Prince Charles is

their parent’.

3.2.2 Components of the FACT Approach

The pipeline of the FACT approach is made up of several components, which are explained in the

following sub-section.

• Claims: The primary input in the approach is the ‘claim’, referred to as C. In terms of

natural language-processing to check facts, claims are statements, and their consistency is

checked using a trusted knowledge base. This process is built into the FACT approach.

• Keywords: Referred to as K , this is a list of words that are significant for fact-checking.

Keywords are employed in the FACT approach to index and search a relevant set of

documents. With respect to the FACT approach, keywords are considered as entities that

are extracted from claims, and then employed as search query words. Therefore, they are

utilised by the search engine.

• Web pages: In this study, Web pages are pages that are found on the World Wide Web and

contain the information that is relevant to a claim. They are referred to in this study as L.

• Articles: Called A in this study, articles are accessed by scraping the pages accessed via

Web links, found as a result of a query related to a claim. These articles represent one of the

key elements of extracting constants and relations in the process of building a knowledge

base.

• Relations: A relation, in this context, can be defined as an existing connection or important

association between items. Relations can exist in the form of unary or binary predicates,

and can be extracted by employing JAPE grammar, as discussed in more detail in the next

chapter (Chapter 4). The JAPE grammar processor is a tool that can be used for pattern

extraction and annotation.

• Constants: In this study, a constant is a string that denotes an element in the universe

upon which a PSL and MLN framework have been grounded. Moreover, in the natural

language universe, constants are named entities – more specifically, person entities that

have been extracted using a named entity recognition system and disambiguation. For

example, in this work, ‘Princess Elizabeth’ will be considered as a constant.

• Number of constants: This is the size of the list of entities to be considered after removing

duplication. This number increases as a result of querying and re-querying the Web and

the incremental construction of the knowledge base, subsequent to checking claims.
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• Number of relations: This refers to the size of the dataset containing the extracted

relations after removing any duplicates. This number increases as a result of querying and

re-querying the Web and the consequent incremental construction of the knowledge base.

• Size of the Knowledge Base: This is the total number of unique relations and unique

constants extracted.

• Predicate: In this study, a predicate is said to be a particular relation, defined by a unique

identifier and a positive integer, known as its arity [65, 112]. Only binary predicates are

considered here, for example, siblings/2, which is a predicate that takes two arguments.

This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

• An atom: . In this study, an atom is defined as a predicate. This is combined with a

sequence of terms. The length of this sequence is equal to the predicate’s arity, wherein

each term may be a variable, for example, siblings(x,y) [65, 112].

• Ground atom: In this study, a ground atom is an atom wherein the arguments are all

constants, for example, siblings(Prince Charles, Princess Anne) [65, 112]. Here, siblings is

the ground atom, while Prince Charles and Princess Anne are the arguments.

• Herbrand base (HB): This is the group containing all the ground atoms plus their nega-

tion. Therefore, for each ground atom included, there is also its literal opposite. For example,

‘not siblings’ is the negative ground atom of "siblings’s".

• Logical rules or clauses: Logical rules, or R, are disjunctive clauses, which only involve

literals. These may be either weighted or unweighted, for example,

1.0 : Parent(X ,B) ∧ Parent(X , A) ⇒ Siblings(A,B)

• Ground logical rules:These are the expressions used to connect ground atoms, using

logical operators, for example,

1.0 : Parent(Elizabeth II,Princess Anne) ∧ Parent(Elizabeth II,

Prince Charles) ⇒ Siblings(Prince Charles,Princess Anne)

• Interpretation: Interpretation is performed with regard to assigning truth values to each

ground atom. More details of this are given in Chapter 5, which explains the MLN and PSL

algorithms.

• Consistency: In this study, interest is vested in the interpretation of the claim, subse-

quently checking its consistency based on the knowledge base.

3.3 Structure of the FACT Approach

This section describes the structure of the FACT approach, which is best presented as a framework

pipeline. The pipeline in question was built to check the consistency of claims against the trusted
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facts represented in the knowledge base. The basic action of the pipeline is to allow the input

of a claim about a relation between two entities, and then to generate a corpus by querying

the Web, specifically with respect to that claim. Subsequently, some widely used information

extraction tools are employed to extract named entities (constants) and the relations between

them from the text corpus. This process is responsible for both checking the claim in hand and

the incremental construction of the knowledge base. Thus, relevant constants and relations are

added to the knowledge base, thereby enabling the claim’s consistency with the knowledge base to

be checked, using a probabilistic reasoning model. In its construction, the approach assumes that

the claims are concerned with binary (Boolean) relations and are written in natural language,

which can be parsed with an NLP tool. The results of this process consist of the relations required

to search (across the Web) and extract, using a parsing tool. The experiments are described in

detail in Chapter 4, for building the knowledge base, and Chapter 5 for checking consistency

with probabilistic logic. The pipeline was implemented via the extant tools, wherever possible.

An example of the pipeline input and output is shown below:

Claim: Prince William is the father of Prince George.

Assessment: 0.9 consistent with the knowledge base.

The following Figure (Figure 3.1) gives an overview of the FACT approach pipeline. Each stage of

the pipeline is described in detail below. In order to clarify this further, we will present, in turn,

the coupled stages of the pipeline.

Figure 3.1: The Fact Automated Consistency Testing (FACT) pipeline
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3.3.1 Text Collection: Web Query for a Claim in Natural Language

The process is initiated by inputting a set of claims (C), written in English natural language text.

One claim is processed at a time, until all the claims have been reviewed. From each of these

claims ci ∈ C, two named entities are extracted, which can be of any recognised type, including

persons, organisations, locations, etc. These two named entities are then used to compile the

search keywords (K). Here, it is important to query the Web, which begins by crawling the Web

to look for links relating to the search query. Finally, the Web pages indicated by the links are

scraped with a Web scraper: a tool that returns the relevant text on a page in a consistent format.

This tool facilitates the building of the corpus and subsequently, the knowledge base. An example

of a claim is shown below:

Prince Edward is the child of Elizabeth II.

From this claim, the approach will extract two entities of the ‘person’ type, using the General

Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) toolkit [113] and its A Nearly-New Information Ex-

traction (ANNIE) plugin. The example illustrated below will help clarify these steps. Concerning

the above claim, the two relevant entities are:

Prince Edward

Elizabeth II

The Web-crawling tool used for the subsequent process is Jsoup, which is a Java library that

contains facilities for enabling work with real-world Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 1.

This is considered to be an effective and efficient application programming interface (API) for

URL-based extraction and data manipulation.

Furthermore, it should be noted that each Web page is built using a text-based mark-up lan-

guage (HTML or XHTML). Hypertext Markup Language is the markup language for documents

designed to be shown on a Web page. An HTML document consists of a number of main parts,

each introduced with a sequence of characters, or ‘tag’, to indicate the data type of the text that

follows. In the approach adopted in this current research, the Boilerpipe API 2 is used to scrape

the Web. Such a Web-scraping tool will extract relevant articles from the links and then perform

some pre-processing of the Web page data to remove noise and yield, thereby ’cleaning’ articles

for use in building the corpus.

3.3.2 Pre-processing: Constant and Relations Extraction from Texts

In the next stage of the pipeline to be discussed, the knowledge base is built using an IE process

that extracts named entities (constants), via its Named Entity Recognition (NER) sub process,

and the relations associated with these all from the unstructured text corpus created in the

1jsoup: Java HTML Parser,in link
2API for the Boilerpipe Java library, in link
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previous stage. The knowledge base consists of constants and relations. The constants are named

entities without duplicates and the relations consist of relations between any two of these entities.

Co-reference, Anaphora, and ambiguity resolutions are all carried out in the IE process, as

outlined next. Information extraction is performed on the scraped articles via a number of steps,

as follows:

• Pre-processing: This is performed on the data intended for the corpus. Before initiating

fact and relation extraction, the pipeline applies a tokeniser, a part-of-speech tagger, and a

syntactic parser to the data.

For this pre-processing, the ANNIE plugin from GATE was used. ANNIE combines the

resources of a sentence splitter, tokeniser, part-of-speech tagger, gazetteer, and JAPE

transducer [114, 115]. In general, ANNIE adds annotations to text, in order to indicate

the positions of the elements that are identified by these processing resources. In brief,

ANNIE is a Named Entity Recognition tool that extracts named entities such as persons,

organisations, etc. The core processing package resources for this study were:

– Tokenizer:The tokeniser splits the text into very simple tokens, such as numbers,

punctuation marks, and words of different types.

– Sentence splitter: This consists of a cascade of finite-state transducers, which segment

the text into sentences. This processing is required for further tasks, such as part-of-

speech analysis, amongst others.

– Part-of-speech: This adds a tag to each word. Such a tag represents an annotation,

specifying the grammatical property/purpose of each word or symbol.

– Gazetteer list: This is a look-up list of entities that are stored across various files. The

GATE Gazetteer can use this list to help detect the roles and types of words for the

initial annotation phases.

– JAPE Grammar rule: : The JAPE grammar processor, which is a component of ANNIE,

can be employed to help perform a variety of tasks. In this case, it finds or annotates

named entities.

• Co-reference Resolution: The text of each article is processed for named entity co-reference

resolution. This is a process that will determine whether two distinct natural language

expressions in a text actually refer to the same entity in the real world [114, 116]. Through

this process, a list of entities without duplication is created. To perform this task, the

Orthomatcher module of the ANNIE plugin in the GATE toolkit [114, 116] is applied.

• Anaphora Resolution: Once the co-reference has been resolved, the pronominal resolution

module in ANNIE is employed to perform anaphora resolution. The system can resolve any

pronoun that presents itself in any form that is recognised in GATE.
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• AIDA resolution: Accurate Online Disambiguation of Entities (AIDA) framework is used as

an online solution, which offers co-reference resolution and disambiguated named entities

in texts and tables [117], demonstrating high accuracy.

• Grammar rule: The JAPE grammar processor was applied in this study to extract patterns.

This grammar processing is carried out across a set of phases, each of which employs a

specific set of pattern rules. The phases are executed sequentially, and the whole constitutes

a cascade of finite state transducers over annotations (the latter are the results produced

by ANNIE). In a JAPE grammar rule, the left-hand side (LHS) consists of a description of

an annotation pattern, which must be found in the file for the rule to be triggered. Mean-

while, the right-hand side (RHS) of each rule consists of a set of annotation manipulation

statements. Annotations (for example, representing persons, organisations, etc.), matched

by the LHS of a rule, may then be referred to on the RHS by means of labels attached to

the pattern’s elements [118]. Once an LHS has been matched, a new annotation may be

added to the file by the RHS, for example, [119]:

LHS (regular expression for an annotation pattern), i.e. this pattern is looking for the

annotation, ‘teacher’. The RHS (manipulation of the annotation pattern from the LHS) will,

for instance, find the teacher’s gender and include it in a further annotation.

The following Table (Table 3.1) illustrates a simplified example of applying the Date of

Birth JAPE grammar pattern rule (for more detailed JAPE grammar, see [120]), followed by

an explanation of the grammar rule, as shown in (Table 3.2). This second Table (Table 3.2) is a

line-by-line explanation of the simple grammar rule example, established above (Table 3.1) and

providing the meaning of each line involved in the rule’s construction.

The following example clarifies the steps outlined above in Figure 3.2. Consider the following

section of an article extracted from the BBC News website 3:

"Prince William is the eldest son of the Prince of Wales and Diana, Princess of Wales,
and is second in line to the throne. The Duke was 15 years old when his mother died. He
went on to study at St Andrews University, where he met his future wife, Kate Middleton.
The couple were married in 2011. On his 21st birthday, he was appointed a Counsellor
of State – standing in for the Queen on official occasions. He and his wife had their
first child, George, in July 2013, their second, Charlotte, in 2015 and third, Louis, in
2018."

3Royal Family tree and line of succession, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-23272491
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Table 3.1: ‘Date of birth’ in JAPE grammar

A JAPE grammar example

Phase: DateOfBirth
Input: Person Token Date Split
Options: control = brill
Rule: Date_Of_Birth
Priority: 20
(
{Person}
{Token}[0,3]
{Token.string == "born" ?}
{Token}[0,3]
{Date}
): label
→
:label.DOB = {rule= "Date_Of_Birth"}

Table 3.2: Explanation of grammar established for ‘Date of birth’

Grammar Lines Grammar Line explanations
Phase:DateOfBirth This is a unique name for the JAPE grammar. The Java Annotation

Patterns Engine can process either a single grammar item or a

number of such items. Each grammar rule must have a unique

notation, for example, ‘Date of birth’, as used here.

Input: Person Token Date

Split

The annotations used in the relevant grammar patterns must be

defined here, otherwise the JAPE Grammar will adopt the de-

fault annotation. These annotations are: ”Token", ”SpaceToken"

and ”Lookup". Any undefined annotations taken up in the grammar

will be ignored.

Options: control = brill Several options can be set to define the pattern-matching rules, for

example, the control options, including Appelt, Brill, All, and Once.

Rule: Date_Of_Birth This is the name of a rule.

Priority: 20 If there are several different patterns for one particular thing, then

all the patterns are defined with the highest priority assigned to the

most common ones.

( This starts the LHS.

Person The pattern matching starts with the finding of a person annotation.
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Token[0,3] This indicates the range of the number of tokens that should be

found between a person token and the string "born".

{Token.string == "born" ?} In this line, the question mark "?" means that the “born” string is

optional (may or may not be there).

Token[0,3] This indicates the range of the numbers of tokens which should be

found between the string "born" and a date

Date The last match is that representing the Date annotation.

): label The end boundary of the rule’s LHS (representing the pattern that

must be found ). Whatever follows the selected word (Label) will

constitute the RHS of the rule. ‘Label’ is the temporary name used

for new annotation patterns.

→ Start of RHS.

:label.DOB = {rule=

"Date_Of_Birth"}

The transducer is informed that the temporary name or ‘Label’

annotation will be replaced with ‘DOB’, and the rule that discovers

such entities is ‘Date_of_Birth’.

Figure 3.2: Relations and facts extraction pipeline using ANNIE and JAPE grammar

Sentence splitter:
Prince William is the eldest son of the Prince of Wales and Diana, Princess of Wales, and is second

in line to the throne.

The Duke was 15 years old when his mother died.

He went on to study at St Andrews University, where he met his future wife, Kate Middleton.
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The couple were married in 2011.

On his 21st birthday, he was appointed a Counsellor of State standing in for the Queen on official

occasions.

He and his wife had their first child, George, in July 2013, their second, Charlotte, in 2015, and

third, Louis, in 2018.

It is important to note that the role of the sentence splitter is to, quite literally, split the text,

sentence by sentence

Tokeniser step:
Prince, William, is, the, eldest, son, of, the, Prince, of, Wales, and, Diana, Princess, of, Wales, and,

is, second, in, line, to, the, throne, The, Duke, was, 15, years, old, when, his, mother, died, He,

went, on, to, study, at, St, Andrews, University, where, he, met, his, future, wife, Kate, Middleton,

The, couple, were, married, in, 2011, On, his, 21st, birthday, he, was, appointed, a, Counsellor, of,

State, standing, in, for, the, Queen, on, official, occasions, He, and, his, wife, had, their, first, child,

George, in, July, 2013, their, second, Charlotte, in, 2015, and, third, Louis, in, 2018.

NB: The tokenizer step consists of separating each word to be tokenized by a comma; hence-

forth, these words are considered tokens and will be used as such by the next processing resource.

Part-of-speech:
Each token, sentence, or other element of the text is given an appropriate tag. All the available

taggers can be found in the GATE Part-of-speech tagger list 4. The part-of-speech tags are added

to each word or symbol, indicating their grammatical properties or roles to ensure greater clarity.

Co-reference and Anaphora resolution:
As mentioned above, co-reference resolution is the process that determines whether or not two

distinct natural language expressions found in a text actually refer to the same entity. Meanwhile,

anaphora resolution enables the system to correctly process any pronoun in a form that is

recognised in GATE. Thus, after co-referencing and anaphora resolution were performed in this

study, the article became:

"Prince William is the eldest son of the Prince of Wales and Diana, Princess of Wales, and

is second in line to the throne. The Duke was 15 years old when Prince William mother died.

Prince William went on to study at St Andrew’s University, where Prince William met Prince

William future wife, Kate Middleton. The couple was married in 2011. On Prince William 21st

birthday Prince William was appointed a Counsellor of State - standing in for the Queen on

official occasions. Prince William and Prince William wife had their first child, George, in July

2013, their second, Charlotte, in 2015 and third, Louis, in 2018."

NB: The changes made to the original text, as a consequence of the co-referencing and

anaphora resolution, are highlighted above in italics.

Grammar rule:
Employing the date-of-birth grammar rule, as previously examined, the date of birth was ex-

4Gate Part-of-speech tagger list
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tracted: “George, in July 2013” was annotated as a DOB.

3.3.3 Post-processing: Named Entities Unifying and Storing the Relations in
Knowledge Base

• For each entity in the document, the co-referencing chains (using GATE) are retrieved and

set as the local co-referencing chains.

• The features are extracted from the knowledge base. For this extraction, the Ambiverse

Natural Language Understanding (AmbiverseNLU) tool [121] was used. The features

extracted were of the types: person or location, male or female, Wikipedia link, and name.

• The next process to be performed is similarity-based for each entity, wherein the co-

references for each entity and the features from the knowledge base are checked.

• Lastly, the high similarity entities are combined using co-referencing chains, so that the

standard names can then be used as the only names for all the entities with high similarity.

The standard name is the longest name found for the entity.

Once every instance of each entity is represented, using its standard name, no duplicate

names will exist in the texts; this will eliminate all duplicated relations that are extracted.

Lastly, the relations are stored in the knowledge base. The number of times each relation has

been extracted from the trawled data is calculated to decide which relations are to be considered

as trusted, and therefore fit to be added to the knowledge base. A threshold was set for the

number of times that a relation must be repeated for it to become trusted. In this thesis, we set

the threshold to to be three. This criterion was combined with restrictions on trusted website

selection, in order to determine whether a relationship should be stored in the database, along

with the information found in the original article.

3.3.4 Expanding the Knowledge Base by Re-Querying the Web

The last stage in the procedure is to expand the knowledge base. This can be done in such a way

that more is learned virtually every time a claim is processed. It should be noted that when new

information (relations) regarding a claim is encountered in the text from the Web, it will be added

to the knowledge base. After all the user’s claims have been processed, the Web can be queried

with new queries, specifically constructed for the purpose of further expanding the knowledge

base. In relation to this activity, the procedure followed is outlined below. As mentioned above

(section 3.3.1), one claim is selected from the set of claims representing the user’s input.

Next, a new claim is selected from the set of claims, and the process is repeated iteratively

(text collection, pre-processing, post-processing), until all claims have been subjected to this

process. Finally, these claims will undergo the different stages of evaluating the consistency of a

claim, as described in the next section.
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Ultimately, there are a number of strategies that can be used to inform the re-querying of

the Web, specifically to expand the knowledge base. One option is to re-query the claims that

could not be answered, meaning that those entities/relations belonging to statements that could

not be interpreted, due to insufficient information stored in the knowledge base when they were

processed, may be used to form the basis of further queries. Another option is to simply re-query

all the claims, one by one, until the user’s set of claims has been reviewed in full. This second

option was selected in this study, given that at the start of the iterative process of checking

consistency and thereby expanding the knowledge base, this knowledge base would be quite

sparse. Therefore, the Web was re-queried with all the claims that had just been processed, in

order to produce a more accurate result for each claim and further expand the knowledge base

[122].

3.3.5 Claim Consistency Checking Using Probabilistic Reasoning

The main goal of this proposed approach is to build a system that can check the consistency of any

given natural language claim in relation to an iteratively constructed knowledge base. To achieve

this, probabilistic soft logic inference (PSL) was used. Probabilistic soft logic inference [69] is a

technique that enables developers to specify rich probabilistic models, employing a number of

continuous-valued random variables. These models apply first-order logic to describe features

that, when combined, define the Markov network type, known as a Markov random field. The

statistical relational learning language, Markov Logic Networks (MLN), also performs this role

[66]. It is important to note that MLN was likewise used in this study to check for consistency .

This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

3.4 FACT Approach Algorithm Design and Implementation

The development of the FACT approach algorithm design and implementation is described in the

following two sub-sections.

3.4.1 Introduction

Before designing and implementing the FACT approach algorithm to check for fact consis-

tency, light will first be shed on the methodology adopted to provide definitions of the main

acronyms used in these algorithms (algorithm 1). Indeed, the algorithm designed follows a

created methodological path. Therefore, it should ultimately be consistent with the algorithmic

pipeline illustrated below to support the methodology. Furthermore, these acronyms are detailed

as follows: let C = c1, c2, c3.....cn−1, cn be a set of claims, where consistency needs to be checked

against the trusted knowledge base (KB) created in this study. The KB knowledge base, its

construction being reported in more detail in the next chapter (chapter 4), contains relations that

were extracted from articles obtained by crawling and scraping Web pages.
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Nevertheless, each extracted relation was assigned a truth value (TV ), with the function of

determining the level of trust to be awarded to that relation within the knowledge base. This

truth value belonged to the interval [0, 1], when using PSL, and 1, 0 when using Tuffy as the

MLN inference engine – wherein the value of 1 is always assigned to the relation, because the

source of the relation is thoroughly investigated before creating the relation. Consequently, this

higher level of trust in each relation was traduced by the highest truth value of 1. After building

the KB, Tuffy or PSL was run. In turn, this would infer a new relation, to which a new Tuffy or

PSL truth value, noted as MLN/PSLTV , would be assigned. Both Tuffy and PSL are explained

in more detail in Chapter 5. The Tuffy or PSL truth value was associated with each target or

query that corresponded to the claims. The latter was also assigned a certain level of consistency

with the KB (observations/evidence) and rules (R). The notion of the truth value was extensively

developed and employed in this chapter 5.

3.4.2 FACT Algorithm Design and Details of the Implementation

Algorithm 1: FACT algorithm
Input :Set of Claim C & Logical Rules R
Output :Knowledge Base created KB with Truth Value TV . Infer Relation I with Truth

Value MLN/PSLTV .
1 for each ci in C
2 do
3 Run ANNIE for ci (annotate ci with named entities)
4 K = Extract keyword (two named entities form ci) for web Crawling
5 Crawl the web with K for extracting all related links L
6 for each l j in L
7 do
8 A i = Scraping link l j
9 Clean A j

10 Apply AIDA on A j
11 Annotate A j using ANNIE
12 Apply Co-referencing and Anaphora resolution for A j
13 Apply JAPE Grammar for patterns extraction from A j
14 Store result Fact and Relations extracted from A j

15 end
16 Unify named entities in Fact and Relations
17 Store Unify Relations and the Facts in KB
18 end
19 Run Logical Inference Framework (PSL or Tuffy models) using R, C and KB

Algorithm 1 takes as input a set of claims (C) in natural language (English), with a relation

between two constants. Lines 3-5 for each given ci claim will apply the ANNIE plugin in the

GATE toolkit to extract the named entities, which are the keywords. These keywords (K) will be
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two named entities from ci; they will be used for Web-crawling, leading to the detection of related

Web links (L).

In lines 8-12, for each l j element of L, link l j will be scraped to extract an article (A j) that

requires cleaning by removing all noise, such as images, advertisements, etc. AIDA is then applied

to resolve the disambiguation, followed by annotation of the article, using ANNIE. The next step

will be to apply co-referencing and anaphora resolution to the article (A j).

In lines 13-14, JAPE grammar is applied to perform pattern-extraction from (A j). In lines

16-17, the named entities are unified in Facts and Relations. These are subsequently stored in

the knowledge base (KB). Lastly, in line 19, the logical inference framework is run to check the

consistency of the claims (C).

3.5 FACT Approach Validation

The efficacy of the current FACT approach is evaluated based on approved and recognised

metrics, and quantitative research methodology techniques. Research validation is of paramount

importance for researchers in general. In this regard, Lucko and Rojas [123] argue that it is

crucial to validate the research methods and results, in order for a study to be accepted as a

scholarly endeavour. Several techniques and metrics exist that are equally effective for validating

research results or the research methodology.

A research methodology may be classed as valid according to either the theory, research

method, or research approach adopted. For example, use of an experimental method will support

a quantitative research approach. This fact will in turn mean that the research methodology is

valid for use in a study where a quantitative approach must be adopted. Meanwhile, the research

result can be validated through different quantitative techniques, such as the data or sample

selection, cross-validation, and so on. In addition, performance metrics may be calculated to

validate a research result, for example, precision and recall.

3.5.1 Validation of Relation Extraction

In the field of information extraction, most evaluations are performed with

Precision is the ratio of the total number of correct relations extracted by the pipeline, to

the total number of relations extracted; while recall is the ratio of the total number of correctly

extracted relations, to the total number of relations in the source text [124].

Precision is calculated as follows (in equation 3.1) :

(3.1) Precision = Total number of correct relation retrieved
Total Number of relation retrieved

and recall is calculated by (in equation 3.2) :

(3.2) Recall = Total number of correct relation retrieved
Total Number of relation the document
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These matrices calculations techniques are described in more detail in the experimental

evaluation section in chapter 4.

3.5.2 Validation of Fact Consistency Checking results

To validate the fact-consistency checking, a ground truth dataset was created. The FACT approach

was then undertaken, using the above-mentioned dataset. Comparing this with the result of

another state-of-art fact-checking system, in relation to the same dataset, would enable the

efficacy of the constructed approach to be tested, thereby allowing its validity to be concluded. It

should be noted that in this sub-section, precision and recall were used to assess the validity of

the approach. In Chapter 5, the validation is described in more detail.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, FACT was presented as a novel integrated approach, which works by checking

the consistency of a set of claims, using a knowledge base as a reference. Initially, the structure of

FACT was explained, highlighting how expansion of the knowledge base took place, based on text

extraction and processing to achieve incremental construction of the knowledge base. To build

the knowledge base, information extraction was required, which is the focus of the next chapter.
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INFORMATION EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES FOR

KNOWLEDGE-BASED CONSTRUCTION

4.1 Introduction

Information extraction relies on the automatic extraction of information from natural language

text documents [125]. Various types of text document may be included, such as free, semi-

structured, and structured text. As one of the most crucial processes in the field of text-mining,

information extraction consists of two fundamental steps: relation extraction, and named entity

recognition (NER). Information extraction processes generally begin with the collection of a

number of different texts. Analysis of these texts then produces digested information. Next,

relevant text fragments are isolated, so that information can be extracted. As different pieces

of information are merged, a coherent framework is built [126, 127]. Thus, it is clear that

information extraction could serve as one of the key tools for building trusted knowledge, and

could reliably check the consistency of claims in the present study, thereby answering one of the

research questions highlighted in this chapter 1 [24, 25]. Here, information extraction techniques

would be used to construct the knowledge base for use in Chapter 5.

This current chapter consists of the following main sections: 1) a description of this informa-

tion extraction research, providing extensive information on the available empirical research and

primary dataset; use of JAPE grammar rules to extract family kinship relations; results of exper-

iments; visualisation of the resulting family tree in GEDCOM files; evaluation of the selected

kinship relations; analysis of the experimental results, and 2) a chapter summary, encompassing

all sections and the key information set out within them.
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4.2 Research Design

4.2.1 Introduction

A research design is defined as a description of the investigation associated with a study. This

includes how it is organised and conducted, the data-gathering technique applied, the research

tools deployed, and the means by which the data were analysed. In general, a research design is

a set of logical steps that are undertaken in a research study [128, 129].

In this thesis, information extraction is utilised to enable incremental builds of a knowledge

base, containing information on the kinship ties between members of the UK’s royal family. The

information extraction in this study relied on NLP, implemented in the following steps. Firstly,

A JAPE grammar script was used to extract information on family kinship relations from the

appropriate text. Secondly, GEDCOM files were deployed to create graphical representations

of these ties. Finally, the results were presented, highlighting some of the key family relations

among the UK royals.

For text extraction, the Web was accessed in a process that began with the user entering a

series of claims, which served as the baseline information for the entire search process, namely,

the ground truth. From each claim, two named entities were subsequently extracted and adopted

as search keywords. Based on these search keywords, the system began crawling and scraping

the Web to find relevant articles. In the current case study, the main topic of interest consisted of

family kinship relations, especially parent or spouse relations. Ultimately, these were added to

the knowledge base, paving the way towards generating a genealogical tree. It is worth clarifying

here that all the entered claims were visited in turn and randomly, until no more claims remained.

On this foundation, a knowledge base was created and expanded as each extracted entity or

relation was added. The larger the knowledge base, the more effective it would be for checking

the consistency of claims.

4.2.2 Primary Dataset

The primary dataset consisted of the ground truth set of N claims. This comprised 99 true

claims about the UK royal family’s kinship relations, according to the corresponding family tree

knowledge base 1, and 99 false claims, created by randomly matching items on a list of the UK

royal family’s personal names with a list of various kinship relations. The ground truth set of

a total of 198 claims may be found in the Appendix C. The claims in the ground truth set were

specifically generated to verify the approach. They reflect the kind of statements that a user

would wish to check in the real world, because some are found online. The following are examples

of claims from the ground truth set:

Prince Edward is the child of ElizabethII. "True Claim"

1Royal Family tree and line of succession:https://www.britroyals.com/royaltree.asp
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David Armstrong− Jones is the nephew of ElizabethII. "False Claim"

The ground truth set is a structured hierarchy, starting from the parent and leading to the

great-grandchildren2. Figure 4.1 below shows diverse family relations, illustrated visually. No

further details of these kinship relations are given, because such a discussion is more relevant to

the next chapter, wherein the logical rule is generated.

After this extensive presentation of the dataset, known as the ground truth set (including its

size), and the type of claims contained within it (that is, true and false claims), the way in which

it could be used to extract family kinship relations with the help of specially constructed JAPE

grammar can now be described.

2The ground truth set may be found in Link
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Figure 4.2: Steps followed for building the knowledge base from relations and facts

4.2.3 Extracting Family Relations Using JAPE Grammar

The JAPE grammar rules were utilised in this study to extract patterns from the articles [118].

These patterns were then stored as facts and relations in the knowledge base. Figure 4.2 shows

the proposed pipeline for building the knowledge base. The pipeline begins by generating the

text corpus. Next, ANNIE is deployed to pre-process the text. The JAPE grammar rules are

subsequently used to extract the relations and facts. In this case study, the gazetteer was modified

in ANNIE by adding some royal family titles to the lists. More details of each are provided in

Chapter 3.

JAPE grammar language is a common pattern specification language (CPSL), based on the

specification of patterns and action rules. The programmer can then match these patterns and

rules, for example, by extracting semantics[130]. In this case study, JAPE grammar language

was applied to extract and process the distinct relevant patterns that could be encountered in

the inspected texts (claims and articles). Thus, JAPE grammar language extracted two types of

pattern, representing parent or spouse relations. The JAPE grammar rules applied to extract

parent and spouse relations are simplified and displayed in Table 4.1. To prove the concept in

this particular study, 10 different patterns were generated to extract parent and spouse relations.
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Table 4.1: JAPE grammar patterns for parent and spouse relations

Relation Patterns

1. Parent relations

• Person, {Tokens},Token == (“child" | “son" |
“daughter"),Token == “of ",Person

• Person, {Tokens},Token == (“child" | “son" |
“daughter"),Token == “is",Person

• Person, {Tokens},Token == “is",Person,Token == (“child" |
“son" | “daughter")

2. Spouse rela-
tions

• Person, {Tokens},Token == (“married" | “wi f e" |
“husband"), {Tokens},Person

For the FACT approach to be applicable to other domains, the related set of patterns should be

generated.

There are three different patterns that trigger the extraction of a parent relation (1):

1. If a person entity is followed by the word child, son. or daughter, followed by the word

of and then another person entity; the system infers that the second person mentioned

refers to a parent entity. For example, Prince Charles is the son of Queen Elizabeth II.

2. If a person entity is followed by the word child, son, or daughter, followed by the word is

and then another person entity; the system infers that the first person mentioned refers to

a parent entity. For example, Queen Elizabeth II’s son is Prince Charles.

3. If a person entity is followed by the word is and then a person entity, followed by the word

child, son, or daughter; the system infers that the second person mentioned refers to a

parent entity. For example, Prince Charles is Queen Elizabeth II’s son.

Similarly, another pattern is used to annotate the spouse relation (2):

1. If a person entity is followed by the word married, wi f e, or husband, followed by another

person entity; then the system infers that each person entity in these relations is the spouse

of the other. For example, Prince Philip is the husband of Queen Elizabeth II.

The extracted information , i.e., the kinship relations, are added to the knowledge base, when:

• These patterns are encountered across multiple texts.
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• These patterns have different sources.

In Chapter 5, it is demonstrated how to model the family-tree relationships, using probabilistic

reasoning.

4.2.4 Solving Named Entity Ambiguity and Storing Structured Information

On some occasions, person entities become confusing. For example, in this study, it was necessary

to determine whether two entities (Charles and Prince Charles), referred to the same person. This

can occur when extracted entities have different names in the same documents or multiple sources.

When an ambiguity of this nature manifests amongst entities in a document; co-referencing

will resolve the problem. In this study, ANNIE in GATE was the co-reference resolution tool

deployed. However, when ambiguity occurs among entities mentioned in several sources, features

extraction (which is based on using a knowledge base) is employed to extract features and identify

the degree of similarity between named entities. Here, the AmbiverseNLU system was used for

this mission. The similarity toll was applied to unify the questioned entities, wherever there was

a high degree of similarity. To be more specific, the entities that were found to be the same person

were unified by giving them a standard name to replace the confusing names in the sources [25].

In this case study, AIDA was also applied, this being an online tool that performs co-referencing

and ambiguity resolution [117]. For instance, it could resolve royal family titles such as ‘Prince of

Wales’.

To summarise, the processes implemented to resolve named entity ambiguity in this study

were: i) the resolution of co-referencing chains via GATE, presented as local co-referencing chains

(see above); ii) the feature extraction and identification derived from the knowledge base by

applying the AmbiverseNLU system, which dealt with Wikipedia links, name types, and AIDA

for the royal family titles; iii) the use of similarity to check the co-references of a given entity

and a feature extracted from the knowledge base, and iv) all entities displaying a high degree of

similarity were replaced with the standard name for all entities of similar height.

4.2.5 Continuous Learning Process

The extraction of relations, achieved using ANNIE and JAPE grammar, was the sole technique

applied to construct and expand the knowledge base in this research. Expanding the knowledge

base is basically a continuous learning process, as new relations and properties are added to the

knowledge base. This takes place each time a new claim is processed, and its related entities

are used to search the Web to gather the related text [131]. Once the stage of expanding the

knowledge base was completed for a claim, the next claim was processed in a similar manner.

Hence, the newly added knowledge would always support the next claim.

Figure 4.3 shows how the knowledge base was initialised and then expanded using the

continuous learning process. By extrapolation, the increase in the number of extracted relations
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Figure 4.3: How the knowledge base increases with continuous learning: vertical axis (y-axis) shows
number of facts learned by FACT; horizontal axis (x-axis) shows number of claims

slows down from around 101 query iterations. However, the general trend is still up, that is, an

increase in the number of relations extracted. Therefore the size of the knowledge base will still

increase. More details of this may be found in section 3.3.4.

4.2.6 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, the result of the case study is presented, wherein an attempt was made to

establish family kinship relations within the UK’s royal family, these being the main contribution

to building the knowledge base. It is worth mentioning that in this research, only two types of

relations were utilised: parent and spouse. No other relationship types were explicitly extracted.

However, they could be discovered implicitly. For example, parent relations between X and Y, and

parent relations between X and Z were extracted. Consequently, it was deduced that Y and Z were

siblings. This implicit discovery of relations is called the ‘Inference Process’ and it is described in
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detail in Chapter 5.

In order to build the text corpus, the Web was crawled and scraped. To obtain text information

with a degree of authenticity, only Web links that referred to trusted sources were targeted.

A trusted source would represent any source added to a trusted list. In this study, the choice

was made to only trust well-established, traditional news media, such as newspapers, not social

media. However, this was adopted as a general approach, wherein the list of trusted sources could

be easily changed. Trust was therefore not a technical concept in this study, and any user could

apply this approach according to their own concept of a trusted source.

The system begins with processing claims from the dataset. As an example, the first claim,

‘Prince William is the father of Prince George’ may be considered. Entity extraction takes place

and produces: ‘Prince William’ and ‘Prince George’. The two entities are used as Web search

queries. Web-crawling extracts related links. For each link, the articles are then scrubbed, and

the resulting text is added to the text corpus. This procedure is repeated for each claim in the

dataset, identified earlier as a continuous learning process. Consequently, the knowledge base is

expanded, leading to more accurate fact-checking [25]. As a result, it was concluded here that

the accuracy of the fact-checking would be correlated to the size of the knowledge base. Table

4.2 illustrates the number of articles scraped during the first 12 iterations of this continuous

learning process, revealing that the number of extracted relations increased in each iteration.

The full Table is illustrated in Appendix B.

For this case study, the ground truth dataset was used, containing 198 claims. All these

claims were processed in random order. The results are illustrated in B, which demonstrates

that the maximum number of processed articles for a claim was 172. Meanwhile, the minimum

number was 44, and the maximum number of relations discovered by a single claim was 34. The

cumulative number of spouse and parent relations reached 1046 and 248, respectively.

For the correlation between the combined entities and newly founded relations, some of

the combinations were found to reveal a large number of relations. To be more specific, the

combination of ‘Lady and Sarah Chatto’ and ‘Princess Anne’ appended 34 new relations to

the knowledge base. However, other combinations of entities resulted in discovering very few

relations. For example, ‘Prince Harry’, combined with ‘Prince William’ and ‘Kate Middleton’ and

then incorporated with ‘Prince William’ did not add any relation to the knowledge base.

It was concluded that the causes of this fluctuation were:

1. As this combination of entities was previously searched, based on a prior claim, i.e. ‘Kate

Middleton’ combined with ‘Prince William’, the relations of relevance were already extant

in the knowledge base. Consequently, no new relations were added.

2. Due to the claims having been randomly processed, a particular combination of keywords

would introduce new relations into the knowledge base, as it was the first time that they

were being processed. However, subsequent occurrences of this combination would add no

value to the knowledge base. This elucidates why a claim listed in the upper section of the
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Table 4.2: Number of relations extracted with respect to number of articles processed in each
iteration (first 12 iterations illustrated), as well as cumulative spouse relations (CSR), cumulative
parent relations (CPR), parent relations (PR), spouse relations (SP), and total number of relations
(TR)

Search keywords # articles # CSR # SR # CPR # PR # TR
“Prince Edward“
“Peter Phillips“

117 16 16 1 1 17

“Princess Anne“
“Zara Phillips“

117 31 15 6 5 37

“Prince Philip“
“Arthur Chatto“

105 35 4 11 5 46

“Mary Elphinstone“
“Elizabeth II“

113 41 6 12 1 53

“Prince Philip“
“Princess Margaret“

128 59 18 12 0 71

“Prince William“
“Elizabeth II“

130 79 20 13 1 92

“Lady Sarah Chatto“
“Princess Anne“

118 103 24 23 10 126

“Princess Beatrice“
“Prince Charles“

125 111 8 25 2 136

“Princess Beatrice“
“Elizabeth II“

141 127 16 25 0 152

“Kate Middleton“
“Prince William“

84 129 2 25 0 154

“Sarah Fergie Fer-
guson“ “Prince
William“

102 135 6 27 2 162

“Princess Charlotte“
“Prince Harry“

118 138 3 27 0 165

claims list would make no contribution to expanding the knowledge base, while a later

claim, bearing the same entities, would append some relations to the knowledge base.

3. Some of the extracted entities had low popularity in the domain; in the present case, this

concerned any member of the royal family who was not well known. Therefore, they were

rarely mentioned in the sourced Web articles, and so limited text could be relied upon to

discover relations.

To gather more reliable relations, a constraint was imposed, namely, that a relation would

only be appended to the knowledge base if it was discovered from a minimum of three different

sources.
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In Figure 4.4, a bar chart presents the correlation of combined entities and the number

of relations discovered.The X-axis shows the combination of 198 keywords, while the Y-axis

shows the number of relations extracted using these keywords. The Y-axis spans 0-34, which

was the maximum number of relations extracted from a claim. To clarify this graph further, it is

divided into four sub-graphs, each representing a combination of 50 keywords, and the associated

relations that were generated.

When processing a combination of entities, the sub-graphs illustrate the following:

1. "Lady Sarah Chatto - Princess Anne" revealed 34 new relations.

2. "Elizabeth II - Anthony Armstrong" and the other combination of " Diana Spencer - Eliza-

beth II" appended 26 new relations.

3. "Elizabeth Bowes Lyon - Elizabeth II" , "Prince George - Lady Sarah Chatto" added 25

relations.

4. "Anthony Armstrong-Jones - Princess Margaret", "Peter Phillips - Elizabeth II", added 24

relations.

5. "Prince Harry - Isla Elizabeth Phillips" added 23 relations.

6. "Prince William - Elizabeth II" and "Mary Ephinstone - Cecilia Bowes" added 21 relations.

Conversely, specific keyword combinations introduced very few new relations into the knowl-

edge base. These were:

1. "Prince Harry - Prince William" added 2 relations.

2. "Prince William - Prince" and "Arthur Chatto - Prince Harry" appended 1 relation.

3. "Prince William - Prince Harry", "Kate Middleton - Prince William", "Prince George - Prince

William" and "Prince Andrew - Princess Anne" brought no new relations to the KB.

In conclusion, the first claims to be run were more likely to generate large numbers of

relations, while those run later brought limited new relations, given that a relation could only be

added once to the knowledge base, and could not be added again [24, 25].

Another method of assessing this case study was to evaluate the correlation between the

number of retrieved articles, and the number of relations discovered. As mentioned earlier, the

maximum number of retrieved articles based on the claims in the dataset was 175. These 175

articles were then divided into 7 clusters, wherein each cluster contained 25 articles. Therefore,

the first cluster ranged from 1-25, the second ranged from 25-50, and so on. Table 4.3 presents the

number of the cluster, ranging from 1-7; the number of articles in each cluster, and the number of
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spouse and parent relations discovered in relation to a cluster. The same data are illustrated in

Figure 4.5 as a bar chart.

(a) Keywords from 1 to 50.

(b) Keywords from 51-100.
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(c) Keywords from 101-150.

(d) Keywords from 151-198.

Figure 4.4: Number of relations extracted per keyword: X-axis shows keyword; Y-axis shows
number of relations
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Table 4.3: Number of articles processed in each iteration, and corresponding number of relations
extracted

# Cluster # Articles Extracted # Spouse Relations # Parent Relation

1 [0-25] 0 0
2 [25-50] 2 0
3 [50-75] 29 5
4 [75-100] 135 61
5 [100-125] 473 119
6 [125 -150] 341 63
7 [150-175] 66 0

For Cluster 1, where the number of articles ranged from 0-25, no relation of any type was

found. Meanwhile, Cluster 2 comprised a number of articles, ranging from 25-50. When the

number of articles reached 44, two spouse relations were deduced, but no parent relations. In the

Cluster ranging from 50-75 articles, 29 spouse and 5 parent relations were generated. In Cluster

4, which ranged from 75-100 articles, 135 spouse and 61 parent relations were identified. The

most prolific cluster, in terms of the number of generated relations, was Cluster 5, which ranged

from 100-125 articles. Here, 473 spouse relations and 119 parent relations were identified. This

was the highest number of relations extracted in a cluster. Nevertheless, in Cluster 6, 341 spouse

and 63 parent relations were obtained. Finally, in Cluster 7, which ranged from 150-175 articles,

66 spouse relations were identified, with no parent relation.

Another evaluation technique in this case study was to disclose the interconnection between

each keyword, as well as the number of relations detected. This is demonstrated in 4.4 and

illustrated as a pie chart in Figure 4.6, which was built from Table 4.4.

The keywords were segmented according to the number of relations that they contributed to

the knowledge base. Each segment represented a range of relations that were extracted from a

specific keyword. Based on the results, four segments are defined. The selection of the keywords

was informed by statistical segmentation, according to the number of relations generated, as

follows: 0-5, 5-15, 15-25, and 25-35 (based on the distribution of the relations). This revealed

that the keywords generated a number of relations in the range of 5-15, representing nearly

half (49%) of the total contribution to building the knowledge base (presented in blue in the

pie chart). The keywords subsequently generated a number of relations in the interval 15-25,

which contributed 26% to building the knowledge base (indicated in orange). Next, the keyword

contribution to building the knowledge base generated a number of relations in the interval 0-5,

therefore, an 18% contribution to the knowledge base (indicated in green in the pie chart). Finally,

the keywords that generated the number of relations in the interval 25-35 contributed 7% to

building the knowledge base (indicated in red in the pie chart). The final segment shows that the
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Figure 4.5: Number of spouse and parent relations generated, given range of number of
articles

larger individual contributors inversely made the lowest overall contribution. On the other hand,

the keywords in the 5-15 segment made the largest contribution to the knowledge base, due to

the higher number of relations generated in this segment.

Based on the previous analysis we conclude that:

1. Few keywords were very prolific in terms of generating new relations. Moreover, their

overall contribution remained insignificant, due to their limited number

2. Conversely, other keywords compiled a medium-level contribution, but as they were com-

mon, their combined contribution to expanding the knowledge base was greater.

3. The number of relations derived was a function of the time when the article was processed.

As it was prohibited to duplicate a relation, the first time an article was processed was the

most fruitful in terms of generating new relations.

4. Knowledge base expansion through a process of continuous learning is dynamic, and this

dynamism was the key to accurate fact-checking in this study.
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Table 4.4: Cumulative number of relations correlated with corresponding number of keywords

Keywords Cluster Total # Relations

"Princess Charlotte - Prince Harry", "Prince Harry - Princess
Anne", "Peter Phillips - Kate Middleton", . . .

240

"Princess Margaret - Daniel Chatto", "Prince Edward - Prince
William", "Mia Grace Tindall - Princess Eugenie", . . . .

633

"Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon - Elizabeth II", "Prince George -
Lady Sarah Chatto", "Peter Phillips” “Elizabeth II", "Antony
Armstrong-Jones - Princess Margaret",. . .

335

"Lady Sarah Chatto - Princess Anne", "Elizabeth II - Antony
Armstrong Jones", "Diana Spencer - Elizabeth II"

86

Figure 4.6: Total number of relations, given keyword segment associated with relations

4.2.7 Visualising the Family Tree with GEDCOM File

In this case study, visualisation of the UK royal family’s genealogical family tree was one of

the main outcomes. A GEDCOM file is in a format that is indicated by the extension ‘ged’, which
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Figure 4.7: GEDCOM text file sample

contains information about families and individuals, for example, Prince Andrew’s name, date

of birth, family ID, and position in the family (spouse/child). Screenshot of the GEDCOM text

file example is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The GEDCOM file consisted of plain text and contained

information about individuals’ family relations, with metadata linking these records together.

The GEDCOM file began with the ‘HEAD’ and ended with ‘TDLR’. Meanwhile, the individual

records (INDI) defined individuals, for example, Prince Andrew is identified as P1 in the Figure,

and the family record (FAM) links the husband (HUSB), wife (WIFE), and child (CHIL) through

their ID numbers. This file was used to build the family tree. More specifically, all the generated

spouse and parent relations were stored in the GEDCOM file, with the aim of visualising the UK

royal family tree, as illustrated in Figure 4.8 [25].

In Figure 4.8, Queen Elizabeth II is presented as the root, and her descendants are depicted

as nodes connected to the root of the tree. The tree indicates that Queen Elizabeth II has five

(5) children connected to her: three (3) male and two (2) female. However, Queen Elizabeth II

actually only has four (4) children: three (3) male, and one (1) female. In addition, Lady Frances

Armstrong-Jones is presented as the daughter of Princess Anne in the tree, which is incorrect.

Therefore, the generated tree is not accurate, and hence, there must be an issue with the

consistency of the technique applied. This issue stems from the co-referencing, whereupon

the system was unable to detect that ‘Princess Anne’ and ‘The Princess Royal’ were the same

individual.

Despite this inconsistency in the production of the tree, it was at least proven that FACT [25]

could accept a text corpus as input and then generate a tree, as shown in Figure 4.8. The task of

duplication-resolution is usually carried out at the level of the unifying entities in the pipeline.

However, the issue could not be fully resolved at that stage, because the information that was

available in the knowledge base was insufficiently comprehensive. This means that more effort

must be made to resolve the problem [25] .
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The logical reasoning inference framework, discussed in the following chapter (chapter 5),

enables the approach to check the consistency of a claim with the knowledge base. Therefore, the

question of whether or not Lady Frances Armstrong-Jones is the daughter of Princess Anne could

easily be resolved via deduction, provided that the information residing in the knowledge base is

sufficient to allow for the necessary inferences. However, this does not entirely solve the question

of consistency because, in practice, such information might not be available in the knowledge base

at the time of making the necessary inferences. It is important to note here that the knowledge

base might contain some incorrect information, and this would need to be reduced.

4.2.8 Evaluation of the Relations Extraction

In the field of information extraction, most of the evaluations take place by employing quantitative

analysis techniques, and there are many different options for making this assessment. In the

current experiment, precision and recall were used to generate a beneficial valuation, as shown

in 3.5.1. Both these measures were defined in terms of the number of retrieved and relevant

relations. Thus, precision was defined as the fraction determined by the total number of correctly

extracted relations, divided by the total number of relations identified by the system – as shown

in equation 3.1. In contrast, recall was defined as the fraction determined by the total number

of correctly identified relations over the total number of relations present in the text, which is

shown in equation 3.2 [124].

Nevertheless, it is important to be aware that this evaluation was performed using randomly

selected BBC articles about the UK’s royal family. These were then manually annotated by an

expert on the UK royals. The suggested pipeline in this research detected 16 spouse and 17

parent relations. The articles were subsequently analysed with the JAPE grammar script to

detect how many of them fell into the following sets: true positives (TPs), true negatives (TNs),

false positives (FPs), and false negatives (FNs).

The results obtained were as follows:

TPs = 15 (spouse) , 13 (parents)

FPs = 2 (spouse), 3 (parents)

It is important to note that because this experiment did not include any false relations, the

number of false positives and false negatives was zero in each case. Therefore, the precision and

recall applied to evaluate the method adopted in this study yielded the following results,

Precision = TP/(TP+FP) = 28/33 = 84.84%

Recall = TP/TP + FN = 28/33 = 84.84%

Consequently, this technique, which utilised the JAPE grammar constructed for this study

and the extraction of kinship relations with respect to the UK royals, demonstrated reliable and

authentic precision and recall. Thus, the suggested pipeline was found to be effective for building
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a knowledge base that could be employed later to check the consistency of facts.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter the construction of the primary dataset was explained in detail. The utilisation of

ANNIE, in combination with JAPE grammar, to deduce relations that would build and expand

the knowledge base for this case study was demonstrated in this chapter. The named entity

unifying technique was also explained. Based on the results of the case study, it may be concluded

that:

1. There is inconsistency in the correlation between the combined entities and their respective

newly appended relations. To be more specific, some combinations revealed numerous

relations, while others derived no relations. This is justified as the combination of entities

having previously been searched for; consequently, no new relations were added. Thus, the

first time a combination of entities was processed was the most fruitful. Another reason

might have been that some of the entities were well known, while others awee not. The

popular entities derived more relations, simply because more articles mentioned them.

2. There is a correlation between the number of articles processed in each iteration, and the

corresponding number of extracted relations. The greater the number of relevant articles to

analyse, the more relations there were to be defined. However, beyond a certain threshold,

this correlation was inverted. To be more specific, the number of derived relations did not

increase, even when more articles were investigated.

3. This represented variation in the number of extracted relations with regard to their

keywords. The most significant contributors were those keywords that added medium-sized

relations and also occurred frequently. Their effect in expanding the knowledge base was

more important, compared to those keywords that deduced innumerable relations, but only

occurred rarely.

4. The proposed pipeline achieved good performance in terms of precision and recall by

achieving 84.84% and 84.84%, respectively.
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5
FACT CONSISTENCY CHECKING USING PROBABILISTIC

REASONING

5.1 Introduction

Fake news is a challenge that the contemporary world is facing. Massive data are created and

shared via the Internet every day. Therefore, identifying these false data and preventing their

spread has become a matter of growing concern for the scientific community, with numerous

studies being conducted in this field. Technologies, particularly AI, are consequently employed to

address the problem. In particular, probabilistic logics such as PSL and MLN are utilised to check

the credibility of data. If fake data are discovered, they are removed from knowledge transfer,

knowledge acquisition, and knowledge-sharing systems [132].

The vast amount of true and false information sources makes it difficult, even for domain

experts, to distinguish between the two. Several methods have been employed to address this

issue; some approaches have focused on natural language analysis, in terms of stylistic signals or

the referencing of explicit statements that appear in a corpus [18–21, 26]. One of these methods

involves determining the consistency of a claim in relation to a given trusted knowledge base. To

be more specific, it consists of marking certain information as valid by checking its source [133].

Therefore, any piece of data that is consistent with this trusted knowledge may be considered as

truthful, while inconsistent information is regarded as untrue [25].

In this thesis, the FACT approach is proposed, which facilitates the checking of a claim’s

consistency against a previously built and trusted knowledge base [24, 25]. This represents the

uniqueness of the current approach, which functions via fuzzy logic.

The present chapter comprises the following sections: 1) a description of PSL and MLN

(the Tuffy framework); 2) the notion of the model’s prior beliefs, addressed with an exposition
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of how such ‘priors’ can be used to build initial belief structures that will support and lead to

the finding/inferring of new relations; 3) PSL and MLN inference, outlined in some detail; 4) a

case study on checking the consistency of claims about the UK royal family; 5) a case study on

fact-checking political relations using PSL, and a chapter summary.

5.2 Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) and a Markov Logic Network
(MLN) as Models for Statistical Relational Learning (SRL)

Statistical relational learning (SRL) is an emerging domain within AI. It primarily involves

a combination of statistical and logical methods. Statistical relational models mainly fall into

two main categories: generative models and discriminative models. Lee and Wang [68] discuss

PSL and MLN as the two most popular discriminative models of SRL. The applications of these

models include social network modelling, entity resolution, and NLP systems.

Al-shukaili [134] studied the integration of MLN with linked data, aiming to enhance keyword

search. Linked data search engines are classified according to the resource indexation method

implemented. Two main approaches may be adopted: mapping to the document or mapping to

the resource URL. Irrespective of which of these approaches is applied to support the search, the

result is often a combination of many different types of resource.

For NLP, both PSL and MLN utilise the representation of natural language semantics,

applying weighted inference rules to analyse the distribution of semantic information. In addition,

PSL and MLN combine the application of logic and statistical methods. To be more specific, they

both use a form of fuzzy logic based on Boolean logic, with a weighting scheme. The weight values

in PSL vary in the interval [0, 1], whereas the weight values in MLN are purely binary (0 or

1) [68, 69]. This is one of the reasons why PSL has proved to be more effective than MLN in

representing natural language semantics, as it relies on high-level representations to construct

the conditions for sentence-similarity [67]. Furthermore, PSL, as a template language, is used to

represent hinge-loss Markov random fields; it can deal with soft truth values, which is considered

to be one of its main features. This feature allows PSL to indicate the degree of agreement

between a PSL rule and a claim made about the subject area [135].

5.2.1 Language and Syntactic Structure of Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL)

Probabilistic soft logic is a notable statistical relational template language, which defines its

model structures based on weighted first-order logic [65]. A first-order knowledge base mainly

consists of a set of first-order logic formulas or sentences. These formulas are developed using

variables, functions, constants, and predicates. Interpretation explains the objects, relations, and

functions of a particular domain, which are then represented through specific symbols [112].

Indeed, PSL is mainly a general-purpose probabilistic programming language that involves

defining templates for constraints and potentials. In particular, each template implements an
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abstract dependency that can take the form of either a hard constraint or potential function.

Both may be specified with all necessary parameters, including the weight of the potentials. The

syntax allows for the use of identifiers, logical rules, predicates, targets, and observations [65].

Probabilistic soft logic rules are written as an implication. In logic, this implication can be

changed to a disjunctive form. Moreover, a logical rule can be weighted/soft or non-weighted/hard,

in either case consisting of a disjunctive clause of the literals, which are vital to represent the

logical dependencies in a model. It is important to note that a literal can either be an atom or

negated atom. A negated atom is depicted by a ‘!’ or ‘∼’ symbol, with the value of 1-atom, where

an atom is the positive value of the atom [65]. For example, if Friends (‘Person A’, ‘Person B’) has

a value of 0.6; then the literal, !Friends (‘Person A’, ‘Person B’) will have a value of 0.4. Usually, a

weighted logical rule begins with a non-negative weight and tends to end with the same value, but

with an exponent of 2 (∧2). The fuzzy logic operators are conjunction (& &, or &) and disjunction

(|| or |). The symbol (⇒ or ⇐) is used to show the implication in the logical rule. The following are

examples of such logical rules:

1: Advisor(Prof, S) ∧ Department(Prof, Sub) ⇒ Department(S, Sub)

Friends(X, Y) ∧ Friends(Y, Z) ⇒ Friends(X, Z).

A predicate may be considered as the relation that is named by creating a distinct identifier

and associating it with a positive integer, called an ‘arity’. This arity depicts the number of

terms that it can accept as arguments. Each predicate in a PSL program is required to have a

distinct identifier as its name. In addition, predicates must be classified as either open or closed,

depending on whether they are unobserved or observed [65]. For instance, a predicate is said to

be ‘closed’ when the information portrayed/required by that predicate is fully known, because it

is already present in the knowledge base. Conversely, when that information needs to be inferred,

the predicate is said to be ‘open’. The following are examples of predicates:

The specification ‘Friends/2’ introduces a binary predicate. It indicates that the Friend condition,

relation, or predicate can exist in relation to two arguments: the two people (constants) who are

friends.

Advises (Professor, Student) is part of the definition of the open predicate, ‘Advises’.

CourseTaken/2 introduces a binary predicate. This predicate takes two arguments, each of which

represents a constant: a ‘Student’ and a ‘Subject’ of study

CourseTaken (Person, Subject) (closed) is a closed predicate.

Predicate CourseTaken/3 is a ternary predicate. The example relates three entities to each other:

an instructor, a student, and a subject class (additional attribute).

CourseTaken (Professor, Subject, Student) (closed) is a closed predicate.

Observations consist of the data on which PSL programs are grounded. They are usually

detailed in a list that is specifically constructed for that purpose [65]. Presented below is an

example of such a list:
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Department (‘Alex’, ‘Data Science’) = 1

Department (’David’, ‘Statistics’) = 1

Department (‘Bob’, ‘Computer Science’) = 1

Advises (‘Alex’, ‘David’) = 1

As described in [136], PSL framework-grounding is the process through which each ground

rule is instantiated, that is, provided with data and a rule template. This can be performed in two

ways: top down or bottom up. Top-down grounding is simpler and easier to implement. It Initially

involves application of the rules and then employing nested loops to undertake replacements

across all the variables. In contrast, bottom-up grounding, as applied in PSL, is performed in

two phases, the first of which involves issuing database queries to find all the constants that are

assigned to the variables for a specific rule. Subsequently, the returned variable assignments are

instantiated into a ground rule.

5.2.2 Language and Syntactic Structure of a Markov Logic Network (MLN)

Markov logic networks represent a language that applies weighted first-order logic. An MLN

is viewed as a template for building a Markov network. Tuffy is an MLN inference engine

that offers the benefits of scalability, together with an order of magnitude speed benefit, in

comparison to previous similar systems [137]. A Tuffy program takes a text file containing

predicates and rules as its input. Tuffy can use two types of inference: maximum a posteriori

probability (MAP) inference (where posterior probabilities are found) and marginal inference

(involving the computation of marginal probabilities) [137]. Markov logic network rules can either

be hard or soft – either or both of which can represent the first-order logic. The only difference

between soft and hard rules is that a soft rule is associated with a real number (positive or

negative). In contrast, hard rules are indicated by the use of a full-stop, which depicts the weight:

+∞. The rules are made up of literals, connected through + conjunction or disjunction. The

following are examples of MLN rules:

0.5 Smokes(a1) ⇒ Cancer(a1)

0.4 Friends(a1, a2) ∧ Smokes(a1) ⇒ Smokes(a2)

A predicate schema — one of the main components of an MLN specification – is a list of

declarations of all the predicates to be used. This is where each predicate declaration specifies the

name of the predicate, along with its parameters, thereby indicating the type of each predicate.

As mentioned earlier, predicates are classified as open or closed; an open predicate includes tuples

(of parameters) with unknown truth values, while a closed predicate is fully evidenced and any

tuples that are absent from the evidence files are considered false. This situation is generally

depicted with an asterisk. The following is an example of a predicate declaration:

Smokes(person),
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Cancer(person),

∗ Friends (Anna, Bob)

Queries can be issued by the user; these consist of a set of atoms that are specified in query

files or via a command line. The following is an example of a query in MLN:

-q Cancer(x)

Cancer (x)

In addition, evidence can be provided by the user to perform the MLN inference via Tuffy.

An evidence file contains a list of atoms (wherein an atom preceded by the ‘!’ symbol indicates

negation). The following is an example of an evidence file:

Friends(Edward, Frank)

Friends(Gary, Helen)

!Friends(Gary, Frank)

The grounding process in the Tuffy framework makes use of bottom-up as PSL and use SQL

queries. In the next section, we will compare PSL and Tuffy framework.

The grounding process in the Tuffy framework makes use of bottom-up grounding as in PSL,

and applies Structured Query Language (SQL) queries. In the next section, PSL and the Tuffy

framework are compared.

5.2.3 Comparison of the Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) and Tuffy
Frameworks

This sub-section compares and contrasts the framework supporting PSL with the framework that

supports Tuffy, and examines what these frameworks have allowed these systems to achieve in

their application and performance. In this regard, it is important to recall that both PSL and Tuffy

are based on statistical and logic frameworks. Moreover, both develop and build models based on

uncertainty. For example, as in the present case, PSL enables the researcher to determine the

level of a claim’s consistency, according to the knowledge stored in a knowledge base. Tuffy, on

the other hand, simply helps determine whether this same claim is true (1) or false (0). In this

situation, PSL uses interval truth values [0, 1], while Tuffy merely uses binary values, basic to

each of these systems and elements of their core frameworks, respectively. In this regard, [138]

maintain that both approaches apply weighted logic rules while adopting a model to define joint

distribution over missing information. It should be noted that Tuffy, despite employing a truth

value, produces a binary result.Conversely, PSL could be seen as a discriminative statistical

relational framework, which adopts HL-MRF (based on real-value probabilistic weights) as a

graphical model. Meanwhile, Tuffy implements a discriminative statistical relational framework,

applying MLN (based on binary truth values) as a graphical model. Each of these graphical

models is a specific type of MRF [139].
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Table 5.1: Comparison between PSL and Tuffy frameworks

Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) Tuffy

PSL is a discriminative statistical relational
framework, adopting HL-MRF as a graphical
model

Tuffy is a discriminative statistical relational
framework that adopts the MLN graphical
model.

PSL uses explicitly defined inference targets,
which are specified by the user. Therefore, ad-
ditional work is required of the modeler.

Tuffy uses implicitly defined inference targets.

The grounding process is undertaken via
bottom-up methods.

the grounding process is also implemented bot-
tom up.

Another difference between the relational models built by the two systems is that in PSL, the

grounding process is undertaken using a bottom-up approach, as with Tuffy, while the grounding

process is conducted using SQL queries in both [140]. Another major point of divergence between

these two frameworks relates to their inference targets. Probabilistic soft logic uses explicitly

defined inference targets, which are specified by the developer/researcher. Therefore, additional

work is required of the modeler. However, in Tuffy, the developer must define variable types for

each predicate. This then allows the system to create implicit targets [140], which is an area

that will be further developed in the next sub-section. Table 5.1 presents an alternative means of

comparing the PSL and Tuffy frameworks, wherein details of the differences and similarities are

highlighted.

5.3 The Importance of Priors in Logical Inference

In AI, and particularly in the field of fact-consistency checking, false claim detection, logic, etc.,

the word ‘prior’ is often used as a noun, rather than as an adjective. It denotes a specification (for

example, a PSL rule or ground atom), which is set up before any normal processing is carried out.

Priors are about prior domain beliefs in a model.

In this regard, [65] affirm that in PSL, a prior may be considered as a small weighted rule

that generally applies a negative literal. The above researchers also support that if priors do not

serve as potential functions, they should be defined over atoms and with weight distributed over

the interval [0, 1]. Indeed, in PSL, priors are specified for a given predicate, and the absolute

values of their weights are usually kept to a minimum. This is because they are initially in place,

specifically so that they can be ‘overpowered’ by evidence [65]. Thus, atoms are most likely to

have weak evidence, pointing towards zero. The use of an atom with a non-zero value will depend

on the availability of proof of the atom’s validity/existence. This is sufficient to ‘overrule’ its initial

zero value. Nevertheless, an atom may be initialised with a low but non-zero value, which can be
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overruled when sufficient evidence is produced. For this to occur, simple priors may be adopted

for overruling to be applied when evidence is available [65].

Thus, atoms are most likely to have an initial value that is equal to zero. The use of an atom

with a non-zero value will depend on the availability of proof of the atom’s validity/existence,

which is sufficient to ‘overrule’ its initial zero value. Nevertheless, an atom may be initialised with

a low but non-zero value, which can be overruled when sufficient evidence is produced. For this

to happen, simple priors may be used for the overruling to be applied when evidence is available

[65]. Two different types of priors can be used in PSL: negative and positive. However, in this

study, the focus will be on negative priors alone. The reason why negative priors are preferred in

this instance is that Web article searches for positive affirmations to disprove a negative prior are

much easier to carry out than searches for refutations. For example, if it is decided to begin by

specifying all the relations (which are already known to probably be true) as false in a PSL script,

then the system’s task will be to prove them to be true. Refuting a negative by proving a positive

is much easier, in this situation, than proving that the refutation of a positive is impossible. Thus,

the truth values of the ground atom values for all the predicates included in the PSL script are

initially set to zero — indicating that these ground atoms are first assumed to be false. From

experience, it has been found that negative priors are easier to use than positive priors [65, 141].

It is this fact that dictated the choice of negative priors in the present study.

An example of using negative and positive priors, specified for the spouse, S, relation (with

regard to the UK royal family) is given below.

Taking two members of the UK royal family, Princess Kate Middleton and Prince William, f the

following may be written: (1) ¬S(Princess Kate Middleton, Prince William) or,

(2) S(Princess Kate Middleton, Prince William) For (1), which means that Princess Kate

Middleton and Prince William are not spouses, the task will be f to find articles supporting

the contrary, namely that they are spouses, whereby many such articles are likely to be found.

Conversely, for (2), which means that Princess Kate Middleton and Prince William are spouses,

the task will be to find an article that negates this claim, whereby it is likely that no such

articles will be found. However, this lack of evidence to refute a claim does not really constitute

strong evidence for affirmation; it is difficult to say in this case that the prior has been confirmed.

Moreover, in the main processing stage, when checking for false claims, it is easier to assume that

every claim is false, that is, to set up a negative prior for each claim and then look for evidence to

the contrary.

5.4 Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) and Markov Logic Network
(MLN) Inference

Probabilistic soft logic and MLN are both probabilistic logic frameworks that can be used to

predict or generate new knowledge, where this was not previously present in an associated
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knowledge base. This knowledge base might also be known as observations in PSL and evidence

in Tuffy for MLN. In general, a knowledge base or database containing relevant data (information)

will enable the user to search queries that must be satisfied. However, it may happen that the

information requested by a user is not directly present in the knowledge base. Thus, it is not

easy and might even be impossible to answer the query. Consequently, it may be advantageous

to use current information/knowledge items to build new information. Such an approach could

necessitate the adoption of statistical learning methodologies, such as those implemented in PSL

and MLN to infer new knowledge. Indeed, PSL and MLN both implement probabilistic logic

frameworks that can handle this kind of task. Furthermore, in both cases, the task is performed

through what is known as a knowledge graph. Building a knowledge graph first requires cleaning

up the knowledge base, because this usually contains replicated/duplicated data. Secondly, it

requires the creation of relations between these data. Once a useful knowledge graph has been

built, the inference process can take place (in either PSL or MLN). Hence, new knowledge will be

generated from previous knowledge stored in the knowledge base. In this manner, both PSL and

MLN facilitate the inference of new knowledge, as described in the following sections.

5.4.1 Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) Maximum a Posteriori Probability
(MAP) Inference

A probabilistic soft logic [69] script may be seen as implementing a logical framework, under-

pinned by a hinge-loss Markov random field (HL-MRF) inference model [65]. Controlled by a

graphical representation, an HL-MRF is similar to a discrete Markov random field (MRF) [66].

However, PSL does not use discrete values but rather continuous variables, taking values in the

interval [0, 1]. The related probability distribution is defined over the dependent variable (Y ),

given the independent variable (X ) and using the following equation:

(5.1) P(Y |X )= 1
Z(λ)

exp[ fλ(Y , X )]

Here Z(λ) is a normalisation item and fλ(Y , X ) is a constrained Hinge-Loss feature function.

(5.2) fλ(Y , X )= ∑
r∈R

λ jφ j(y, x)

with λ ∈ (λ1, ...,λm) being the respective weights of the potential r ∈ R. In turn, this relates to the

importance of the respective potential (rule) in the model, while R is the set of all the potentials in

the model. Moreover, φ j(Y , X ) are the potentials represented by hinge-loss functions, which make

the model manageable, i.e. they increase the researcher’s control over the model. PSL has been

selected for use in this study as a specific relational domain, wherein the modelling techniques

applied include a probabilistic method, supported by HL-MRF. In fact, PSL is a programming

language that can be implemented relatively easily, and its results can be represented in HL-MRF

in a straightforward manner. The logic of the developer’s model may be specified via a first-order
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logic syntax, which can also be used to describe the features of the model that define an HL-MRF.

The following is an example of a PSL logical rule:

w : P(X ,Y ) ∧ Q(X , A) ⇒ R(Y , A)

w represents the rule’s weight. This determines the importance of the rule in relation to the

other rules in the ‘ruleset’. Primarily, however, the model is defined by its predicates (P, Q, R)

and variables (X , Y , A). By way of example, it could be stated that where the P is ‘ f riend’, then

f riend(X ,Y ) simply means that the variables ‘x’ and ‘y’ are friends. A rule based on this relation

would be:

1.0 : f riend(X ,Y ) ∧ support(X , A) ⇒ support(Y , A)

Given that A represents a team, it is evident that this rule states that a person will logi-

cally/generally support the same team as his/her friend. Furthermore, it should be noted that in

a logical rule, each predicate is an atom. Whenever an atom’s variables are instantiated to con-

stants, the atom becomes an instance or a ground atom, for example, support (’Tom’, ’Manchester

United’), with the ground atom truth value being defined in the interval [0, 1] (such as the PSL

interval value domain). The mapping between the ground atom and truth value corresponds to

the interpretation, I, implemented in PSL. Thus, it should be ascertained how these truth values

will be processed. Here, Lukasiewicz logic is applied, in order to relax the logic for relationships

between ground atoms in terms of the following operators: logical conjunction (∧), disjunction

(∨), and negation (¬). For the case presented below, a and b are truth values and belong to the

interval 0 to 1:

(5.3) a∧b = max{0,a+b−1}

(5.4) a∨b = min{a+b,1}

(5.5) ¬a = 1−a

The equations (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) present the application of Lukasiewicz logic to the relaxation

process, as employed in the potential function. Indeed, while relaxing the logical rules (see above

and in the logical identity: p ⇒ q ≡ ¬ p ∨ q), a rule-grounded instance specified as: r (r_bod y →
r_head) is satisfied, meaning I(r)= 1, if and only if (I(r_bod y)≤ I(rhead)). Here, it is useful to

recall that PSL creates a probability distribution over the interval [0, 1], which expresses the

distance to total satisfaction of the rule in relation to the ground atoms. This distance to the

rule’s total satisfaction is represented by I and determined as follows:

(5.6) Ir = max{0, I(rbod y)− I(rhead)}
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Figure 5.1: How PSL assigns truth values to random variables

The rules applied in the PSL model conform to an equation relating to a hinge-loss potential,

which can be expressed as follows (5.6): the loss function (I) corresponds to the distance to the

rule’s total satisfaction, as expressed in (5.1). Specifically, the objective of optimising the loss

function is to minimise the total weighted sum of the distance to the total satisfaction of every

single rule. (5.1) is a log-concave equation based on Y ; therefore, as a logical model, PSL can

provide a solution to (5.1) by finding MAP for the HL-MRFs. Indeed, this may be achieved by

applying a convex optimisation algorithm with continuous truth values. The issue of finding

the MAP may also be regarded as the problem of finding the value of the dependent variable

(Y = f (x)) for a function ( f ), given the values of the independent variable/observation (x). The

solution to this convex optimisation problem may be found by applying the alternating direction

method of multipliers (ADMM) technique, as adopted in [65].

Figure 5.1 presents the different steps involved in PSL truth-value assignment, that is, in

assigning a truth value to a variable. The specifications given to the PSL model include a set of

rules, augmented by several observations. The latter may also be considered as input data. In the

holistic process, PSL begins by using the observations to ground the rules, thereby producing

‘ground rules’. This first basic step is followed by relaxing the ground rules, whereby Lukasiewicz

logic allows/supports PSL in assigning truth values in the interval [0, 1]. A convex potential

function is generated as a result of relaxing each individual rule. Subsequently, this triggers a

step wherein an overall potential function may be calculated by adding the average weighted

sum of the rules applied. Finally, the maximisation process that follows is conducted using the

ADMM algorithm [142].

5.4.2 Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) Lazy Maximum a Posteriori Probability
(MAP) Inference

Lazy MAP is a mapping technique that existed before PSL was developed as a logic framework.

In this study, lazy MAP was used in such a way that a MAP state was found without needing to

give comprehensive details of all the targets (including the various combinations of claims, etc.).

Instead, only the necessary target needed to be presented (on the lazy MAP) for the framework to
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be able to solve the inference problem [65]. Thus, lazy MAP was adopted to check the consistency

of facts in this study, thereby determining the truth value (to be assigned to the claim in question).

The claims to be checked were presented to the system by the researcher, but not all possible

combinations, as in the more common type of MAP inference. The lazy MAP process takes its

name from the low-level mapping, from which it is derived. In fact, the notion of lazy maps

stems from the use of low-dimensional subspace (to which these lazy maps are confined). A set

of potentials are found that are sufficiently small for all the other potentials to be zero in a

MAP state. Therefore, lazy MAP inference can be performed efficiently with limited computing

resources (time and memory). This can be seen from the following mathematical formula, which

shows the distribution in relation to defining a MAP state [65]. If the subset φ of the index set

1, ....,m of the potential φ is considered, it may be understood that a feasible assignment to ‘y’

minimises y

(5.7)
∑
j∈φ

w jφ j(y, x)

and φ j(y, x) = 0, ∀ j ∉ φ,

Therefore, the assignment must be a MAP state, since zero is a global minimal for any potential.

5.4.3 Markov Logic Network (MLN) Maximum a Posteriori Probability
(MAP) Inference

The most prominent challenges in the domain of machine learning are complexity and uncertainty.

Indeed, at times, machine learning can be so complex that it becomes very difficult for the devel-

oper to describe or explain the model, or the results obtained, to a layperson. In addition, maximal

uncertainty can surround the results of AI and machine learning in certain cases, such that it

becomes necessary to support these results with specific performance measures, for example,

confidence intervals and the level of error to be expected in the results [112]. This complexity and

uncertainty often pertain to MLN, etc. In this study, a specific framework comprising probability

and first-order logic was developed. Probability relates to the issues surrounding uncertainty,

while first-order logic caters to the challenge of complexity. Several approaches to using probabil-

ity and first-order logic have been proposed, including: relational dependency networks, stochastic

logic programs, probabilistic relational models, relational dependency networks, and Bayesian

logic programs [66, 112]. However, these models have tended to be quite complex and this has

restricted their application.

The Markov logic network has emerged as a framework that can combine probabilistic

graphical models with first-order logic, so as to undertake probabilistic learning and inference

based on logic constraints [143, 144]. Thus, complexities are handled via logic, whilst uncertainty

is handled via probabilities. Markov logic networks use MRFs or Markov networks as their

graphical model. A Markov network is a graph with edges that tend to model desired local

influences, and nodes that model random variables. In other words, the graph characterises a
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joint distribution for a set of variables X = {X1, X2, X3. . . , Xn}, having an indirect graph associated

with certain functions. In particular, each node in the graph represents a variable, while the

functions are represented by cliques in the graph. Specifically, a function is a non-negative

function with real values, each of which depicts the state of a clique in the graph. The following

expression can be used to represent the joint distribution in a Markov network:

(5.8) P(X = x)= 1
Z

∏
k
φk(Xk)

Here,

Z is the partition function, i.e., Z =∑
x∈X

∏
k φk (x{k}).

x{k} is the state of the K th clique in the graph.

Conventionally, Markov networks are characterised as linear logic models where each clique

in the graph can be replaced with the weighted sum of the features. This leads to the following

formula:

(5.9) P(X = x)= 1
Z

exp

(∑
j

w j f j(x)

)

According to Singla and Domingos [66, 145], a first-order knowledge base is a collection of

formulas or sentences in first-order logic. It is important to note that four types of elements

are used to construct these formulas: predicates, functions, variables, and constants. Constants

refer to objects in the domain of interest, while functions characterise mappings from tuples

of objects to objects. Meanwhile, relations between the attributes of objects, or the objects in a

domain, are denoted by predicate symbols, and a first-order knowledge base constitutes a set of

hard constraints, whereby violation of any formula can lead to zero probability. However, in PSL,

the underlying Markov logic is specified by the statistical relational language based on Markov

networks, whereas first-order logic is specified to handle the constraints. Here, a violation of a

formula in the knowledge base will result in reduced probability, rather than, necessarily, the

yielding of zero probability [137]. Therefore, each formula has an associated weight, representing

the strength of the constraint – the higher the weight, the bigger the difference and impact

[66, 145].

An MLN is regarded as a first-order knowledge base, wherein weights are associated with

each formula and are used as the template to develop Markov networks. An MLN is capable of

providing compact specifications of knowledge for large, complex Markov networks, while reducing

brittleness, tolerating imperfection, and dealing with contradictory knowledge by applying first-

order logic [112, 146]. An MLN specification is predominantly a set of pairs (Fi, wi), where wi

denotes a real number, and Fi denotes a formula of first-order logic. The corresponding Markov

network ML,C is defined with (Fi, wi) and the set of constants, C=
{

c1, c2, c3, Cc
}

[112, 146].
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Thus, the probability distribution defined by the ground Markov network ML,C is given as follows:

(5.10) P(X = x)= 1
Z

exp

(
F∑

i=1
wini(x)

)

Here,

F is the number of formulas in first-order logic.

wi is a real number, showing the formula weight. ni is the total number of times that the formula

is satisfied by the state of the world (x).

Z is regarded as the normalisation constant, which is needed to make all probabilities sum to 1.

It is important to note that MLN, because it uses the discrete MRF as its graphical model,

presents its results simply as 0 or 1. To understand this situation, a specific example should be

considered. Thus, a model is assumed to have two variables: vteach and vprof. The latter (vprof)

indicates whether or not an individual is a professor, while the former (vetch) denotes whether

or not an individual teaches. Since the representation of an MLN model is usually in the form

of ‘p’ binary random variables; the dependencies between the model variables are depicted as

a set of weighted constraints, which are defined over them [143]. For example, the statement,

‘if an individual is a professor, then he teaches or vice versa’ is a constraint. A bitwise-AND

predicate, vprof ∧ vteach can be used to represent this constraint [143]. In the given case, the

MLN framework considers a weight (‘w’), which increases the probability of vteach and vprof,

simultaneously (i.e. either vprof = 1 and vteach = 1 or vprof = 0 and vteach = 0). Hence, the result

of the MLN processing will be 1 or 0.

5.5 Experimental Case Study: Fact-checking of UK Royal
Family Relations Using Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) and a
Markov Logic Network (MLN)

The case study reported in this section is based on two semi-related experiments, run on two

closely related datasets. The first dataset that was built contained all the relevant UK royal

family kinship relations (containing 198 claims or statements about these relations). Meanwhile

the second was a subset of the first, containing only 30 claims. Four models were run on these

datasets: FACT (PSL), using PSL as its probabilistic logic framework; FACT (MLN), using MLN

as its probabilistic logic framework; the CredEye system, and random assignment. The inclusion

of MLN served as a limiting factor for the size of the dataset. Indeed, this was the reason why

a subset of the full UK royal family dataset was used in the second experiments. Nevertheless,

it is important to mention that the objective pursued in this experimental case study was to

identify which of the four models was more efficient for fact-checking. In order to achieve this,

there needed to be a common environment in which these models could be tested. Thus, the UK

royal family relation model was set up, as presented below.
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5.5.1 Set-up of the Family Relation Model

In this sub-section, the PSL and MLN models are considered, as they relate to observations, which

were the relations stored in the knowledge base. It is important to recall that the information

extraction process required to build the knowledge base was dealt with in this chapter 4. Once

these relations were made available in an appropriate format, it was easier to investigate these

family-tree relationships. For instance, the interest in this current study lay in the various proper-

ties of the constants that designated people in the relations. Presented below are examples of the

predicates (property specifications) used in the model’s logic rules. The various predicates used to

build the proposed kinship model are shown below: Male(X ) signifies that X has the property

‘male’, and Female(X ) signifies that X has the property ‘female’. Furthermore, Parent(X ,Y )

signifies that X is the parent of the child (Y ), and Spouse(X , Z) signifies that there is a marital

relationship between X and Z, one being the husband and the other the wife. Once there was

a valid model of this kind, representing the kinship relations of the UK royal family, it could

be ascertained whether the information extraction tasks were functioning appropriately, and

whether the instances extracted had been effectively processed by the models (PSL and MLN)

constructed in this research.

The predicates indicated below are conditional rules, which can be processed by PSL and

MLN to infer unobserved relations. The predicates representing these relations (which were not

extracted from the corpus and therefore, were never ‘observed’) are presented in Table 5.2, with

gendered and un_gendered family relations being clearly distinguished. Below are a number

of rules relating to the observed and unobserved predicates. These rules allow relations to be

inferred directly from observations and facilitate the encoding of a comprehensive range of

family-tree relations, as defined in the previous chapter (chapter 4 Figure 4.1). In the family tree,

relations were employed as the bases of inference and prediction. For the sake of brevity, only

selected family-tree relations are presented below, while the rest are shown in the Appendix D:

Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Parent_O f (X , A)∧ A 6= B ⇒ Sibling_O f (A,B)

Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Parent_O f (Y , A)∧Sibling_O f (X ,Y )⇒ Cousin_O f (A,B)

Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Sibling_O f (X ,Y )∧Female(Y )⇒ Aunt_O f (Y ,B)

Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Sibling_O f (X ,Y )∧Male(Y )⇒Uncle_O f (Y ,B)

Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Sibling_O f (X ,Y )∧Male(B)⇒ Nephew_O f (B,Y )

The family relations listed above may be described as follows:

i) The sibling relation, where the rule signifies that if X is the parent of B and A, with A and B

being different individuals, then B and A are sibling(s).

ii) The cousin relation, where the rule signifies that if A and B are cousins, and X is the parent

of B and Y is the parent of A, then X and Y are siblings.

iii) The aunt relation, where the rule signifies that if X is the parent of B, and X is the sibling of

Y and Y is female, then Y is the aunt of B.
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Table 5.2: Inferred predicts

Un_gender Predict Gender Predict

Ancestor_Of(X, Y) —
Descendent_Of(X, Y) —

Sibling_Of(X, Y)
Sister_Of(X,Y)
Brother_Of(X,Y)

Parent_Of(X, Y)
Mother_Of(X,Y)
Father_Of(X,Y)

Child_Of(X, Y)
Daughter_Of(X,Y)
Son_Of(X,Y)

Spouse_Of(X, Y)
Wife_Of(X,Y)
Husband_Of(X,Y)

Uncle_Of(X, Y) —
Uncle_In_Law_Of(X, Y) —

Aunt_Of(X, Y) —
Aunt_In_Law_Of(X, Y) —

Niece_Of(X, Y) —
Niece_In_Law_Of(X, Y) —

Nephew_Of(X, Y) —
Nephew_In_Law_Of(X, Y) —

Cousin_Of(X, Y) —
Cousin_In_Law_Of(X, Y) —

Child_In_Law_Of(X, Y)
Son_In_Law_Of(X,Y)
Daughter_In_Law_Of(X, Y)

Parent_In_Law_Of(X, Y)
Mother-In_Law_Of(X,Y)
Father-In_Law_Of(X, Y)

Sibling_In_Law_Of(X, Y)
Sister_In_Law_Of(X,Y)
Brother_In_Law_Of(X, Y)

Grand_Child_Of(X, Y)
Grand_Daughter_Of(X,Y)
Grand_Son_Of(X,Y)

Grand_Parent_Of(X, Y)
Grand_Mother_Of(X,Y)
Grand_Father_Of(X,Y)

iv) The uncle relation, where the rule signifies that if X is the parent of B, and Y is the sibling of

Y and Y is male, then Y is the nephew of B.

v) The nephew relation, where the rule signifies that if X is the parent of B, and X is the sibling

of Y ,and B is male, then B is the nephew of Y .

As previously mentioned, priors represent the system’s initial ‘beliefs’. These are also the

rules applied to open predicates. There are two types of predicates: open and closed, as explained

in section 5.3. In this research, negative priors were applied. This was intended to facilitate
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the process of truth-value detection and assignment by the PSL model. It should be noted that

priors were only applied in the PSL model; they have unique importance for this model because

it operates by distributing the truth value across the interval [0, 1]. Conversely, MLN is a binary-

based system that does not make use of priors. In this experiment, each absolute logic rule was

assigned a weight of 1.0. The negative priors (set of rules) were included in the model as negative,

with a low weight (0.1). Therefore, these would be easily out-weighed by the other rules and by

observations. These priors consisted of the initial beliefs built into the model [65]. Examples of

some of the negative prior rules are presented below:

Sibling_O f (A,B)= 0

Cousin_O f (A,B)= 0

Aunt_O f (Y ,B)= 0

Uncle_O f (Y ,B)= 0

Nephew_O f (B,Y )= 0

These are some of the rules and negative priors used to build the knowledge base for UK royal

family relations.

5.5.2 Fact-checking of UK Royal Relations Using Probabilistic Soft Logic
(PSL)

One of the main objectives pursued in this case study was to establish and measure the effec-

tiveness of the selected research methodology. This was an exciting task when one considers all

the apprehension and uncertainty surrounding it. Furthermore, the established end goal would

make this effort more enjoyable. The ground truth set accumulated in the study, encompassing N

claims relating to the UK royal family, was one of the main assets deployed in this case study,

built according to the UK royal family tree 1.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the ground truth dataset contained 99 true claims and 99 false

claims, regarding the UK royal family’s kinship relations. It was first built by randomly selecting

a name from the UK royal family’s list of names, and then randomly matching this with an

element from the list of kinship relations. The result of this first combination was again matched

with a second name, randomly selected from the list of names of members of the UK royal family

(with the original name excluded). The random relation between these two family members then

became output as a claim. This process was performed iteratively until a sufficient number of

claims had been generated. An example of a false claim generated as outlined above was: ‘Prince

George is the sibling of Prince William.’ With regard to building the 99 true claims, the UK royal

family tree was used directly. Hence, the latter claims were not randomly built but were rather

factual. For instance, ‘Prince William is the father of Prince George’ is an example of a true claim.

In this manner, the ground truth set of 198 claims was built to test FACT (PSL), FACT (MLN),

1Royal Family tree and line of succession:
https://www.britroyals.com/royaltree.asp
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and the CredEye system. In this study, FACT (PSL) was the FACT approach adopted for use

with PSL as its logical reasoning, and FACT (MLN) was the FACT approach using Tuffy as an

MLN inference engine. An example of a claim based on the ground truth set is shown in Chapter 4.

The ground truth set used in this study had an internal structure that conferred an embedded

structural hierarchy. Thus, it was easy to examine the file in terms of familial hierarchies (for

example, from a parent to great-grandchildren). The ground truth set can be found in Ground

Truth Set Link). The ground truth set, as described above, was added to the logical reasoning

models (PSL and MLN). This was sufficient to start running and testing the model to determine

the truth values yielded by the various combinations (as described above). The results were

evaluated in terms of the number of true claims, i.e. claims that were consistent with the

information stored in the knowledge base, built as described in the previous chapter (Chapter 4),

and with the model’s rules. Particular attention was paid to the number of claims that ended up

with truth values very close to zero (0), meaning that they were either false claims or there was

insufficient information in the knowledge base to support them.

In order to compare the fact-checking model created in this study with the CredEye system
2, an experiment was run that applied both models (FACT (PSL) and CredEye) to the ground

truth set. This compared the truth values generated by FACT (PSL) with the probabilistic values

returned by CredEye. The CredEye system has an interactive user interface, which facilitated

the automatic generation of the probabilistic credence value of a claim, employing the usual

stages of searching the Web for the articles required to test the claim’s consistency, and then

testing for consistency. These stages included crawling and scraping the Web to extract useful

articles relating to the claims. The CredEye method also included checking the language style

and stance of the articles, along with the trustworthiness of their underlying sources. The aim of

this was to judge the truthfulness of the given claims, while providing some evidence to validate

that judgment. The result was a value that indicated the probability, according to the system, of

the input claim being true. Thus, this probability value would differ slightly in kind from the

result provided by PSL.

Consequently, by looking at both the probability value returned by CredEye and the truth

value generated by PSL, it was possible to compare the performance of the two models in relation

to the same claim. Conversely, given that negative priors were used in this case study, it must

be remembered that the values allocated to the claims were all set to zero (0) from the start. In

addition, after running FACT (PSL), the values obtained were expected to stay very close to zero

(0) for false claims and to increase to one (1), or very near one, for true claims. In contrast, the

CredEye system would return values that were more widely distributed over the interval [0, 1]

in response to the various claims. However, ultimately, the result was judged in relation to the

claims that each system, in effect, classified as either true or false. Therefore, a true or false

2Credibility lens for analysing and explaining misinformation.:
https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/credeye/
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(a) ROC curves. (b) Precision and Recall curves.

Figure 5.2: Performance figures: blue line represents results yielded by the FACT (PSL) system;
red line represents results of the CredEye system, and yellow line represents results of random
assignmen

value was assigned to each result from each system, based on whether the result was nearer to

zero (0) or one (1). Finally, the ‘random assignment’ method was applied to the same claims as an

experimental control, and random truth values in the interval [0, 1] were assigned to each of the

claims. This was repeated 1000 times. The average truth value was calculated for each claim,

and this was returned as approximately 0.50 for each.

The overview of the experiment outlined above required both models to be run several times

on the ground truth set (99 true and 99 false statements). Once a sufficient number of results

had been accumulated, receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves could be calculated. These

were used to compare the models by measuring their respective fact-checking abilities. Figure

5.2a presents the ROC curves for both the FACT (PSL) and CredEye systems. It is important

to recall that a ROC curve is a plotting of the true positive rate (TPR), given the false positive

rate (FPR). The former is plotted on the y-axis and the latter on the x-axis but for different

truth values, with respect to the ground truth set and corresponding to various tunings of the

thresholds. With regard to FACT (PSL), the TPR corresponded to the ratio of the number of

claims that were correctly classified as true (true positives), divided by the total number of claims

that were actually true. Conversely, the FPR corresponded to the ratio of the number of false

claims classified as true (false positives), divided by the total number of claims that were actually

false. Finally, the performance of the model was evaluated using the area under the curve (AUC)

of the ROC curve (AUC-ROC). The result obtained for the FACT (PSL) system was 0.79 (Figure

5.2a FACT (PSL) line), while the CredEye system achieved only 0.62 (Figure 5.2a CredEye line).

These models, in addition to comparing them with each other, were assessed using an
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evaluation method based on the null hypothesis, whereby producing a random truth value for

each element of the ground truth set would lead to plotting the first diagonal. In theory, this

would separate the whole area into two halves, with 50% corresponding to the AUC, as shown in

Figure 5.2a. The line generated using the random assignment method, representing the means

of providing a null hypothesis evaluation in this study, did in fact delineate an area below it of

49% of the total area. This was very close to the theoretical expectation of 50%, as described

above. For the purposes of comparing the predictive model to this random predictive model, the

null hypothesis test was repeated 1000 times on the ground truth set. The average and best

performance results generated from all the models were recorded. The p-values obtained with

respect to the random model were < 0.001, indicating the statistical significance of the results. In

turn, this showed that the model performed better than the random model in terms of predicting

correct truth values.

In addition, using the ‘by-chance’ rate as a control, the model created in this study performed

better than the CredEye system, as the latter scored only 0.12 above the ‘by-chance’ rate, while the

current model scored 0.29 above the ‘by-chance rate’ (thus, more than double). This means that

the current model was twice as efficient as CredEye, compared to the by-chance rate. Therefore,

it may be stated that FACT outperformed CredEye. It could also be posited that this was because

FACT was able to check claims related to facts that were not explicitly mentioned in the text. In

contrast, the CredEye system was unable to construct facts based on inference, and was therefore

unable to check claims against inferred facts. These results answer one of the subsidiary questions

raised by the research question, concerning the relevance of checking facts that are not explicitly

stated in a text corpus, but must be inferred, to the correct verification/rejection of claims. In

summary, it may be stated that FACT outperformed CredEye, because of the former’s ability to

check claims in relation to inferred facts that are not explicitly mentioned in the text.

Other metrics used to compare the two methods were precision and recall [147, 148]. In this

respect, the following definitions were applied in this study. Precision was defined as the number

of true claims identified (true positives), divided by the total number of true and false claims

identified (true positives and false positives). In other words, it represented the percentage of

claims that were correctly identified as true among all the claims that were classified as true.

Conversely, recall represented the number of true claims identified (true positives), divided by

the total number of claims that were correctly identified (true positives and total number), this

being the TPR, as defined above. For both models, precision and recall were calculated, and these

values were used to plot their representative curves (precision given recall) (see Figure 5.2b for

the curve representing FACT, and Figure 5.2b for the curve representing CredEye). These plots

enabled the models to be ranked according to their predictions. Once more, the current model

was observed to have outperformed CredEye. Indeed, the curve representing FACT in Figure

5.2b may be observed as well above the curve representing CredEye in Figure 5.2b. This implies

that the area beneath the former was greater than the area beneath the latter. In addition, in
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statistical terms, it is important to compare both of these models with the random assignment

model. This comparison revolves around a theoretical straight line at precision = 0.5, where

0,5 of the area beneath this theoretical line roughly coincides with the value yielded by the

measurement (precision) calculation, based on chance truth assignment. This is illustrated in the

random assignment plot (see Figure 5.2b). According to this comparison, the FACT (PSL) system

also outperformed CredEye.

Therefore, to summarise, it is clear that in this case study, the model created was found to

outperform both the random interval value [0, 1] assignment and the CredEye system. This case

study also helped answer one of the research questions, namely, on the significance of FACT (PSL)

being able to use information that is not explicitly stated in the text corpus, but implicitly present

within it, as determined by fact extraction and probabilistic reasoning. The above concludes, for

now, the discussion of the experiments using FACT (PSL) in this thesis.

After conducting the experiment using FACT (PSL), a similar experiment was conducted with

FACT (MLN) and the results were compared.

5.5.3 Comparative Study of the Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) Fact-checking
Model versus the Markov Logic Network (MLN) Fact-checking Model

This sub-section describes a number of experiments that were similar to those described above.

However, the current fact-consistency checking system was implemented with different proba-

bilistic reasoning (MLN) and only a subset of the ground truth set. The MLN grounding process

requires a much larger memory resource than the PSL grounding process. Thus, due to the time

and memory limitations of the available resources, the only practicable option was to reduce the

size of the test dataset (i.e. the ground truth set) provided to the framework [140]. Only 30 claims

were included in the ground truth set for this experiment: 15 true claims and 15 false claims

related to the UK royal family and based on the UK royal family tree 3. The 30 claims were

selected in such a way that all the different relations involved in the study were represented,

including siblings, sisters, fathers, etc. Thus, the subset of 30 claims was built in readiness to be

inputted into FACT (MLN), FACT (PSL), and the CredEye system.

The 30-claim subset was added to both the PSL and MLN models as a target, enabling the

models to be run to determine their performance in identifying true and false claims. Also run

were CredEye and random assignment on the same set of 30 claims. In FACT (MLN), the various

constructed relations only returned truth values — values belonging to the set of binary numbers

0, 1, that is, either true (1) or false (0). The final result for each claim was likewise either true

or false (as opposed to the corresponding results from FACT (PSL), which were either a near 1

or near 0 probability of truth). Therefore, it was possible to base the evaluation of this method

on the number of true positives, etc., as before. However, a positive was designated simply by

3Royal family tree and line of succession:
https://www.britroyals.com/royaltree.asp
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the value ‘true’ (indicating, that the claim was true in relation to the knowledge base (chapter

4) and the rules of the model). In contrast, for the CredEye system, as previously, the results

were expected to reflect the probability of each claim’s credibility (section 5.5.2). Moreover, as

before, such a high probability was taken to mean that the system considered the claim to be

true, while a low probability meant a claim being considered as false. Finally, in terms of random

assignment, random truth values were attributed, as explained in the PSL sub-section above

(section 5.5.2). In this manner, the four models (FACT(PSL), FACT(MLN), CredEye, and random

assignment) were ranked according to their ability to classify the claims as either true or false.

The outcome of all these tests, using the subset, was the generation of ROC curves, which

were then used to compare the fact-checking performance of all four models. Figure 5.3a presents

the ROC curves for FACT (PSL), FACT (MLN), random assignment, and the CredEye system.

These ROC curves were constructed using TPR, given the FPR. The final performance metrics

obtained, based on the precedent calculation method defined above in the PSL sub-section (section

5.5.2), and the results obtained from the AUC-ROC, were as follows: FACT (PSL) = 0.88, FACT

(MLN) = 0.71, the CredEye system = 0.62, and random assignment = 0.50 (Figure 5.3a FACT

line), and CredEye (Figure 5.3a CredEye line). Given these values, it may be concluded that

FACT (PSL) outperformed FACT (MLN) and in turn, outperformed CredEye, which likewise

outperformed random assignment.

These four models could also be usefully assessed with respect to the null hypothesis. Pro-

ducing random truth values based on the ground truth subset would, theoretically, result in

plotting the ‘first diagonal’ line, splitting the area of the graph in half. This is illustrated in

Figure 5.3a. As expected, the line plotted from the results of the random assignment model, with

regard to the ground truth subset (30 claims), was very close to the line described above, giving

an area under the line of 49%. This was nearly equal to the theoretical expectation of 50%. For

the purposes of comparing the predictive models in this study (FACT (MLN) and FACT (PSL))

to this random assignment predictive model, the null hypothesis test was repeated 1000 times

on each of the models. The recorded values were the average of the best performance results

generated during this experiment. Meanwhile, the p-values obtained were < 0.001, which is less

than 0.05, indicating the relatively strong statistical significance of the results. Moreover, this

result shows that the current models performed better than the random assignment model in

predicting truth values.

As per the other baselines, the current models performed better than the CredEye system

in relation to the by-chance rate. For example, CredEye scored only 0.19 above the by-chance

rate, while FACT (PSL) scored 0.38 above, and FACT (MLN) scored 0.21 above. It may be noted

that the FACT (PSL) score was more than double the CredEye system score (above the by-chance

rate), while the FACT (MLN) score was only just above. It could certainly be concluded that the

FACT models performed better than the CredEye system, using the by-chance rate as a baseline.

Additionally, it may be confirmed that the current models achieved this performance by being
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(a) ROC curves. (b) Precision and Recall curves.

Figure 5.3: Performance figures: blue line represents results yielded by FACT (PSL); red line
represents results of the CredEye system; purple line represents results of FACT (MLN), and
yellow line represents results of random assignment

able to infer knowledge that was not explicitly stated in the text corpus. However, the CredEye

system was unable to do so, as mentioned earlier (subsection 5.5.2). These results represent an

answer to one part of the research question, focused on the extraction of knowledge that is not

explicitly stated in a text, but implicitly present within it, using probabilistic reasoning based

on fact extraction. Both the FACT models achieved better results than the CredEye system and

random assignment, at least partly due to their ability to check claims against facts that were

not explicitly mentioned in the texts.

As above, precision and recall were applied as appropriate metrics to compare the four models

in this study. In this respect, precision and recall were calculated, and the values obtained to plot

the precision given recall curves were used (see Figures 5.3b for the FACT curves, and Figure

5.3b for the CredEye curve). These plots also ranked the models according to the predictions

made, where the two FACT models outperformed the CredEye system and random assignment.

Here, the curve representing FACT (PSL) was above the curve representing FACT (MLN), and

this was above the curve representing the CredEye system. Moreover, the difference between

these last two curves was much greater than the difference between the first two. The curves

for these three models appeared above the curve generated for random assignment (see Figure

5.3b). This implies that the AUC for FACT (PSL) was larger than the AUC for FACT (MLN),

and the latter was larger than the AUC for the CredEye system, which was in turn larger than

the AUC for random assignment. It should be noted that the CredEye system performed only

marginally better than random assignment. Its resultant curve was very close to the theoretical

curve expected of random assignment, that is, a straight diagonal line cutting the area of the
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graph exactly in half, with 40.5 of this area beneath it (see Figure 5.3b). The precision given

recall plot for FACT (PSL) demonstrated a much greater accuracy in classifying claims within

the ground truth subset, as compared to FACT (MLN) and the CredEye system.

Finally, these results show that in this third experimental case study, the FACT (PSL) and

FACT (MLN) models outperformed both the CredEye system and random assignment. In addition,

this result is in line with the preceding results, thereby enabling an answer to the part of the

research question that relates to the extraction of information that is not explicitly stated, but is

rather implicitly present in a set of documents. Thus, by using fact extraction and probabilistic

reasoning, as in PSL and MLN, improved results can be expected.

5.6 Experimental Case Study: Fact-checking Political Relations
Using Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL)

Results are presented here that also make use of PSL, but with different types of relations. These

relations were obtained in another study where subject-verb-object (SVO) triplets were used,

rather than relations extracted with JAPE grammar [149]. The author’s only contribution to the

above-mentioned work involved the use of PLS and not the extraction of relations, but this is

reported here as another example of PSL for NLP relations. In this study, political relations were

inferred and fact-checked among actors in a political network, generated from 130,213 English-

language news articles about the 2012 US Elections. This involved fact-checking supporting or

opposing views of political actors, with regard to other actors and issues. Data collection was

performed via the extraction of news articles using a modular media content analysis system

[150]. This system contained US and international media. A topic classifier was also trained to

classify articles on the Elections.

5.6.1 Building the Knowledge Base with Facts

In this case study, JAPE grammar was not used to build the knowledge base, unlike in the

previous case study on family relations. Instead, different NLP pipelines were adopted by means

of extracted triplets, created by [149]. In [149], SVO triplets were extracted from the Elections

news collection via a fully automated pipeline, which detected named entities, co-referencing,

and anaphora resolution before triplet extraction. In the triplets, subjects and objects were the

named entities or noun phrases (issues), and the verb expressed a positive or negative attitude

between the subjects and objects in the political discourse. The number of triplets was reduced

after filtering for high confidence triplets. The latter were used to create positively and negatively

weighted relations between actors. Positive and negative verb lists were deployed to count triplets

as a vote in favour of a positive or negative attitude, and to calculate a weight for the relation

between actors. Verb lists denoting political support/opposition were then manually created by

going through actions in the triplets extracted from the Elections corpus. When quantifying the
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weight of a relation between actors a and b, a confidence interval [151] around the estimate of the

value was also considered. Based on computed confidence intervals, relations were extracted that

were sufficiently supported by the corpus. Positive and negative weights were likewise calculated

and used to assemble a network consisting of nodes that represented actors/issues, and edges

that represented weights, ranging from [-1 +1]. From this network, structural balance [152] rules

were applied to infer political relations among actors and between actors and issues, using PSL.

Structural balance can, at most, provide the plausibility of a claim, as it is not an exact

relation like a family relation. An inferred political relation will have a weight that corresponds

to the level of support or opposition between actors in the relation conveying its plausibility.

5.6.2 Set-up of the Political Relations Model

In order to prove that political relations could be inferred among actors from the network, a

few links were removed from the network, and the remaining relations were used to predict the

removed links. The aim here was to ascertain whether the removal of 5%, 10%, or even 20% of

the links from the network would still enable them to be inferred from the remaining observed

relations. Since truth values had been obtained for the removed links, the system’s performance

was also evaluated. The network selected for this study contained 169 nodes and 238 links with

weights in the interval [-1, 1]. To render this appropriate for the PSL framework, the weights

were normalised to [0, 1] intervals. First, the number of links to be removed from the network

was carefully established. This involved links that connected nodes with a degree greater than or

equal to 2, so that no singletons were introduced into the network when the links were removed.

In total, 126 links were quantified as removable.

Next, 5% (12 links), 10% (24 links), and 20% (48 links) of the links were removed from the

entire network, having been randomly selected from the 126 removable links that were identified

and predicted by PSL. The logical rules created to predict the links were based on structural

balance theory [152], with a binary predicate Rel (relations between actors). Several logical rules

are listed below.

Rel(A,B)∧Rel(B,C)⇒ Rel(A,C)

Rel(A,B)∧¬Rel(B,C)⇒¬Rel(A,C)

¬Rel(A,B)∧Rel(B,C)⇒¬Rel(A,C)

¬Rel(A,B)∧¬Rel(B,C)⇒ Rel(A,C)

The first four rules were adapted to structurally balance intransitive triads in the network.

These rules stated: ‘a friend of my friend is my friend’, ‘a friend of my enemy is my enemy’, ‘an

enemy of my friend is my enemy’, and ‘the enemy of my enemy is my friend.’

Since the truth values for the predicted links were also known, in each case, the mean

absolute error (MAE) over all the predicted links was measured in 100 iterations. The overall
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Figure 5.4: MAE distribution, with normal fitted curve over 100 iterations for predictions with
PSL and random (baseline), when predicting 5% (left), 10% (middle) and 20% (right) of links from
the network

MAE predictions were given by,

(5.11) MAE = | yi − xi |
n

where yi refers to the prediction of the ith link, xi refers to the truth value of the ith link, and n

is the total number of links predicted.

Mean absolute error was computed over 100 iterations when removing 5%, 10%, and 20% of

the links from the network and predicting them with PSL. To compare this with a baseline and

prove its superiority to random prediction, in each experiment, a value was randomly selected as

the prediction from the entire link weight distribution of the network, and MAE was computed

as before. Figure 1 shows the MAE distribution with a normal fitted curve over 100 iterations for

predictions with PSL, and random predictions (baseline) when predicting 5%, 10%, and 20% of

the links from the network. The most common MAEs lay in the range of 0.19-0.27 (5%), 0.22-0.28

(10%), 0.25-0.28 (20%) for PSL predictions, and 0.33-0.41 (5%), 0.33-0.39 (10%) and 0.34-0.39

(20%) for the baseline. Therefore, the test revealed that PSL performed better than random

prediction of relations.

5.6.3 Fact-checking Political Relations Using Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL)

Once proven that political relations could be inferred given a set of political relations between

actors, it was possible to check facts about political relations via these means.

For example, given a claim/fact such as,

Claim: ‘Hillary Clinton opposes abortion’

the system would add this fact to the PSL target list and run the inference process to fact-check

the truth. The weight of this relation could be assigned to 0, since ‘oppose’ was a negative verb

in the Elections context, and the most negative weights were mapped to 0 values in PSL. The
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target would be comprised of Hillary Clinton, abortion, and the negative weight associated with

the relation.

Target: (Hillary Clinton, abortion)

Claim Weight: 0.0

Inferred Weight: 0.85

Verdict: = 0.0 / False

The inferred weight for the given target was 0.85, indicating that there was reasonably high

support for abortion from Hillary Clinton. Compared to the weight of the claim (0.0), the system

returned the verdict ‘False’. It would likewise be possible to reason out this decision, stating

that Hillary Clinton supports Obama and Obama supports abortion; therefore, Clinton supports

abortion. This violates the first logical rule given to PSL, which is that if A supports B and B

supports C, then A supports C.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, implementation of the basic model in the study was demonstrated on two

probabilistic reasoning frameworks. Both these frameworks measured the consistency of a given

claim relating to the UK royal family tree, comparing the claim to knowledge within a knowledge

base (built as described in the previous chapter (chapter 4). The truth values representing the

consistency of the claim allowed these claims to be classified into either a true or false claim

category. In addition, the framework was applied to political relations using PSL alone.

To achieve this objective of checking the consistency of facts through probabilistic reasoning,

the language and syntactical structure of PSL was deployed. Probabilistic soft logic is a notable

statistical relational framework, which facilitates the construction of models based on weighted

first-order logic. Probabilistic soft logic scripts contain formulas that apply variables, functions,

constants, and predicates. Probabilistic soft logic can also be thought of as a programming

language that includes template definitions to handle constraints and potentials.

Having implemented the model in this study using PSL, an attempt was made to employ

Tuffy for the same purpose. Tuffy’s main inference engine is MLN, which offers high levels of

scalability, albeit tempered by the fact that it can be resource hungry, taking predicates and rules

as input. The two models were subsequently compared, looking at the similarities and differences

between PSL and Tuffy, the main difference being that PSL uses distributed truth values over

the interval [0, 1] as results, while MLN uses binary truth values 0, 1.

In addition, the importance of priors was highlighted in the logical inference method employed

in this study. Moreover, lazy MAP inference in PSL was applied to facilitate the task of target

definition, via such means as minimum combinations, which served as targeted claims. In turn,

this ensured that less memory space was used. Such prudence was necessary for better time

management, as well as to determine the fact-consistency of truth values across a reasonably
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large set of claims. Additionally, complexity and uncertainty were elaborated upon in terms of

machine-learning research. Here, the choice of algorithms to address these issues was crucial, for

example, probabilistic logic systems such as PSL and MLN. In addition, the use of performance

measures that could competently support the results obtained was important. Moreover, the

results were analysed using p-values (< 0.001).

Four different models were deployed to check claims relating to the UK royal family’s kinship

relations: FACT (PSL), the FACT approach as implemented in the PSL framework; FACT (MLN),

the FACT approach as implemented in the Tuffy framework; CredEye, and a random assignment

model used as a control. A dataset of 198 claims was generated to exercise the FACT (PSL)

system in its entirety, and compare it with CredEye and random assignment. A subset of 30

claims was then used to compare all four of the above-mentioned models. This manoeuvre was

necessary because FACT (MLN) could not be run on a larger set of claims within a reasonable

processing time or memory constraints. Finally, the precision measure was plotted against recall

for all runs. The results for the 198-claim dataset showed that FACT (PSL), with an AUC-ROC of

0.79, outperformed the CredEye system, which achieved an AUC-ROC of 0.62. In turn, the latter

outperformed random assignment, which achieved an AUC-ROC of 0.50. The second experiment,

using the 30 claim dataset, The second experiment, using the 30-claim dataset, compared and

contrasted PSL and MLN. From the results, a set of plots was generated, which encompassed

all four models The same curves were plotted as previously, with results to indicate that FACT

(PSL), with an AUC-ROC of 0.88, was superior to FACT (MLN), with an AUC-ROC of 0.71. In

turn, the latter outperformed the CredEye system with an AUC-ROC of 0.62, and this was better

than random assignment, which produced an AUC-ROC of 0.50. The p-values obtained in all

three experimental case studies were (< 0.001), showing the strong statistical significance of the

results.

Given these outcomes, which demonstrated that probabilistic models could be employed

to competently establish the consistency of claims in relation to a knowledge base, it is now

important for the reader to understand how the PSL model, in particular, distributes a truth

value representing the level of consistency of a given claim. Therefore, it is necessary to examine

the PSL model in detail to provide an explanation of this distribution of truth values, and also to

present the decision-making process leading to these truth value assignments. These topics are

covered in the next chapter.
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FACT DECISIONS EXPLANATIONS

6.1 Introduction

Several research studies have been conducted with the goal of using AI and machine-learning

algorithms to detect false claims[100, 153, 154]. The ultimate goal of these studies was to innovate

automated computational intelligence approaches that could support automated fact-checking

systems for real-world application [18–21, 26].

Despite several previous attempts that have relied on the nature of the language, linguistics,

and stylistic signals, results for this research area are limited [26, 27]. Automated fact-checking

systems offer a finite ability to check the consistency of claims with an established knowledge

base. The limitations of these studies, as described in the literature, include their susceptibility

to bias. For this reason, there is an urgent need to improve the reliability, fairness, usability, and

justifiability of such systems. In particular, the AI community must overcome the explainability

barrier to enhance the efficiency of these systems.

Furthermore, researchers who study the social issues associated with technology addiction

have argued that the world’s increasing dependence on technology has its own pitfalls, relating to

ethical concerns and improper use. However, most of these issues could be avoided if users were

well informed about the reasoning behind computerised decisions[104]. Adadi and Berrada [100]

emphasise that a lack of trust in AI and machine-learning systems stems from the absence of any

explanation as to why a particular decision is concluded. Therefore, the necessity to understand

the decisions made by intelligent software systems has become apparent[100, 104].

Consequently, explainable AI may be employed. Explainable AI is widely recognised as a

critical requirement for the deployment and integration of AI models [155]. The rationale for

a system’s decision should be expressed in a way that is understandable to humans, known as
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interpretation or explanation. A fact-checking process, such as the one described in the present

author’s previous work [24, 25], could serve as the foundation for a system that was capable of

explaining its own operations. This would help users gain insights into the AI models involved,

as well as understanding their weaknesses. Moreover, studies such as [156] have proposed

fact-checking techniques that deploy knowledge graphs to support explanations of AI decisions.

In [157], the authors developed an explainable factsheet framework to systematically compare

and contrast different explanatory approaches, thereby identifying inconsistencies between the

properties of these approaches and their theoretical qualities. Furthermore, in [158], a model-

independent method was presented. This method aimed to capture the influence of inputs on

outputs to explain why a particular decision was concluded.

However, Miller [104] disputes that an explanation is purely the researcher’s own logic, in

relation to the application, adding that the continuous incremental building of knowledge should

be preserved to demonstrate real progress. Furthermore, an explained decision can be right

or wrong. For example, it may be right, according to a number of logical steps, but wrong in

a relevant real-world situation. Alternatively, the rationale reflected in the explanation may

contain one or more syllogisms that are wrong in their premises (and therefore, their conclusions)

or just in their conclusions. As a result, the true decision must adhere to a set of logical rules

that are both intelligent and robust[159, 160].

Adadi and Berrada [100] state that several methods and techniques have been developed to in-

duce explanation. Researchers in this study area have commonly used the term ‘Interpretability’,

which correlates with accuracy and explainability. The more complex the system, the more diffi-

cult it is to interpret. Therefore, a targeted system needs to be thoroughly understood, and its

logical steps accurately illustrated before any explanation can be generated[102, 161].

This chapter demonstrates how the FACT approach was designed to be interpreted using

PSL rules, thereby inferring results and a knowledge base to generate explanations. The main

contribution of the proposed FACT approach is its ability to perform comprehensive and consistent

checking, supported by knowledge base inference. It is not essential for these inferences to be

based on current corpus knowledge; instead, they can be derived from the knowledge implied by

probabilistic reasoning [24, 25]. Furthermore, the innovative approach presented in this thesis

employs explainable AI by making machine-learning and AI models interpretative, since their

decisions are well explained and justified. Consequently, it could be stated that the proposed

FACT approach was interpreted by design.

Accordingly, this chapter is organised as follows: 1) a description of the proposed FACT

decision explanation algorithm is introduced ; 2) the proposed algorithm is illustrated with

examples from a royal family case study; 3) the explanations automatically generated by the

innovated FACT are evaluated to authenticate their significance; 4) FACT explanations and

the explanations generated by a standard system (CredEye) are evaluated and compared to

benchmark FACT’s performance in terms of being true, understandable, and satisfying, and 5)
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the chapter is summarised.

6.2 The FACT Decision Explanation Algorithm

An ‘explanation’ is based on a set of ground atoms, such as premises, combined with PSL

inference to support a conclusion with a specific degree of confidence. The explanation is presented

as a sum of variously weighted factors, which can be logical rules.

Because of the graphical nature of the model, the aim here was not to give a full textual

explanation of what PSL has achieved. Instead, the goal was to provide a graphical form that

would support the PSL decision. Consequently, the set of ground atoms was considered, upon

which the decision of a sufficient explanation was based. To be more specific, one ‘winning’ set of

relevant beliefs was sought, in which more than one set of beliefs could produce a similar extant

conclusion. The next section gives a detailed description of the explanation induction algorithm,

which creates an explanation from the operations and results of PSL processes.

In this thesis, an explanation is regarded as the specification of a set of beliefs that are put

together to provide a rational explanation of the phenomenon being induced. In order to add an

explanation feature to an existing system, the best approach is to use the available resources,

such as a log file. The log file of the FACT system contains all the inference rules that were

automatically activated by PSL during the inference process. By looking at the log file, it is

possible to find the nearest precedent, that is, the closest antecedent. This is undertaken one

step at a time, until the initial set of facts are reached. Indeed, by closely monitoring the chain of

beliefs to obtain the root of all the activated rules, a set of beliefs may be found that are strong

enough to support the conclusion. A description of the decisions made by FACT (PSL) is given

below through an (Algorithm 2), detailing the various steps of the proposed explanation process.

The (algorithm 2) elucidates the steps undertaken in inducing the explanation of a decision

made by FACT using PSL. It shows how by setting a claim and a confidence threshold (defined by

the end-user), the model can backtrack one step at a time until it reaches the last antecedent

belonging to the initial belief, thereby completing the explanation process.

The algorithm could give us three different explanations:

• If an explanation of the claim is encountered, the claim is decided to be true. For example:

Claim: Prince William is the father of Prince George.

Explanation: Because Prince William is the parent of Prince George. Prince William is

male.

• If no explanation for the claim is found, due to the absence of this relation in the knowledge

base, the claim could be true or false. For example:

Claim: Prince Louis is the father of Prince George.

Explanation: No evidence supports this claim.
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Algorithm 2: The FACT Decision Explanation Algorithm
Input :Claim C. a threshold for confidence (truth value) TS. The Ground rules

GroundRule used by PSL for inference.
Output :Textual explanation TE and (or) a tree for diagram explanation T.

1 Extract the relation r and the two entities e from the claim C to Ground atom
GroundAtom.

2 if GroundAtom truth value > TS then
3 Extract GroundRule i from the list of GroundRule that have this GroundAtom in

its consequent.
4 Repeat this to explain the antecedents if any Ground atoms in the antecedent not from

the initial beliefs.
5 Translate the antecedent as the text explanation TE and create the tree diagram

explanation T.
6 return TE and T
7 else
8 for each Predicate p in predication list do
9 if p have the two entities e then

10 if GroundAtom truth value > TS then
11 Extract GroundRule i from the list of GroundRule that have this

GroundAtom in its consequent.
12 Repeat this to explain the antecedents if any Ground atoms in the

antecedent not from the initial beliefs.
13 Translate the antecedent as the text explanation TE and create the tree

diagram explanation T.
14 return TE and T
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 return No evidence supporting the claim
19 end

• If no explanation for this relation is achieved, but there is an alternative relation supporting

this claim, the claim will be false. For example:

Claim: Prince William is the brother of Prince George.

Explanation: No evidence supports this claim, but it could be proven that Prince William is

the father of Prince George. Prince William is the parent of Prince George. Prince William

is male.

To explain the algorithm further, the following section shows examples that apply to the royal

family case study.
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Table 6.1: Various steps corresponding to implementation of the algorithm, and related results
from the text and tree diagram

Steps Explanations of each step
Input Claim C, Princess Eugenie is the sister of Princess Beatrice. Truth

value TS =0.2.

Grand Atom [SISTER_OF( Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice) ]
Check
Grand
Atom truth
value

SISTER_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice)
truth value = 0.5463 which is superior than TS = 0.2.

Ground
Rulei

SIBLINGS_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess
Beatrice) ∧ FEMALE(Princess Eugenie)
⇒ SISTER_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice)

Antecedent
of the rule

SIBLINGS_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice) and
FEMALE(Princess Eugenie).

Repeat the
process

Because ‘sibling’ is not one of the initial beliefs, the pro-
cess is repeated. An explanation is required for grand atom
[SIBLINGS_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice)]

Check the
grand atom
truth value

SIBLINGS_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice) truth value
= 0.6009, which is superior to TS = 0.2.

Ground
Rulei

P ARENT_OF(Prince Andrew, Princess Eugenie) ∧
P ARENT_OF(Prince Andrew, Princess Beatrice) ⇒
SIBLINGS_OF(Princess Eugenie, Princess Beatrice)

Output Text explanation: Prince Andrew is the parent of Princess Eugenie
and the parent of Princess Beatrice. And Princess Eugenie is female.
Tree diagram explanation is shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2.1 FACT Decision Explanation Algorithm by Examples

In Table 6.1, the steps of the algorithm are illustrated by a given example. In this research,

the text-based method of explanation, which is the most common explanatory approach, encom-

passes its own specificity. The second technique applied, namely, a tree-based explanation that

complements the text-based approach, is novel. Accordingly, the text and tree diagram (Figure

6.1) explanations, as generated by FACT, are unique in that they utilise PSL log inference. This

backtracks the final decision with the aim of locating its antecedents. The process is then repeated

to explain these antecedents. Indeed, from the presented example, a sentence could be generated

in natural language and a small tree, allowing an explanation of the Sister relation that was not

defined to be monitored by the proposed pipeline. For example, Princess Beatrice and Princess

Eugenie are sisters.
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Figure 6.1: Tree diagram explanation.

6.3 Evaluating FACT Explanations

6.3.1 Introduction

Different methods of measuring the value of explanations have been utilised by researchers in

the field of machine learning, in order to validate their work. In this regard, Doshi-Velez and

Kim [162] raised the concern that the interpretability of these methods can be questionable. To

refute this concern, different types of interpretability evaluations are commonly agreed upon.

Application-grounded evaluation, which is the most commonly adopted approach, is based on a

human expert who evaluates the explanations that are automatically generated by these systems.

An updated version of this method is then introduced, which needs no human intervention. The

method is widely used when the tested model has already been validated. The third type is

human-grounded evaluation. This is conducted by a lay person, not an expert, and is appropriate

to use when the objective is to test general notions or knowledge [163].

The final approach is one that is used to evaluate the explanations of claims in this study.

Here, lay (non-expert) evaluators were relied on. The only selection criterion for these evaluators

was that they be fluent in English. It is important to mention that all evaluations performed

on an explanation were subjective. The reason for this is that such an evaluation is necessarily

centred on the opinion of the human evaluator assessing the explanation, rather than a standard

set of criteria. In fact, human evaluators who are not expert in the field use their own judgement

and level of understanding to decide whether the explanations are true, understandable, and

satisfying. In fact, there is no commonly agreed set of criteria for evaluating an explanation using

this technique. However, a different set of evaluation experiments were conducted, utilising the

judgement of these evaluators to mitigate the issue outlined above.

In this study, for the first two experiments, the explanation evaluation technique was based

on the application of two criteria. However, the third experiment implemented three criteria.
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The first criterion related to whether an explanation was actually true, i.e. whether it accurately

reflected the way in which decisions were made. The second criterion focused on whether the

explanations were understood, and the third criterion measured whether the explanations

contained enough information to satisfy the respondent.

6.3.2 Design of the First and Second Experiments

The objective of this section was to ascertain the quality of the generated explanations. To be more

specific, it needed to be established that the induced explanations really justified the decisions

made. In the current implementation, this related to determining whether the explanations were

true or false. In addition, it needed to be proven whether these explanations were understandable

to the system end-user.

In these experiments, 61 different human evaluators checked whether the automated gener-

ated explanations were true and understandable. The participants comprised a mix of male and

female evaluators, ranging in age from 20-40 years. Moreover, they lived in different countries,

although they were all fluent English speakers. An anonymous Google Form was sent to each par-

ticipant (screenshots of this may be found in the Appendix E). The claim and related explanations

were listed in the Form, to which the evaluator responded either positively or negatively. Finally,

after all the evaluators had submitted their completed Forms, the results were aggregated into

an Excel spreadsheet.

Firstly, two criteria were applied: true and understandable. The meaning of each of these was

illustrated in the Form as

• True: defines whether an explanation can positively justify the claim induced using the UK

Royal Family Tree.

• Understandable: defines whether an explanation allows an individual to have a basic

cognitive level (knowledge) when exposed to this explanation. .

On this basis, each evaluator had to define whether each explanation was true and/or under-

standable. Below is an example of an explanation and its associated claim.

Claim: Prince William is the husband of Princess Kate Middleton.

Explanation: Prince William is the spouse of Princess Kate Middleton and Prince William is a

male.

In the above example, the respondent might define the explanation as

• True: Because Prince William is the spouse and Prince William is male (since all the

families in the royal family currently constitute: male, female, and children).

• Understandable: Because the explanation informs us of William’s marital relationship and

that he is male.
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The evaluators were divided into two groups. The first group contained 30 evaluators, while

the second group contained 31. In addition, 20 different explanations were provided, associated

with 20 different claims. These were divided into two sets, each made up of 10 explanations. The

motive for this was the voluntary nature of filling out the evaluation Form. Consequently, it was

deemed preferable in this study to give each respondent just 10 explanations to evaluate, rather

than 20. This would ensure the evaluators’ engagement in completing their evaluations in their

entirety with authentic answers.

Each group of evaluators was then provided with a set of explanations to assess. Evaluators

in the same group all received a similar set of explanations. To elucidate, the evaluators were

divided into Groups A and B, whereas there were also two sets of explanations: A and B. Set A of

the explanations was given to the evaluators in Group A, identified as the first experiment. Set B

was then assigned to the evaluators in Group B, this being labelled as the second experiment. The

aim of implementing this technique was to mitigate any bias in the results. Reliance was placed

on the low probability of a different group of respondents giving the same answer to false data.

However, they would be likely to give the same response to an authentic piece of information. In

this manner, the results would tend to be authentic.

6.3.3 Results and Discussion of the First and Second Experiments

Results :
Based on the description of the evaluation process implemented, the results that were generated

were a series of ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ answers for ‘true’ and ‘understandable’ evaluation points. These

were converted into 1 for the ‘Yes’ option and 0 for ‘No’.

Considering the True criterion, in the first experiment, the results were 277 ‘Yes’ and 23

‘No’, making a total of 300 responses. Meanwhile, in the second experiment, the responses were

297 ‘Yes’ and 13 ‘No’, making a total of 310 responses. Overall, the responses were 574 ‘Yes’ and

36 ‘No’ out of a total of 610 responses. Thus, it may be confirmed that 94.10% of the survey

respondents agreed that FACT explanations truly related to the decision made for a claim.

Table 6.2: FACT explanations evaluated as ‘True’ in the First and Second Experiments

Experiment #Yes #No %Yes

First Experiment 277 23 92.33

Second

Experiment
297 13 95.81

Both 574 36 94.10

Considering the ‘understandable’ criterion, in the first experiment, the results were 284

‘Yes’ and 16 ‘No’, this being a total of 300 total responses. Meanwhile, in the second experiment,

the responses were 269 ‘Yes’ and 41 ‘No’, making a total of 310 responses. Overall, the responses
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were 553 ‘Yes’ and 57 ‘No’, out of a total of 610 responses. Thus, it may be confirmed that 90.66%
of the participants in the survey agreed that FACT explanations give a basic understanding of

the rationale behind the decision made.

Table 6.3: FACT explanations evaluated as ‘Understandable’ in the First and Second Experiments

Experiment #Yes #No %Yes

First Experiment 284 16 94.67

Second Experiment 269 41 86.77

Both 553 57 90.66

Discussion of the First Experiment : Regarding the first evaluation point, which marks

the explanation as ‘True’, all the responses confirmed (Yes) that the explanation of Claim 10 was

true, while 96.67% of the human evaluators supported that the explanations of Claims 2, 4, 6,

and 9 were true. In addition, 93.33% decided that Claims 3 and 8 were true. However, for Claims

5 and 1, the percentages dropped from 86.67% to 76.67%, respectively (see Appendix G, Table

G.1). These results are displayed in the bar chart in Figure 6.2.

Conversely, for ‘understandable’, the generated outcome shows that the explanation for

Claim 10 scored highest: 93.33%. Meanwhile, 96.67% evaluated the explanations for Claims 3, 4,

5, and 8 as understandable. In the same manner, 93.33% of the human evaluators judged the

explanations for Claims 1, 2, 6, and 9 as understandable. Finally, the percentage of evaluators

who considered the explanation for claim 7 to be understandable dropped to 86.67% (see Appendix

G, Table G.1) for details. Figure 6.2 describes the same results as a bar chart.

Discussion of the Second Experiment : For the second experiment and regarding the

‘true’ criteria, all the human evaluators confirmed that the explanations for Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7,

8, and 9 were true, while 87.10% evaluated the explanations for Claims 3 and 10 as true. Finally,

83.87% of the evaluators ascertained that the explanation for Claim 6 was true (see Appendix G,

Table G.1 and the bar chart in Figure 6.2 for more details on this point).

For the ‘understandable’ condition, all of the responses confirmed that the explanations for

Claims 1 and 2 were understandable. Moreover, specifically, 96.77%, 93.55%, and 90.32% of the

human evaluators agreed that the explanations for Claims 5, 8, and 10 were understandable.

Regarding the explanations for Claims 4 and 7, the percentage of evaluators who found these

understandable was 80.65%, while 77.42% found the explanation for Claim 3 understandable.

Finally, 74.19% of the evaluators indicated that the explanations for Claims 6 and 9 were

understandable. Further details on this point are presented in the Appendix G, Table G.1) and

the bar chart in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Explanations for 10 claims in the first and second experiments, applying the criteria of
‘true’ and ‘understandable’. The x-axis displays the claims with their corresponding explanations,
illustrated in different colours, while the y-axis shows the percentage of evaluators indicating
‘Yes’ (see Appendix F for more details on this point

Conclusion to the First and the Second Experiments : Although the evaluators were

not expert in the subject area, the results obtained showed that they exercised reasonable

judgement of the claim explanations for the UK royal family tree. However, better performance

would be expected in terms of the accuracy of the evaluation if domain experts were employed.

For the two experiments, all the evaluators agreed on 8 out of 20 explanations being positively

true, meaning that 40% of the explanations were undoubtedly true. Moreover, all the evaluators

agreed that 3 out of 20 explanations were guaranteed to be understandable.

Overall, for the first criterion, namely, ‘true’, the results confirmed that (94.10%) of the

evaluators considered the generated explanations to be true. For the second criterion, namely,
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‘understandable’, the experiment revealed that (90.66%) of the evaluators agreed that the

explanations were understandable.

These results were considered promising, and the method proposed in this study automatically

generated a proper explanation without human interference. However, it was necessary to

compare these results with a state-of-the-art approach in the field to ensure the authenticity

of the innovated pipeline’s performance. Consequently, in the next section, these results are

compared with those of the CredEye model, using the same claims. The CredEye model was

previously used to compare the level of consistency for different claims (see (chapter 5) for more

detail on this point).

6.3.4 Design of the Third Experiment

The goal of this experiment was to evaluate the efficiency of FACT explanations, compared with

other, widely used systems. Furthermore, it was necessary to explore how FACT explanations

were relevant, meaningful, and informative for false data. To be more specific, it was necessary to

ensure that the explanations of false claim decisions actually defined why such information or

decisions were refuted.

For this experiment, four different claims were made: two true and two false. These were

evaluated using the current innovative approach, namely FACT, as well as the CredEye system. A

human evaluator was likewise employed to check the three criteria specified for this experiment:

true, understandable, and satisfying. Hence, the participants were requested to conduct their

evaluations based on these three criteria.

According to the setting of this experiment, there needed to be two explanations for each claim:

one induced by the current innovative approach, FACT, and the other generated by CredEye. As

elucidated in (Table 6.4), the claims were labelled as follows: ex1, ex2, ex3, and ex4. In each case,

there were two explanations.

CredEye applies evidence directly from text, which may occasionally fail to provide a proper

structure or rationale. To be more specific, CredEye builds its decisions on evidence that must be

explicitly present in the inspected text. This makes the technique more or even totally dependent

on the information gathered. Consequently, the evidence tends to be random, given that the items

of collected data may be unrelated to each other, and more importantly, unrelated to the claim. A

good example of this is Claim 1 in Table 6.4. In the case of a false claim, the model does not focus

on trying to establish its veracity; instead, it uses a set of evidence that is usually unrelated to

the claim, as illustrated in Claim 4 in the same Table. The immediate consequence is the risk

that the system will justify its decision to confirm a claim that is clearly false.

Conversely, FACT does not need the facts involved in explaining a claim decision to be

explicitly mentioned in the text. This means that FACT’s explanation technique is less dependent

on the text (articles collected from trusted sources) because the model is able to infer new

facts. In addition, the technique applied in this study, which is more in-depth, produced an
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explanation that presented more structured evidence. It thereby represented, to a greater degree,

the rationale underpinning each decision about a claim. This made it easy for the reader to follow

and understand. Additionally, in the FACT model, everything is assumed to be false until proven

otherwise.

The four claims and their associated explanations, generated using the two approaches, FACT

and CredEye, may be found in Table 6.4. In this Table, the first column lists the four claims,

while the second presents the corresponding FACT-generated explanations, and the third shows

the explanations generated by CredEye.

The settings of this experiment are similar to those of the previous two experiments. The

evaluators comprised a mix of male and female participants, comprising a total of 30 and aged

between 20 and 40 years. An anonymous Google Form was shared with the participants, so that

they could enter their own evaluation of the three criteria (see Appendix for screenshots E).

Finally, the total responses were aggregated into a single spreadsheet.

However, this experiment employed a Likert scale, rather than simple Yes/No responses. It

therefore included five levels of agreement or disagreement: Totally disagree, Disagree, Neutral,

Agree, and Totally agree. This change of scale appeared to be capable of comparing the results

obtained using the CredEye system, wherein the same Likert scale was used. Thus, this broad

scale was essential for precise and concise comparison between the two approaches.

In this experiment, the same definitions of ‘true’ and ‘understandable’ were shared in the

evaluation Form. However, a definition of ‘satisfying’ was appended. This was illustrated as the

extent to which an individual would consider the given explanation to be informative.
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CHAPTER 6. FACT DECISIONS EXPLANATIONS

6.3.5 Results and Discussion of the Third Experiment

Result :
For the ‘true’ criterion only, the evaluators would simply answer ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. The other two

criteria, ‘understandable’ and ‘satisfying’ would be evaluated using the 5-point Likert scale. For

the ‘True’ characteristic, the total responses for each approach amounted to 120, as each of the

30 evaluators assessed four claims. In the proposed FACT approach, for all claims, the results

were 115 ‘Yes’ and 5 ‘No’). Meanwhile, for the CredEye system, the results were 61 ‘Yes’ and 59

‘No’. This shows that FACT was positively evaluated by (95.83%) of the participants as giving

true explanations, whilst only (50.83%) of the participants considered that CredEye gave true

explanations. This proves that FACT was significantly (88.52%) more effective than CredEye for

this criterion.

Table 6.6: FACT and CredEye explanations evaluated positively as ‘True’

#Yes %Yes

FACT 115 95.83

CredEye 61 50.83

Difference 54 -

Enhancement 88.52 -

For the ‘understandable’ and ‘satisfying’ criteria, ‘Totally agree’ and ‘Agree’ were considered

as positive evaluations, and ‘Totally disagree’ and ‘Disagree’ were negative evaluations. Due to

its meaning, ‘Neutral’ was not counted.

Accordingly, for the ‘understandable’ criterion, in relation to all the claims, FACT gained

an average of (91.6%) positive evaluations, compared to (10.8%) for CredEye. These results show

that FACT was an approach enhanced by (748%), compared to CredEye, in terms of inducing

understandable explanations. Thus, FACT demonstrated a significant difference.

Table 6.7: FACT and CredEye explanations evaluated positively as ‘Understandable’

Approach %

FACT 91.60

CredEye 10.80

Difference 80.80

Enhancement 748

For the Satisfying criterion, for the 4 claims, FACT is agreed to be informative enough by
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6.3. EVALUATING FACT EXPLANATIONS

(77.45%) of the responses. On the other hand, CredEye is evaluated on the same scale and is

positive by (8.28%). Based on that, FACT oversees CredEye in terms of being satisfied by (836%),

which is a drastic change.

Table 6.8: FACT and CredEye explanations evaluated positively as ‘Satisfying’

Approach %

FACT 77.45

CredEye 8.28

Difference 69.18

enhancement 836

For the second goal, however, which was to evaluate FACT’s performance on false claims,

these being Claims 3 and 4 in the experiment; FACT was positively evaluated as giving a true,

understandable, and satisfying explanation by 95%, 91.6%, and 61.65% of the participants,

respectively. Meanwhile, CredEye’s performance was evaluated by 46.67%, 14.95%, and 11.60%
of the participants for the same metrics, respectively. FACT was still evaluated as performing

considerably better than CredEye by 104%, 513%, and 431% of the participants for the criteria:

true, understandable and satisfying.

Table 6.9: FACT and CredEye explanations evaluated positively as ‘True’ for false claims only

Approach #Yes %Yes

FACT 57 95.00

CredEye 28 46.67

Difference 29 -

Enhancement 103.57 -
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Table 6.10: FACT and CredEye explanations evaluated positively as ‘Understandable’ for false

claims only

Approach %

FACT 91.6

CredEye 14.95

Difference 76.65

enhancement 513

Table 6.11: FACT and CredEye explanations evaluated positively as ‘Satisfying’ for false claims

only

Approach %

FACT 61.65

CredEye 11.6

Difference 50.05

enhancement 431

To assess whether FACT’s performance began to drop when all of the claims were false, FACT

was compared to itself, whereupon it evaluated a set of all true claims and another set of all false

claims. The results showed that FACT performed almost equally well for true and false claims, in

terms of the claims being true and understandable. However, its performance was decreased by

(34%) for the ‘satisfying’ criterion.
Table 6.12: FACT explanations evaluated positively as ‘True’ for both true and false claims

Claim type #Yes

FACT(True Claims

Only)
58

FACT(False Claims

Only)
57

Difference 1

Enhancement 1.75
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Table 6.13: FACT explanations evaluated positively as ‘Understandable’ for true and false claims

Claim type %

True Claims Only 91.6

False Claims Only 91.6

Table 6.14: FACT explanations evaluated positively as ‘Satisfying’ for true and false claims

Claim type %

True Claims Only 93.25

False Claims Only 61.65

Difference 31.6

enhancement 34

Discussion of the First Criterion : For Claim 1, the results highlighted that the FACT

approach was more efficient than the CredEye system. For example, FACT was defined as true

by 96.6% of the respondents, while CredEye was defined as true by only 16.6%.

For Claims 2 and 3, the evaluations were almost identical, with only a marginal difference.

Most of the evaluations detected that the explanations were true for both FACT and CredEye.

For Claim 2, 96.67% of the respondents indicated FACT explanations as true, compared to the

93.33% positive evaluation provided for CredEye. Meanwhile, for Claim 3, FACT’s explanation

was evaluated as true by 96.67% of the participants, compared to the 90% positive evaluation of

CredEye’s explanations.

Similarly, 93.3% of the respondents ascertained that the explanation generated by FACT was

true, while only 3.33% of the same respondents found the explanations given by CredEye to be

true for Claim 4.

Based on these results, FACT proved to be a better solution than CredEye with regard to

inducing a true explanation of claims. More details of this are illustrated in Appendix G, Table

G.3).

Discussion of the Second Criterion : With regard to the ‘understandable’ condition,

the results generated for the first claim showed that only 36.6-53.3% of the respondents agreed

that the explanation given by FACT was understandable, whilst 3.3% of the participants indi-

cated that the explanations provided were either ‘Neutral’, or else they ‘Totally disagreed’ with

them. This may be compared to 0-13.3% and 50-33.3%, respectively, for the same metrics using

CredEye.(Table G.4).
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For the second claim, the results were similar, revealing that 33.3-60% of the respondents

agreed that the explanation given by FACT was understandable, while 26.6-33.3% negated that.

For CredEye, the averages for these metrics were 0-30% and 33.3-26.6%, respectively.

For the third claim, the averages were found to be 3.3-53.3% agreement and 0-3.3 disagree-

ment that FACT explanations were understandable. This was in contrast to CredEye, which

achieved an average of 0-26.6% positive and 23.3-33.33 negative responses. Thus, FACT explana-

tions were evaluated as understandable.

For the fourth claim, the FACT averages were 0-46.6% positive evaluations and 0-10 refuted

as being understandable. The corresponding averages for CredEye were 3.3-10% and 6.6-66.6%,

respectively.

These results make it clear that FACT drastically exceeded CredEye in terms of its un-

derstandability, by a margin of 80.8%. For more detail on this point, see (Appendix G, Table

G.4).

Discussion of the Third Criterion : Considering the results for the ‘satisfying’ criterion,

the majority of the respondents ‘Totally agreed’ or ‘Agreed’ that the explanation generated by

FACT was satisfying, with 46.6% defined for ‘Totally agree’ and ‘Agree’ in relation to Claim 1. For

Claim 2, the agreement responses ranged from 40-53.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, for Claim 3,

the agreement responses ranged from 33.3-50%, respectively, and for Claim 4, there was 20%

total agreement and agreement by the evaluators.

However, the majority of responses to explanations generated by CredEye consisted of ‘Dis-

agree’ or ‘Totally Disagree’. To be more specific, these negative responses ranged from 40-53.33%,

30-43.3%, 30-40%, and 10-76.6% for Claims 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

Based on these results, it is crystal clear that FACT outperformed CredEye in terms of the

automatic generation of satisfying explanations to justify claims, by a margin of 69.18%. More

details on this point may be found in (Appendix G, Table G.5).

Conclusion : Based on the results, followed by detailed discussion, FACT was found to

dramatically outperform CredEye by 88.52%, 784%, and 836%, respectively, in terms of the

criteria: true, understandable, and satisfying.

Furthermore, for false claims, these being Claims 3 and 4 in the study survey, FACT performed

almost equally well for the first two criteria (true, understandable). However, its performance

decreased by (34%) for the criterion, ‘satisfying’. Nevertheless, FACT still exceeded CredEye

across all metrics.

6.4 Summary

This chapter began by highlighting the gap in the extant literature, with regard to fact-checking,

namely, a lack of interpretability. In other words, the rationale behind the decisions made needed

to be presented. In this study, PSL was employed, combined with a knowledge base to check the
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consistency of claims (chapter 5), also utilising the results to generate explanations of decisions.

Consequently, the contribution made by this study in this area may be defined as follows:

1. FACT is interpreted by design as it generates explanations related to judging a claim as

either true or false.

2. FACT generates two forms of explanation, namely text and tree diagrams.

3. FACT text explanation is unique, as it relies on the correlation of PSL and an incremental

knowledge base, rather than a linguistic approach. This makes FACT explanations reliable,

justifiable, and non-biased.

4. The explanations produced by FACT were evaluated and it was confirmed that their

meaning related to decisions made by 94% of the evaluators, and were understandable for

almost 91% of the participants.

5. The performance of FACT explanations was superior to the performance of CredEye explana-

tions, based on an objective evaluation by almost 89%, 748%, and 836% of the participants,

in terms of true, understandable, and satisfying conditions, respectively. The remarkable

enhancement achieved by FACT in terms of its explanations being understandable and

satisfying was due to its method of extracting those explanations, which was not based

solely on linguistic inference.

6. FACT is unique among other research in the field, as it can provide related, comprehended,

unbiased, and detailed explanations of both authentic and fake information. In contrast,

where other approaches are capable of providing such explanations, it is solely for true

claims. FACT was found to be successful in justifying why a claim was considered false. It

performed equally well with true and false claims, in terms of the ‘true’ and ‘understandable’

metrics. However, its performance was decreased by 34% for the ‘satisfying’ metric. In

generic terms, FACT can give proper justification for positive and negative decisions.
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CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary and Conclusion

In this study, the goal was to investigate the efficiency of employing probabilistic reasoning in

fact-checking systems. Thus, the FACT innovation was developed, this being a fully automated

fact consistency-checking system, which does not require any human support. Instead, FACT

utilises natural language-processing techniques to extract information from trusted sources,

in order to dynamically build a knowledge base. Probabilistic reasoning is then applied to this

knowledge base, so that FACT can return a decision over whether a questioned claim is true or

false. One virtue of FACT is that it can induce information that is not explicitly mentioned in

the source text. Furthermore, the performance of FACT is progressively enhanced because it is

supported by a continuous learning technique, whereby it acquires new sources of information

about any claims that are being investigated.

In addition, FACT can produce an automatic explanation of the resulting justification, as it is

interpreted by design, due to its reliance on a dynamic incremental knowledge base, supported by

probabilistic reasoning. It can determine why a claim or item of information is true or false, and

represent its explanation as text and a tree diagram. To benchmark FACT, it was compared with

CredEye in this study, since CredEye is a well-known and widely used automated fact-checking

system. The above-mentioned comparison not only included decisions on whether claims were

true or false, but also evaluations of the automatically generated explanations. However, to ensure

that the results were reliable and fair in this study, a survey was conducted to gather human

opinions about the decisions and explanations generated by both systems: FACT and CredEye.

Based on these survey results, FACT appeared to perform significantly better than CredEye in

terms of being true, understandable, and satisfying. To be more specific, FACT provided decisions
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and supported those decisions with explanations. FACT’s explanations were also comprehensible

to the human participants and contained sufficient detail to be informative. Moreover, FACT

performed equally well for true and false claims, in terms of being ‘true’ and ‘understandable’.

Throughout the research, the political relations and UK royal family and its internal relations

was used as a cases studies. Thus, it illustrated how each phase of the FACT approach was

implemented. To conclude this case study, FACT produced decisions on a number of claims

relating to the UK royal family. It also induced explanations, presented as text or a tree diagram

for each claim. Furthermore, to support the implementation of probabilistic reasoning, two more

case studies were conducted. On this basis, it was found that PSL, used as a probabilistic logic

model, performed better than MLN in a fact-checking system.

7.2 Contribution to knowledge

This study makes a number of significant contributions to knowledge, in the field of automated

fact-checking systems. This was achieved by attempting to answer the primary research question:

‘How can probabilistic reasoning be used to check for the internal consistency of a
set of claims?’ , in addressing this question, an innovative approach was adopted, and FACT

experiments were conducted using case studies and probabilistic reasoning (specifically, PSL) to

test systems designed to check the consistency of claims. FACT was found to perform dramatically

better than existing automated fact-checking systems such as CredEye, when employed in or

associated with building a knowledge base that is engaged in continuous learning and the

resolution of named entity problems.

Other contributions of this study are associated with the sub-questions derived from the

main research question. Firstly, the sub-question, ‘How can the construction and dynamic
expansion of a knowledge base enhance checking the validity of claims?’ was addressed

by the following means.

• Collecting articles related to a specific claim by crawling and scraping the Web creates a

repository that is a starting point for fact-checking systems.

• A pipeline of information extraction techniques is applied to this repository, inducing

named entities and the relationships between them. These can be saved in a knowledge

base. Repeating the previous steps enriches this knowledge base on an ongoing basis.

• Finally, this knowledge base is used in conjunction with PSL to define the authenticity of a

claim. Through experience, this approach proved to be more efficient than other automated

systems like CredEye.

For the second sub-question, ‘What is gained by employing probabilistic reasoning in
such systems?’, the answer provided the following contributions.
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• First, probabilistic reasoning can be used to infer relations that are not explicitly defined

in the text using logic and implementing an information extraction pipeline. In this study,

only two relations were investigated, parents and spouses. However, the results implicitly

revealed further relations, such as siblings, due to the inference process.

• Second, probabilistic reasoning can automatically generate explanations for decisions. This

is the reason why FACT is interpreted by design. Based on the survey results, the human

participants evaluated FACT’s explanations, with these explanations being evaluated by

94% and 91% of the participants, respectively, as ‘true’ and ‘understandable’. These results

exceeded those achieved by CredEye, where 89%, 748%, and 836%, respectively, agreed

that the explanations were true, understandable, and satisfying.

• Third, probabilistic reasoning can automatically generate explanations of decisions as text

and as tree diagrams.

• Fourth, FACT, given its reliance on probabilistic reasoning, was found to perform equally

well for true and false claims in terms of the ‘true’ and ‘understandable’ measures. Con-

sequently, it may be concluded that probabilistic reasoning can help provide proper justi-

fication for positive and negative decisions. For negative decisions, it demonstrates that

there is no evidence to support a claim, giving an alternative relation to support the claim,

if there is one available.

• Fifth, FACT explanations are reliable, justifiable, and non-biased, as they are generated

through the probabilistic reasoning of relations in a knowledge base.

In responding to the third sub-question, ‘What measures should be used to quantify
the efficiency of the proposed solution?’, precision and recall were identified as appropriate

measures for evaluating the proposed approach. Precision is defined as the percentage for the

total number of correctly extracted relations in respect of the total number of relations identified

by the system. Meanwhile, recall is defined as the percentage of the total number of correctly

identified relations over the total number of relations present in the text. FACT achieved almost

85% for both recall and precision, these being considered as good ratios. Other contributions

include:

• Probabilistic soft logic outperforming an MLN in checking the consistency of facts.

• An effective method of measuring the worthiness of the explanations generated by FACT,

employing human evaluators. However, human evaluation should be designed in a way that

will minimise bias. In this research, the survey set-up was innovative, as it was designed

to ensure fairness. This was implemented by employing a number of human evaluators,

all from different backgrounds. These evaluators were given the same set of claims, with

automatically generated decisions and explanations of those decisions. If these human
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evaluators agreed on the worthiness of a claim, it would indicate that their decisions were

free of bias. Moreover, if they gave positive evaluations, it would prove that the FACT

system was an effective tool for checking the consistency of facts.

The contributions set out above represent some highly contributions to the research area.

However, a number of research limitations were also identified in this study. These, and any

future work that might grow out of this study, are discussed below.

7.3 Future Work and Research Limitations

• While some important contributions were made by this research, more case studies in

different fields of knowledge should be conducted to improve the generalisability of the

results. However, for each new domain investigated, a different information extraction

technique and JAPE grammar are required. This process would be a major learning curve

in the path towards understanding the domain and creating an appropriate JAPE grammar

in each case. The same problem arises with regard to the logical rules, which would need

to be updated for each domain. Nevertheless, in future work, a system could be developed

to automatically generate a specific JAPE grammar for the desired domain. In addition,

FACT could be implemented using different logical rules for different domains by utilising

the available online tools. Furthermore, two or more knowledge bases could be developed,

relating to the same topic but covering a different aspect of it to perform more accurate

fact-checking. For example, in the case of the UK royal family, kinship and geographical

rules could be applied to create two knowledge bases. These knowledge bases could then

be adopted to study other topics, such as immigration and its effects on the dispersal of

families.

• No existing datasets were found for use in this research. Hence, a dataset was created

specially for the study. However, this dataset was very limited in size. For future work,

larger datasets could be defined, for example, by extracting them from social media, such

as Facebook and Twitter.

• Nevertheless, large datasets require huge computational resources. Thus, it would be

necessary to create a cloud-based version of FACT, utilising low-cost cloud services to

support the research.

• For the evaluation of explanations, only a limited number of explanations were produced,

with a relatively small number of evaluators recruited. This was due to the constraints

imposed in response to the current COVID-19 pandemic and the students was unwillingness

to participate in this kind of survey. Hence, for future work, it is intended to expand the set

of explanations and include more evaluators. In addition, the MLN version of FACT would

be evaluated, just as the PSL version was evaluated in this study.
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• It is evident from this Conclusion and statement of the research limitations that this

growing and in-demand field of research requires a combination of approaches to enhance

the performance of automated fact-checking systems. The advantage of FACT is that it

can make inferences from existing knowledge. However, in the proposed approach, greater

generalisability of the results could be achieved by deploying larger datasets across a

wider spectrum. This would point to the development of cloud-based FACT to maximise

computational resources. Greater human participation to evaluate automated performance

on this scale would consequently be necessary, operating under fewer constraints. Moreover,

despite some knowledge bases being transferable to other domains, specific information

extraction techniques and JAPE grammar necessary for each domain, whereupon these

could be automatically generated by an innovative system. Finally, other versions of FACT,

such as deploying an MLN, could be developed.
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APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATION

FACT Fact Automated Consistency Testing.

CredEye A credibility lens for analyzing and explaining misinformation.

GATE General Architecture for Text Engineering.

JAPE a Java Annotation Patterns Engine.

ANNI A Nearly-New IE system.

NELL Never Ending Language Learner.

PSL Probabilistic SOft Logic.

MAP Markov Random Field.

HL-MRF Hinge-Loss Markov Random Fields.

NLP Natural Language Processing.

KB Knowledge Base.

POS Part Of Speech.

IE Information Extraction.

KB Knowledge Base.

ADMM Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers.

LHS Lift Hand side in the grammar rule.

RHS Right Hand side in the grammar rule.

ROC Receiver operating characteristic.

AUC Area Under the ROC Curve

TP True Positive.

FP False Negative.

FPR False Positive Rate.

TPR True Positive Rate.
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APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT RESULT

The table bellow shows the number of articles processed in each iteration and the number of

relations extracted for both parent relation and spouse relation:

Search keyword #articles #CRS #SR #CNPR #PR #TR
“Prince Edward“ “Peter Phillips“ 117 16 16 1 1 17
“Princess Anne“ “Zara Phillips“ 117 31 15 6 5 37
“Prince Philip“ “Arthur Chatto“ 105 35 4 11 5 46

“Mary Elphinstone“ “Elizabeth II“ 113 41 6 12 1 53
“Prince Philip“ “Princess Margaret“ 128 59 18 12 0 71

“Prince William“ “Elizabeth II“ 130 79 20 13 1 92
“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Princess Anne“ 118 103 24 23 10 126
“Princess Beatrice“ “Prince Charles“ 125 111 8 25 2 136

“Princess Beatrice“ “Elizabeth II“ 141 127 16 25 0 152
“Kate Middleton“ “Prince William“ 84 129 2 25 0 154

“Sarah Fergie Ferguson“ “Prince William“ 102 135 6 27 2 162
“Princess Charlotte“ “Prince Harry“ 118 138 3 27 0 165
“Prince Charles“ “Princess Eugenie“ 110 144 6 27 0 171
“Princess Charlotte“ “Prince George“ 126 146 2 28 1 174

“Princess Anne“ “Prince William“ 116 150 4 28 0 178
“Prince Harry“ “Peter Phillips“ 99 155 5 31 3 186
“Peter Phillips“ “Elizabeth II“ 134 169 14 41 10 210

“Prince Edward“ “Prince William“ 102 179 10 45 4 224
“Princess Margaret“ “Princess Anne“ 126 190 11 45 0 235
“Princess Charlotte“ “Prince Harry“ 113 195 5 45 0 240

“Princess Beatrice“ “Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ 84 201 6 53 8 254
“Prince Harry“ “Princess Anne“ 103 205 4 54 1 259

“Elizabeth II“ “Antony Armstrong-Jones“ 167 231 26 54 0 285
“Prince William“ “Princess Anne“ 121 239 8 55 1 294

“Meghan Markle“ “Prince William“ 86 243 4 55 0 298
“Prince Philip“ “Prince William“ 127 249 6 56 1 305
“Prince William“ “Prince Harry“ 104 249 0 56 0 305
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Search keyword #articles #CRS #SR #CNPR #PR #TR
“Prince George“ “Prince Edward“ 131 259 10 56 0 315

“Meghan Markle“ “Lena Elizabeth Tindall“ 116 263 4 59 3 322
“Princess Anne“ “Elizabeth II“ 136 278 15 60 1 338
“Prince Philip“ “Prince Harry“ 120 284 6 60 0 344

“Zara Phillips“ “Prince Charles“ 86 290 6 61 1 351
“Elizabeth II“ “Prince William“ 126 306 16 64 3 370

“Princess Beatrice“ “Prince Charles“ 125 308 2 64 0 372
“Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ “Prince William“ 111 314 6 68 4 382

“Prince William“ “Princess Anne“ 119 320 6 69 1 389
“Peter Phillips“ “Kate Middleton“ 110 323 3 71 2 394
“Diana Spencer“ “Prince Edward“ 128 331 8 71 0 402

“Sarah Fergie Ferguson“ “Peter Phillips“ 82 347 16 72 1 419
“Peter Phillips“ “Sarah Fergie Ferguson“ 78 357 10 73 1 430

“Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ “Princess Beatrice“ 87 363 6 79 6 442
“Prince Harry“ “Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ 124 375 12 90 11 465

“Elizabeth II“ “Zara Phillips“ 137 385 10 90 0 475
“Savannah Phillips“ “Princess Anne“ 119 390 5 92 2 482
“Princess Margaret“ “Prince William“ 121 398 8 96 4 494

“Autumn Phillips“ “Peter Phillips“ 141 406 8 97 1 503
“Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ “Savannah Phillips“ 125 413 7 99 2 512

“Princess Beatrice“ “Elizabeth II“ 137 415 2 100 1 515
“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “David Armstrong-Jones“ 97 425 10 107 7 532

“Princess Margaret“ “Daniel Chatto“ 122 437 12 109 2 546
“Princess Anne“ “Mia Grace Tindall“ 67 441 4 112 3 553

“Princess Anne“ “Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ 103 445 4 113 1 558
“Zara Phillips“ “Peter Phillips“ 149 447 2 113 0 560

“Peter Phillips“ “Prince William“ 100 448 1 113 0 561
“Prince George“ “Princess Charlotte“ 116 450 2 113 0 563

“Princess Anne“ “Elizabeth II“ 129 456 6 113 0 569
“Prince Edward“ “Prince William“ 106 460 4 113 0 573

“Prince Louis“ “Elizabeth II“ 136 466 6 113 0 579
“Prince Charles“ “David Armstrong-Jones“ 122 476 10 114 1 590

“Prince George“ “Princess Beatrice“ 111 480 4 114 0 594
“Kate Middleton“ “Prince William“ 84 480 0 114 0 594

“David Armstrong-Jones“ “Elizabeth II“ 141 482 2 114 0 596
“Capt Mark Phillips“ “Prince William“ 102 483 1 114 0 597

“David Armstrong-Jones“ “Arthur Chatto“ 105 489 6 115 1 604
“Prince Harry“ “Princess Beatrice“ 105 493 4 115 0 608

“Elizabeth II“ “Margaret Elphinstone“ 92 503 10 116 1 619
“Mia Grace Tindall“ “Lena Elizabeth Tindall“ 84 503 0 116 0 619

“David Armstrong-Jones“ “Arthur Chatto“ 109 513 10 120 4 633
“Mia Grace Tindall“ “Princess Eugenie“ 76 517 4 130 10 647

“Prince George“ “Prince William“ 113 517 0 130 0 647
“Elizabeth II“ “Princess Anne“ 137 525 8 131 1 656

“Arthur Chatto“ “Princess Beatrice“ 134 533 8 135 4 668
“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Mia Grace Tindall“ 44 535 2 135 0 670

“Princess Beatrice“ “Prince William“ 104 535 0 136 1 671
“Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon“ “Elizabeth II“ 146 556 21 140 4 696

“Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ “Princess Beatrice“ 84 558 2 141 1 699
“Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ “James“ 122 567 9 144 3 711

“Princess Margaret“ “Princess Eugenie“ 111 578 11 145 1 723
“Elizabeth II“ “Princess Margaret“ 126 586 8 145 0 731
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“Prince William“ “Prince George“ 112 586 0 145 0 731
“Prince George“ “Prince Edward“ 132 597 11 149 4 746

“Elizabeth II“ “Prince Harry“ 141 599 2 149 0 748
“Autumn Phillips“ “Princess Anne“ 103 604 5 149 0 753
“Elizabeth II“ “Princess Eugenie“ 127 608 4 149 0 757

“Elizabeth II“ “Prince Philip“ 133 610 2 149 0 759
“Princess Eugenie“ “Prince Charles“ 117 611 1 150 1 761

“James“ “Prince Harry“ 145 613 2 151 1 764
“Savannah Phillips“ “Prince William“ 139 613 0 152 1 765

“Peter Phillips“ “Princess Anne“ 122 617 4 152 0 769
“Elizabeth II“ “Prince Charles“ 130 623 6 152 0 775

“Antony Armstrong-Jones“ “Elizabeth II“ 170 639 16 152 0 791
“Prince Charles“ “Prince Andrew“ 108 639 0 153 1 792
“Prince Andrew“ “Prince Charles“ 110 645 6 153 0 798

“Princess Anne“ “Kate Middleton“ 96 647 2 153 0 800
“Prince William“ “Prince Louis“ 109 647 0 153 0 800

“Prince Louis“ “Princess Eugenie“ 105 660 13 153 0 813
“Prince William“ “Kate Middleton“ 94 660 0 153 0 813
“Prince Charles“ “Prince William“ 132 666 6 162 9 828
“Princess Anne“ “Prince Charles“ 121 667 1 162 0 829

“Princess Eugenie“ “Princess Anne“ 118 674 7 163 1 837
“Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ “Savannah Phillips“ 132 675 1 163 0 838

“Prince Harry“ “Kate Middleton“ 96 675 0 163 0 838
“Prince Charles“ “Prince William“ 128 675 0 163 0 838
“Prince Harry“ “Princess Eugenie“ 112 675 0 163 0 838

“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Samuel Chatto“ 129 675 0 168 5 843
“Arthur Chatto“ “Charles Armstrong-Jones“ 85 677 2 171 3 848

“Kate Middleton“ “Prince Harry“ 89 679 2 172 1 851
“Prince Louis“ “Meghan Markle“ 104 681 2 172 0 853
“Princess Anne“ “Prince Andrew“ 122 687 6 172 0 859

“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Charles Armstrong-Jones“ 99 691 4 173 1 864
“Elizabeth II“ “Sarah Fergie Ferguson“ 109 691 0 174 1 865
“Arthur Chatto“ “Princess Margaret“ 114 691 0 176 2 867

“Prince Louis“ “Prince Charles“ 113 693 2 176 0 869
“Daniel Chatto“ “David Armstrong-Jones“ 103 695 2 176 0 871
“Mary Elphinstone“ “Cecilia Bowes-Lyon“ 75 714 19 178 2 892

“Prince Philip“ “Diana Spencer“ 122 716 2 178 0 894
“Prince Louis“ “Prince William“ 102 716 0 180 2 896
“Prince Charles“ “Peter Phillips“ 97 720 4 180 0 900

“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Charles Armstrong-Jones“ 98 720 0 180 0 900
“Prince Charles“ “Princess Anne“ 125 728 8 180 0 908

“Peter Phillips“ “Zara Phillips“ 140 734 6 181 1 915
“Prince Louis“ “Prince Harry“ 108 736 2 182 1 918

“Lady Margarita Armstrong-Jones“ “Charles Armstrong-Jones“ 114 742 6 184 2 926
“Princess Beatrice“ “Princess Eugenie“ 105 743 1 184 0 927

“Zara Phillips“ “Princess Beatrice“ 101 753 10 185 1 938
“David Armstrong-Jones“ “Prince William“ 140 753 0 186 1 939

“Princess Margaret“ “Prince Charles“ 126 755 2 187 1 942
“Cecilia Bowes-Lyon“ “Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon“ 78 767 12 190 3 957

“Prince Charles“ “Sarah Fergie Ferguson“ 123 775 8 191 1 966
“Diana Spencer“ “Elizabeth II“ 127 795 20 197 6 992

“Prince Charles“ “Zara Phillips“ 89 795 0 197 0 992
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Search keyword #articles #CRS #SR #CNPR #PR #TR
“Arthur Chatto“ “David Armstrong-Jones“ 104 795 0 197 0 992

“Princess Beatrice“ “Prince Edward“ 109 797 2 197 0 994
“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Princess Anne“ 129 805 8 198 1 1003
“Princess Eugenie“ “Princess Beatrice“ 94 805 v 0 198 0 1003

“Antony Armstrong-Jones“ “Princess Margaret“ 172 829 24 198 0 1027
“Meghan Markle“ “Princess Charlotte“ 108 831 2 199 1 1030

“Prince William“ “Elizabeth II“ 142 835 4 199 0 1034
“Lady Margarita Armstrong-Jones“ “Charles Armstrong-Jones“ 117 841 6 202 3 1043

“Lady Louise Windsor“ “Elizabeth II“ 104 841 0 202 0 1043
“Prince Louis“ “Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ 98 846 5 208 6 1054
“Prince George“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 116 869 23 210 2 1079

“Prince Louis“ “Prince Charles“ 105 873 4 211 1 1084
“Prince Edward“ “Prince Charles“ 126 883 10 211 0 1094
“Princess Eugenie“ “Elizabeth II“ 121 885 2 212 1 1097

“Prince Louis“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 96 891 6 212 0 1103
“Capt Mark Phillips“ “Elizabeth II“ 111 891 0 212 0 1103

“David Armstrong-Jones“ “Serena Armstrong-Jones“ 119 897 6 212 0 1109
“Prince George“ “Prince Louis“ 99 899 2 212 0 1111
“Prince Louis“ “Prince Harry“ 109 901 2 212 0 1113
“Prince Charles“ “Elizabeth II“ 128 905 4 212 0 1117

“Savannah Phillips“ “Isla Elizabeth Phillips“ 121 907 2 212 0 1119
“Prince Harry“ “Prince William“ 120 909 2 213 1 1122
“Prince Edward“ “Elizabeth II“ 118 911 2 213 0 1124
“Prince Andrew“ “Elizabeth II“ 150 917 6 213 0 1130

“Princess Anne“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 112 921 4 213 0 1134
“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Princess Margaret“ 119 925 4 213 0 1138

“Capt Mark Phillips“ “Prince Charles“ 124 937 12 217 4 1154
“Prince Harry“ “Princess Anne“ 105 941 4 219 2 1160

“Samuel Chatto“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 122 941 0 219 0 1160
“Princess Anne“ “Savannah Phillips“ 116 941 0 220 1 1161

“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Lady Margarita Armstrong-Jones“ 101 941 0 220 0 1161
“Princess Beatrice“ “Princess Eugenie“ 105 943 2 222 2 1165

“Prince Harry“ “Elizabeth II“ 149 945 2 222 0 1167
“Princess Charlotte“ “Meghan Markle“ 125 949 4 222 0 1171

“Elizabeth II“ “Diana Spencer“ 133 958 9 225 3 1183
“Arthur Chatto“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 128 958 0 225 0 1183

“Prince Harry“ “Prince Charles“ 122 958 0 225 0 1183
“Prince Harry“ “Prince William“ 114 960 2 225 0 1185
“Lady Louise Windsor“ “James“ 99 962 2 225 0 1187

“Princess Beatrice“ “Princess Eugenie“ 99 962 0 225 0 1187
“Prince William“ “Elizabeth II“ 131 962 0 226 1 1188
“Arthur Chatto“ “Prince Harry“ 123 962 0 227 1 1189

“Diana Spencer“ “Prince Andrew“ 127 966 4 228 1 1194
“Prince Edward“ “Diana Spencer“ 125 978 12 228 0 1206
“Elizabeth II“ “Princess Margaret“ 132 980 2 228 0 1208
“Prince Harry“ “Mia Grace Tindall“ 82 984 4 236 8 1220

“Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon“ “Cecilia Bowes-Lyon“ 86 999 6 236 0 1235
“Princess Beatrice“ “Peter Phillips“ 106 1003 4 236 0 1239

“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Samuel Chatto“ 130 1005 2 236 0 1241
“Princess Margaret“ “Zara Phillips“ 103 1009 4 244 8 1253

“Samuel Chatto“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 123 1009 0 245 1 1254
“Prince William“ “Prince Philip“ 124 1011 2 245 0 1256
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“Lady Sarah Chatto“ “Princess Margaret“ 120 1015 4 245 0 1260

“Peter Phillips“ “Savannah Phillips“ 129 1017 2 245 0 1262
“Serena Armstrong-Jones“ “Lady Sarah Chatto“ 71 1023 6 245 0 1268

“Prince Charles“ “Princess Beatrice“ 121 1025 2 2457 0 1270
“Peter Phillips“ “Princess Eugenie“ 109 1025 0 245 0 1270
“Elizabeth II“ “Savannah Phillips“ 120 1026 1 246 1 1272

“Princess Eugenie“ “Prince William“ 113 1038 12 246 0 1284
“Mike Tindall“ “Peter Phillips“ 117 1038 0 246 0 1284

“Autumn Phillips“ “Prince Harry“ 119 1040 2 246 0 1286
“Prince William“ “Princess Beatrice“ 99 1042 2 246 0 1288

“Prince Andrew“ “Princess Anne“ 129 1042 0 246 0 1288
“Prince Harry“ “Zara Phillips“ 108 1044 2 248 2 1292

“Peter Phillips“ “Prince Charles“ 102 1046 2 248 0 1294
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APPENDIX C: GROUND TRUTH

The table bellow shows the ground truth dataset:

True statements
Princess Anne is the ancestor of Zara Phillips.

Prince Charles is the descendent of Elizabeth II.

Elizabeth II is the wife of Prince Philip.

Autumn Phillips is the wife of Peter Phillips.

Antony Armstrong-Jones is the husband of Princess Margaret.

Prince William is the husband of Kate Middleton.

Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon is the mother of Elizabeth II.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the mother of Samuel Chatto.

Prince Charles is the father of Prince William.

Prince William is the father of Prince George.

Princess Anne is the daughter of Elizabeth II.

Peter Phillips is the son of Princess Anne.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the child of Princess Margaret.

Prince Harry is the child of Prince Charles.

Prince Andrew is the child of Elizabeth II.

Prince Edward is the child of Elizabeth II.

Lady Margarita Armstrong-Jones is the siblings of Charles Armstrong-Jones.

Savannah Phillips is the siblings of Isla Elizabeth Phillips.

Princess Beatrice is the siblings of Princess Eugenie.

Elizabeth II is the siblings of Princess Margaret.
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Zara Phillips is the siblings of Peter Phillips.

Prince George is the siblings of Prince Louis.

Prince Edward is the siblings of Prince Charles.

Prince William is the siblings of Prince Harry.

Princess Eugenie is the sister of Princess Beatrice.

Elizabeth II is the sister of Princess Margaret.

Lady Louise Windsor is the sister of James.

Princess Anne is the sister of Prince Charles.

Mia Grace Tindall is the sister of Lena Elizabeth Tindall.

Princess Anne is the sister of Prince Andrew.

Lady Margarita Armstrong-Jones is the sister of Charles Armstrong-Jones.

Prince Charles is the brother of Princess Anne.

Prince Andrew is the brother of Princess Anne.

Prince Charles is the brother of Prince Andrew.

Prince Andrew is the brother of Prince Charles.

Peter Phillips is the brother of Zara Phillips.

Prince George is the brother of Princess Charlotte.

Princess Eugenie is the niece of Princess Anne.

Zara Phillips is the niece of Prince Charles.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the niece of Elizabeth II.

Princess Eugenie is the niece of Prince Charles.

Princess Charlotte is the niece of Prince Harry.

Princess Charlotte is the niece-In-Law of Meghan Markle.

Prince William is the nephew of Princess Anne.

Peter Phillips is the nephew of Prince Charles.

David Armstrong-Jones is the nephew of Elizabeth II.

Prince Louis is the nephew-In-Law of Meghan Markle.

Princess Margaret is the aunt of Princess Anne.

Princess Anne is the aunt of Prince William.

Princess Margaret is the aunt of Prince Charles.

Mary Elphinstone is the aunt of Elizabeth II.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the aunt of Charles Armstrong-Jones.

Meghan Markle is the aunt-In-Law of Princess Charlotte.

Princess Anne is the aunt-In-Law of Kate Middleton.

Sarah Fergie Ferguson is the aunt-In-Law of Prince William.

Prince Charles is the uncle of Princess Eugenie.

Prince Edward is the uncle of Prince William.
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Prince Edward is the uncle of Peter Phillips.

Prince Charles is the uncle of Peter Phillips.

David Armstrong-Jones is the uncle of Arthur Chatto.

Capt Mark Phillips is the uncle-In-Law of Prince William.

Princess Eugenie is the cousin of Prince William.

Peter Phillips is the cousin of Princess Eugenie.

Prince William is the cousin of Princess Beatrice.

Prince Charles is the cousin of David Armstrong-Jones.

Princess Anne is the cousin of Lady Sarah Chatto.

Elizabeth II is the cousin of Margaret Elphinstone.

Peter Phillips is the cousin-In-Law of Kate Middleton.

Autumn Phillips is the child-In-Law of Princess Anne.

Capt Mark Phillips is the son-In-Law of Elizabeth II.

Diana Spencer is the daughter-In-Law of Elizabeth II.

Elizabeth II is the parent-In-Law of Sarah Fergie Ferguson.

Elizabeth II is the mother-In-Law of Diana Spencer.

Prince Philip is the father-In-Law of Diana Spencer.

Elizabeth II is the sibling-In-Law of Antony Armstrong-Jones.

Diana Spencer is the sister-In-Law of Princess Anne.

Serena Armstrong-Jones is the sister-In-Law of Lady Sarah Chatto.

Kate Middleton is the sister-In-Law of Prince Harry.

Meghan Markle is the sister-In-Law of Prince William.

Diana Spencer is the sister-In-Law of Prince Andrew.

Diana Spencer is the sister-In-Law of Prince Edward.

Antony Armstrong-Jones is the brother-In-Law of Elizabeth II.

Daniel Chatto is the brother-In-Law David Armstrong-Jones.

Capt Mark Phillips is the brother-In-Law Prince Charles.

Prince Charles is the brother-In-Law Sarah Fergie Ferguson.

Prince Edward is the brother-In-Law Diana Spencer.

Prince Philip is the brother-In-Law Princess Margaret.

Mike Tindall is the brother-In-Law Peter Phillips.

Prince William is the grand child of Elizabeth II.

Prince Harry is the grand child of Elizabeth II.

Lady Louise Windsor is the grand child of Elizabeth II.

Princess Eugenie is the grand child of Elizabeth II.

Prince William is the grand son of Prince Philip.

Princess Beatrice is the grand daughter of Elizabeth II.
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Elizabeth II is the grand parent of Princess Eugenie.

Princess Anne is the grand parent of Mia Grace Tindall.

Princess Anne is the grand parent of Savannah Phillips.

Prince Philip is the grand father of Prince Harry.

Elizabeth II is the grandmother of Prince William.

Fake statements
Zara Phillips is the ancestor of Princess Beatrice.

Elizabeth Bowes_Lyon is the ancestor of Cecilia Bowes_Lyon.

Elizabeth IIis the descendent of Prince Harry.

Prince Harry is the descendent of Prince William.

Autumn Phillips is the Wife of Prince Harry.

Peter Phillipsis the Wife of Sarah Fergie Ferguson.

Sarah Fergie Ferguson is the husband of Peter Phillips.

Prince Harry is the husband of Zara Phillips.

Prince Harry is the child of Isla Elizabeth Phillips.

Prince Louis is the child of Princess Eugenie.

Prince William is the child of Elizabeth II.

Prince Harry is the child of Princess Anne.

Prince Charles is the child of Prince William.

David Armstrong_Jones is the child of Prince William.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the child of David Armstrong_Jones.

Prince Louisis the Son of Elizabeth II.

Princess Beatrice is the son of Elizabeth II.

Mary Elphinstone is the son of Cecilia Bowes_Lyon.

Kate Middleton is the daughter of Prince William.

Prince Louis is the daughter of Prince William.

Samuel Chatto is the daughter of Lady Sarah Chatto.

Cecilia Bowes_Lyon is the father of Elizabeth Bowes_Lyon.

Princess Charlotte is the father of Prince George.

Prince Harry is the father of Kate Middleton.

Meghan Markle is the mother of Lena Elizabeth Tindall.

Prince William is the mother_Of Prince Louis.

David Armstrong_Jones is the mother of Serena Armstrong_Jones.

Prince George is the siblings of Princess Beatrice.

Princess Margaret is the siblings of Daniel Chatto.

Samuel Chatto is the siblings of Lady Sarah Chatto.

Arthur Chatto is the siblings of Charles Armstrong_Jones.
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Isla Elizabeth Phillips is the sister of Princess Beatrice.

Elizabeth II is the sister of Prince Charles.

Prince Harry is the sister of Prince William.

Princess Beatrice is the brother of Princess Eugenie.

Prince George is the brother of Prince William.

Isla Elizabeth Phillips is the brother of Prince William.

Prince Louis is the aunt of Isla Elizabeth Phillips.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the aunt of Samuel Chatto.

Princess Beatrice is the aunt of Isla Elizabeth Phillips.

Kate Middleton is the aunt_In Law of Prince William.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the aunt_In Law Lady Margarita Armstrong_Jones.

Prince George is the uncle of Prince Edward.

Princess Beatrice is the uncle of Prince Edward.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the uncle of Charles Armstrong_Jones.

Prince George is the Uncle_In_Law of Prince Edward.

Prince Edward is the Uncle_In_Law of Prince William.

David Armstrong_Jones is the Uncle_In_Law of Arthur Chatto.

Isla Elizabeth Phillips is the niece of James.

Prince Louis is the niece of Prince Harry.

Arthur Chatto is the niece of David Armstrong_Jones.

Princess Charlotte is the niece_In_Law of Prince Harry.

Arthur Chatto is the nephew of Prince Harry.

Princess Beatrice is the nephew of Princess Eugenie.

Princess Beatrice is the nephew of Prince Charles.

Prince Louis is the nephew_In_Law of Prince Charles.

Princess Beatrice is the nephew_In_Law of Prince Charles.

Prince George is the nephew_In_Law of Lady Sarah Chatto.

Prince Louis is the cousin of Prince Charles.

Prince Louis is the cousin of Prince Harry.

Isla Elizabeth Phillips is the cousin of Savannah Phillips.

Prince Louis is the cousin of Lady Sarah Chatto.

Isla Elizabeth Phillips is the cousin_In_Law of Savannah Phillips.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the cousin_In_Law of Princess Anne.

Elizabeth II is the child_In_Law of Princess Anne.

Prince Harry is the son_In_Law of Princess Anne.

Princess Beatrice is the son_In_Law of Prince William.

Arthur Chatto is the son_In_Law of Lady Sarah Chatto.
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Isla Elizabeth Phillips is the daughter_In_Law of Princess Beatrice.

Prince Charles is the daughter_In_Law of Princess Beatrice.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the daughter_In_Law of Princess Margaret.

James is the parent_In_Law of Prince Harry.

Princess Margaret is the mother_In_Law of Zara Phillips.

Prince Charles is the mother_In_Law of Zara Phillips.

Elizabeth II is the mother_In_Law of Zara Phillips.

Savannah Phillips is the father_In_Law of Prince William.

Peter Phillips is the father_In_Law of Prince William.

Arthur Chatto is the father_In_Law of Princess Margaret.

Prince Harry is the sibling_In_Law of Princess Beatrice.

Mia Grace Tindall is the sister_In_Law of Princess Eugenie.

Prince Harry is the sister_In_Law of Princess Eugenie.

Princess Margaret is the sister_In_Law of Princess Eugenie.

Elizabeth II is the brother_In_Law of Savannah Phillips.

Peter Phillips is the brother_In-Law of Savannah Phillips.

Prince Harry is the grand child of Peter Phillips.

Prince William is the grand son of Princess Anne.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the grand son of Princess Anne.

Savannah Phillips is the grand son of Princess Anne.

Peter Phillips is the grand daughter of Elizabeth II.

Princess Anne is the grand daughter of Elizabeth II.

Prince Harry is the grand parent of Mia Grace Tindall.

Arthur Chatto is the grand parent of Princess Beatrice.

Lady Sarah Chatto is the grand parent of Mia Grace Tindall.

Prince William is the grand father of Elizabeth II.

Princess Anne is the grand father Isla Elizabeth Phillips.

Princess Beatrice is the grand mother of Peter Phillips.

Prince Philip is the grand mother of Prince William.

Prince Philip is the grand mother of Arthur Chatto.

Princess Margaret is the grand mother of Prince William.
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Here is a list of the logical rules we use in our PSL model:

Logical Rules
Male(X )⇒¬Female(X )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ Ancestor_O f (X ,Y )
Ancestor_O f (X ,Y )∧ Ancestor_O f (Y , Z)∧Y 6= X ∧Y 6= Z ⇒ Ancestor_O f (X , Z)
Descendent_O f (Y , X )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Ancestor_O f (X ,Y )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Descendent_O f (Y , X )
Descendent_O f (X ,Y )∧Descendent_O f (Y , Z)∧Y 6= X ∧Y 6= Z ⇒ Descendent_O f (X , Z)
Ancestor_O f (X ,Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Descendent_O f (Y , X )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Male(X )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Father_O f (X ,Y )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Female(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ Mother_O f (X ,Y )
Spouse_O f (X ,Y )∧Female(X )∧Y 6= X ⇒Wi f e_O f (X ,Y )
Spouse_O f (X ,Y )∧Male(X )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Husband_O f (X ,Y )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Child_O f (Y , X )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Male(Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Son_O f (Y , X )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Female(Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ Daughter_O f (Y , X )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Parent_O f (X , Z)∧Y 6= Z ⇒ Sibling_O f (Y , Z)
Sibling_O f (Y , Z)∧Male(Y )∧ (Y 6= Z)⇒ Brother_O f (Y , Z)
Sibling_O f (Y , Z)∧Female(Y )∧ (Y 6= Z)⇒ Sister_O f (Y , Z)
Parent_O f (X , Z)∧Sibling_O f (Y , X )∧Female(Y )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒ Aunt_O f (Y , Z)
Uncle_O f (X , Z)∧Spouse_O f (Y , X )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒ AuntInLaw_O f (Y , Z)
Aunt_O f (X , Z)∧Spouse_O f (Z,Y )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒ AuntInLaw_O f (X ,Y )
Parent_O f (X , Z)∧Brother_O f (Y , X )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒Uncle_O f (Y , Z)
Aunt_O f (X , Z)∧Spouse_O f (Y , X )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒UncleInLaw_O f (Y , Z)
Uncle_O f (X , Z)∧Spouse_O f (Z,Y )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒UncleInLaw_O f (X ,Y )
Aunt_O f (Z, X )∧Female(X )∧ X 6= Z ⇒ Niece_O f (X , Z)
Uncle_O f (Z, X )∧Female(X )∧ X 6= Z ⇒ Niece_O f (X , Z)
UncleInLaw_O f (Y , X )∧Female(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ NieceInLaw_O f (X ,Y )
AuntInLaw_O f (Y , X )∧Female(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ NieceInLaw_O f (X ,Y )
Uncle_O f (Y , X )∧Male(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ Nephew_O f (X ,Y )
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Logical Rules
Aunt_O f (Y , X )∧Male(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ Nephew_O f (X ,Y )
UncleInLaw_O f (Y , X )∧Male(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ NephewInLaw_O f (X ,Y )
AuntInLaw_O f (Y , X )∧Male(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒ NephewInLaw_O f (X ,Y )
Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Parent_O f (Z, A)∧ A 6= B∧Sibling_O f (X , Z)∧ X 6= Z ⇒ Cousin_O f (B, A)
Parent_O f (X ,B)∧Parent_O f (Z, A)∧ A 6= B∧SiblingInLaw_O f (X , Z)∧ X 6= Z ⇒ Cousin_O f (B, A)
Cousin_O f (Z, X )∧Spouse_O f (X ,Y )∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= X ⇒ CousinInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
Parent_O f (X , Z)∧Spouse_O f (Y , Z)∧ X 6= Z∧Y 6= Z ⇒ ChildInLaw_O f (Y , X )
ChildInLaw_O f (Y , X )∧Male(Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ SonInLaw_O f (Y , X )
ChildInLaw_O f (Y , X )∧Female(Y )∧Y 6= X ⇒ DaughterInLaw_O f (Y , X )
Spouse_O f (X ,Y )∧Parent_O f (Z, X )∧Y 6= X ∧Z 6= X ⇒ ParentInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
ParentInLaw_O f (Z,Y )∧Female(Z)∧Y 6= Z ⇒ MotherInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
ParentInLaw_O f (Z,Y )∧Male(Z)∧Y 6= Z ⇒ FatherInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
Spouse_O f (X ,Y )∧Sibling_O f (X , Z)∧Y 6= X ∧ X 6= Z ⇒ SiblingInLaw_O f (Y , Z)
Spouse_O f (X ,Y )∧Sibling_O f (Z, X )∧Y 6= X ∧ X 6= Z ⇒ SiblingInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
SiblingInLaw_O f (Z,Y )∧Female(Z)∧Z 6=Y ⇒ SisterInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
SiblingInLaw_O f (Z,Y )∧Male(Z)∧Z 6=Y ⇒ BrotherInLaw_O f (Z,Y )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Parent_O f (Y , Z)∧ X 6=Y ∧Z 6=Y ⇒GrandChild_O f (Z, X )
GrandChild_O f (Y , X )∧Male(Y )∧ X 6=Y ⇒Grandson_O f (Y , X )
GrandChild_O f (Y , X )∧Female(Y )∧ X 6=Y ⇒Granddaughter_O f (Y , X )
Parent_O f (X ,Y )∧Parent_O f (Y , A)∧ X 6=Y ∧ A 6=Y ⇒GrandParent_O f (X , A)
GrandParent_O f (X ,Y )∧Male(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒Grand f ather_O f (X ,Y )
GrandParent_O f (X ,Y )∧Female(X )∧ X 6=Y ⇒Grandmother_O f (X ,Y )
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APPENDIX E: EVALUATOR GOOGLE FORM

Figure E.1: Consent form and confirmation of participation in study
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APPENDIX E. APPENDIX E: EVALUATOR GOOGLE FORM

Figure E.2: Case 1: Response if answer is ’NO’

Figure E.3: Case 2: Response if answer is ’YES’
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Figure E.4: The UK royal family tree needs to be followed by the Evaluators
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Figure E.5: Experiment 1 claims and explanations example in Google form
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Figure E.6: Experiment 2 claims and explanations example in Google form
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APPENDIX F: CLAIM AND EXPLANATION IN GOOGLE FORM

This table bellow contains the claims and explanations for experiment 1 and 2

Claim and Explanation for Experiment 1

Explana-
tionID

Claim Explanation

Ex1
Autumn Phillips is the child-In-
Law of Princess Anne.

Princess Anne is the parent of Peter Phillips. And Autumn
Phillips is the spouse of Peter Phillips.

Ex2
Princess Eugenie is the sister of
Princess Beatrice.

Princess Eugenie is the sibling of Princess Beatrice. Be-
cause Prince Andrew is the parent of Princess Eugenie
and Prince Andrew is the parent of Princess Beatrice. And
Princess Eugenie is a female.

Ex3
Prince George is the son of
Catherine Middleton.

Catherine Middleton is the parent of Prince George. And
Prince George is a male.

Ex4
Queen Elizabeth II is the grand-
mother of Prince William.

Queen Elizabeth II is the parent of Prince Charles and
Prince Charles is the parent of Prince William. And Queen
Elizabeth II is a female.

Ex5
Princess Anne is the grandparent
of Savannah Phillips.

Peter Phillips is the parent of Savannah Phillips and
Princess Anne is the parent of Peter Phillips.

Ex6
Princess Beatrice is the grand-
daughter of Queen Elizabeth II.

Queen Elizabeth II is the parent of Prince Andrew and
Prince Andrew is the parent of Princess Beatrice. And
Princess Beatrice is a female.

Ex7
Queen Elizabeth II is the mother-
In-Law of Princess Diana.

Prince Charles is the spouse of Princess Diana and Queen
Elizabeth II is the parent of Prince Charles. And Queen
Elizabeth II is a female.

Ex8
Catherine Middleton is the sister-
In-Law of Prince Harry.

Catherine Middleton is the spouse of Prince William.
Prince Charles is the parent of Prince William and Prince
Charles is the parent of Prince Harry.

Ex9
Queen Elizabeth II is the wife of
Prince Philip.

Queen Elizabeth II is the spouse of Prince Philip and
Queen Elizabeth II is a female.

Ex10
Princess Anne is the daughter of
Queen Elizabeth II.

Queen Elizabeth II is the parent of Princess Anne and
Princess Anne is female.
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Claim and Explanation for Experiment 2

Explana-
tionID

Claim Explanation

Ex1
Princess Anne is the daughter of
Queen Elizabeth II.

Queen Elizabeth II is the parent of Princess Anne. And
Princess Anne is a female.

Ex2
Queen Elizabeth II is the wife of
Prince Philip.

Queen Elizabeth II is the spouse of Prince Philip. Queen
Elizabeth II is a female.

Ex3
Princess Anne is the grand par-
ent of Savannah Phillips.

Princess Anne is the parent of Peter Phillips. Peter
Phillips is the parent of Savannah Phillips.

Ex4
Prince William is the nephew of
Princess Anne.

Queen Elizabeth II is the parent of Prince Charles. Queen
Elizabeth II is the parent of Princess Anne. Prince Charles
is the parent of Prince William. and Prince William is
male.

Ex5
Prince Harry is the child of
Prince Charles.

Prince Charles is the parent of Prince Harry.

Ex6
Prince Edward is the brother-In-
Law of Princess Diana.

Princess Diana is the spouse of Prince Charles. Queen Eliz-
abeth II is the parent of Prince Charles. Queen Elizabeth
II is the parent of Prince Prince Edward. Prince Edward is
a male.

Ex7
Prince Harry is the grand child of
Queen Elizabeth II.

Queen Elizabeth II is the parent of Prince Charles. Prince
Charles is the parent of Prince Harry.

Ex8
Prince Charles is the uncle of
Princess Eugenie.

Prince Andrew is the parent of Princess Eugenie. Queen
Elizabeth II is the parent of Prince Andrew. Queen Eliza-
beth II is the parent of Prince Charles. Prince Charles is a
male.

Ex9
Princess Anne is the aunt of
Prince William.

Prince Charles is the parent of Prince William. Queen Eliz-
abeth II is the parent of Prince Charles. Queen Elizabeth
II is the parent of Princess Anne. Princess Anne is a fe-
male.

Ex10
Prince William is the cousin of
Princess Beatrice.

Prince Charles is the parent of Prince William. Prince An-
drew is the parent of Princess Beatrice. Queen Elizabeth
II is the parent of Prince Charles. Queen Elizabeth II is
the parent of Prince Andrew.
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APPENDIX G: EVALUATORS EXPERIMENT RESULTS

G.1 Evaluators Evaluation results for the First and Second
experiment

Table G.1: Responses of human evaluators to the process of evaluating explanations, where ‘Exs’
represents an explanation of a claim in both the First and Second Experiments (see Appendix F
for more details)

FACT Explanation Evaluation for the First Experiment
Evaluator # Explanation # True Understandable

30 Evaluators

Ex1 23 76.67% 28 93.33%
Ex2 29 96.67% 28 93.33%
Ex3 28 93.33% 29 96.67%
Ex4 29 96.67% 29 96.67%
Ex5 26 86.67% 29 96.67%
Ex6 29 96.67% 28 93.33%
Ex7 26 86.67% 26 86.67%
Ex8 28 93.33% 29 96.67%
Ex9 29 96.67% 28 93.33%
Ex10 30 100% 30 100%
Total 277 284

FACT Explanation Evaluation for the Second Experiment
Evaluator # Explanation # True Understandable

31 Evaluators

Ex1 31 100% 31 100%
Ex2 31 100% 31 100%
Ex3 27 87.10% 24 77.42%
Ex4 31 100% 25 80.65%
Ex5 31 100% 30 96.77%
Ex6 26 83.87% 23 74.19%
Ex7 31 100% 25 80.65%
Ex8 31 100% 29 93.55%
Ex9 31 100% 23 74.19%
Ex10 27 87.10% 28 90.32%
Total 297 269
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G.2 Evaluators Evaluation results for the third experiment

G.2.1 First criteria results

Criteria Claim FACT CredEye

Truthfulness

ex1 96.6 16.6

ex2 96.6 93.3

ex3 96.6 90

ex4 93.3 3.3

Table G.3: Result for the ‘Truthfulness’ criterion

G.2.2 Second criteria results

Criteria Claim Scale FACT CredEye

Understandable

ex1

Totally

disagree
3.3 50

Disagree 3.3 33.3

Neutral 3.3 13.3

Agree 36.6 3.3

Totally agree 53.3 0

ex2

Totally

disagree
3.3 33.3

Disagree 3.3 26.6

Neutral 0 30

Agree 33.3 10

Totally agree 60 0

ex3

Totally

disagree
0 33.3

Disagree 3.3 23.33

Neutral 3.3 26.6

Agree 40 16.6

Totally agree 53.3 0

ex4

Totally

disagree
10 66.66

Disagree 0 13.3

Neutral 0 6.6

Agree 46.6 10

Totally agree 43.3 3.3

Table G.4: Result for the ‘Understandable’ criterion
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G.2. EVALUATORS EVALUATION RESULTS FOR THE THIRD EXPERIMENT

G.2.3 Third criteria results
Criteria Claim Scale FACT CredEye

Satisfying

ex1

Totally

disagree
3.3 53.33

Disagree 0 40

Neutral 3.3 3.3

Agree 46.6 3.3

Totally agree 46.6 0

ex2

Totally

disagree
0 43.3

Disagree 3.3 30

Neutral 3.3 20

Agree 40 6.6

Totally agree 53.3 0

ex3

Totally

disagree
3.3 30

Disagree 3.3 40

Neutral 10 16.6

Agree 33.3 13.3

Totally agree 50 0

ex4

Totally

disagree
0 76.6

Disagree 16.6 10

Neutral 43.3 3.3

Agree 20 6.6

Totally agree 20 3.3

Table G.5: Result for the ‘Understandable’ criterion
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